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Seven killed in
Previous

helicopter

crashes
The wont LAP helicopter acci-
dents over the past two decades:
• January 12, 1994, - OC Central
Command Maj.-yen. Nehemia
Tamari and three other officers
die when their helicopter crashes
near the command landing pad in
fog in northern Jerusalem.
• July 1, 1992 - St.-Sgt.-Maj. Gil
Rosenthal killed when helicopter
crashes into sea off Rosh Hanikra
during a rescue drill.

• April 24, 1990 - Seven airmen
killed when two Sikorsky CH-53
helicopters collide near Ofra dur-
ing a training exercise.
• December 30, 1988 - Pilot

killed when his helicopter
crashed during a border-marking
mission north of Eilat.

• September 9, 1984 - Five IDF
soldiers die in a Bell 212 helicop-

ter crash near Beit She'an.
• May 10, 1977 - A Sikorsky CH-
53 crashed into a hill during a

nighttime training exercise near
Jericho, killing all 54 paratroop-
ers and air force personnel on
board. Jerusalem Post Staff

First crash of

Yasur in 6 years
ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

The wreckage of the Israel Air Force Yasur helicopter still smolders yesterday at the Jndean Desert crash rite. (Fiaifa

Hizbullah warns of more Katyushas
HIZBULLAH warned yesterday

the Katyusha attacks on the Gali-

lee Saturday night were not its

final word in retaliation for

the killing of two Lebanese civil-

ians by IDF shelling earlier lhat

day.

Hizbullah's fighting arm, the

Islamic Resistance, said the 28
rockets fired in three salvoes at

western and central Galilee and
the Panhandle were only a taste

of reprisals to come.
The Resistance, in a statement

broadcast on Lebanese radio,

said it reserves the right to retali-

ate in its own time and manner,
and warned the “Zionist enemy
not to carry out any stupid acts.”

A woman resident was very

light!/wounded in the attacks

near midnight, although several

apartments were damaged when
a single Katyusha rocket grazed

the roof of a building in Kiryat

Shmona and exploded on the

ground.

A tense quiet prevailed along

the northern border and in south

Saturday attacks only ‘a taste of what’s to come’
Lebanon yesterday following the

attacks and IDF shelling of sus-

pected terrorist targets north of

the zone.

Reports from Lebanon said

IAF warplanes staged mock
bombing raids yesterday, espe-

cially in the south.

President Ezer Weizman visit-

ed Kiryat Shmona yesterday af-

ternoon and later met with West-

ern Galilee council heads in

Nahariya. In both places he
heard criticism about what was
described as the lack of a harsh

response to Hizbullah and com-
plaints that the government is not

doing enough to help the region

in view of the security situation.

At the conclusion of his visit to

Kiryat Shmona, Weizman said

the situation in south Lebanon
could not continue in its present

form. He called on residents to

be patient and let the IDF handle
the matter.
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“When, where, and how is not
for us to discuss today. I can only

tell you that I predict - that I

know - that the matter will be
dealt with,** Weizman told

residents.

Nahariya Hospital director

Prof. Shaul Shasha told the presi-

dent that around 100 of the pa-

tients being treated at the hospi-

tal are housed in wooden
buildings and must be moved to

safety underground during an
alert.

“This is not just a problematic

operation, but something which

puts everybody - the patients,

their relatives, and residents of
the area - under terrible pres-

sure,” Shasha told Weizman.
Hizbullah's Katyusha attacks

followed an incident Saturday af-

ternoon, when IDF troops spot-

ted what they thought was an

armed gang moving on the out-

skirts of Yatar village, north of

the security zone, and opened
fire at them, killing two and
wounding at least one other. It

later became known that they
were residents of Yatar who for

the past two weeks hud been
building a water tank in the

village.

Pnme Minister Shimon Peres

subsequently admitted they had
been killed by mistake and said

Israel regretted die incident. This

message was relayed to the US,
reportedly with a warning that

Israel would respond harshly if

Hizbullah retaliated as it has in

the past with Katyusha attackson
the Galilee.

The message was relayed to the

Syrians with an urgent request to
them to curb Hizbullah and pre-

vent an escalation. Hizbullah re-

sponded with three Katyusha
salvoes.

OC Northern Command Maj.-

Gen. Amirani Levine yesterday

visited a building in Kiryat
Shmona bit by one of the rockets

and came under criticism from
residents over the “lack of an

harsh response."

Levine stressed that Hizbullah

had on at least five occasions

fired anti-tank missiles and mor-
tars at IDF and South Lebanese
Army targets in the zone from
the same spot on the outskirts of

Yatar that was hit on Saturday.

“The Lebanese announced
that [those killed] were civilians.

We will be able to give an official

answer when we have finished

investigating the matter/’ Levine

told reporters.

Levine said he was not aware
of any apology having been
made. “What's important is what
is done in the field,” he said.

As darkness fell last night,

many residents of the North were
expected to sleep again in shel-

ters and security rooms as a

precaution.

AN Israel Air Force Yasur

2000 transport helicopter

crashed during a training mis-

sion in the Judean Desert yes-

terday afternoon, plummeting
from less than 100 feet and
killing seven of the nine peo-

ple aboard.

OC Air Force Maj.-Gen.
Herzl Bodinger said it was too

early to tell if the accident was
a result of a technical mal-

function or human error. He
ordered an investigation.

Prime Minister and Defense
Minister Shimon Peres last night

expressed sorrow at the loss of

life and sent condolences to the

bereaved.

It was the first crash in six years

involving a Yasur, an upgraded
US-made Sikorsky CH-53, con-

sidered a relatively sturdy craft.

The helicopter was taking part

in a routine exercise dropping off

soldiers and had just put down a
squad and taken off when it ap-

- patently lost power and crashed.

. Itburst into flamesandwas total-

ly destroyed.

The pilot, Maj. Eyal Gelb, 32,

of Ramat Gan; co-pilot, Capt.
Ofer Schwartz, 25, of Rishon Le-
zion; flight technician, St.-Sgt.-

Maj. David Weizman, 40; and
three soldiers - Cpl.. Gay Shafir,

20, of Kiryat One; Cpl. Liat

Fildo. 20. of Karmiel; and Cpl.

Doron Ezra, 20, of Rishon Le-
zion - were killed instantly, Bo-
dinger said.

Cpl. Inbal Tavisi, 20, of Petah
Tikva. who was apparently vid-

eotaping the exercise, (fled of her
injuries in the hospital, he said.

Two other soldiers, who were in

the tail of the helicopter, suffered

light injuries, Bodinger said.

It was the first fatal military

crash since August, when an F-15
collided with storks, killing the

two airmen aboard.

The crash occurred about two
kilometers west of Mitzpeh Sha-
lem, near the Dead Sea. Another
helicopter in the exercise was in

eye-contact when the crash oc-

curred, Bodinger said.. He said

the second helicopter was forced

to land by a mechanical problem.
Bodinger dismissed any link

between the malfunction of the

second helicopter and the one

which crashed, saying helicopters

routinely land if even a minor

malfunction occurs.

“There was nothing special

about this exercise. The helicop-

ter amply dropped off one squad

and was to have dropped off two

others. elsewhere,” he said.

He said the Yasur had been

equipped with the latest avionics

as part of the IAl^s plan to up-

grade the 1960s-vintage aircraft.

Bodinger, who visited the

crash site, said there were no

douds and that visibility was

dear. He said that wind velodty

was normal and that the Yasur

had not been carrying any load

other than the soldiers.

“We don’t know what hap-

pened at this moment,” Bodinger

said. “[The Yasur] took off and

didn't appear to have attained

much altitude when it dived and

hit the ground. It only reached
some 50 to 100 feet.”

Pilot Gelb had 13 years' experi-

ence flying helicopters, and
Schwartz, the co-pilot, six, Bo-
dinger said.

He said that while the Yasur
did not have a black box, the

crew's conversations were taped,

and teams were searching the

wreckage for scraps of the
recordings.

“If these recordings survived,

then we can get information from
them. You can find out informa-

tion from tiny bits, and it is very

interesting to see tins,” he said.

He said the investigators would
work through the night if needed,

using spotlightslo illuminate the

crash site in a rush to get at least

an indication why the Yasur
crashed.

“The task ofthe IAF investiga-

tion into the accident is to find

out as quickly as possible what
happened, even if the investiga-

tion is not complete.” he said.

Bodinger said the initial inves-

tigation could have ramifications

for the entire fleet of Yasurs.

“The only information we have
at this time comes from the two
survivors and foe other helicop-

ter which saw the crash," he said.

“From now on, everything else

we know wfll come from the

investigation.”
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Hurvitz

indicted

for fraud
Jerusalem Post Staff

and Itlm

INDICTMENTS against three

businessmen connected with the

former Teva subsidiary Prome-

dico, and against the company
itself, charging tens of millions of

dollars in tax fraud were present-

ed in Jerusalem District Court

yesterday.

State Attorney Edna Arbel or-

dered that Teva CEO Eli Hur-

vitz, who headed Promedico

from 1980 until 1986, Benjamin

Jesse Ison, and Alexander Eisen-

berg be indicted after meeting

several times with their

attorneys.

The charges against the

three relate to concealing in-

come and keeping fraudulent

books.
.

According to the indictment,

during the 1980s, Promedico.

which imports and markets phar-

maceuticals, set up a straw com-

pany to conceal income and avoid

paying Israeli taxes.

Charges against the three busi-

nessmen relate only to the period

they were associated with the

firm: Hurvitz until 1987, when

Teva sold the company; Jesselson

beginning in that year; and Eisen-

berg until 1993.

Teva's board of directors yes-

terday released a statement ex-

pressing full support for Hurvitz

and saying he would wntraue _o

manage the company ‘^witn th

talent and loyalty he has dis-

played until now.”

Diplomat warns of Sharon plan

that impinges onPA control

”toT-l ,’'v,4

SHOULD the Likud win the

election, it will take measures
that will impinge upon Palestin-

ian control of the territories

without prior consultation, in-

cluding strengthening settle-

ments and launching preemp-
tive raids into Palestinian cities

to root out terrorists, MK Ariel

Sharon is reported to have told a

Western diplomat recently.

Another diplomat warned
that if Sharon's plan is adopted,

it would have dire conse-
quences. bringing about the

“downfall of the Palestinian

Authority and the collapse of

the Isracli-Palestinian .peace

track.”

Sharon's reported remarks
are being taken seriously be-

cause
of his strong second-place fi-

nish in the Likud primaries last

week.
“Beyond pouring government

resources into the settlements.

Sharon gave no indication that

new settlements would be

built,” the second diplomat

said.

Efforts to contact Sharon last

night proved unsuccessful.

Likud chairman Binyamin
Netanyahu has said that “securi-

ty will remain in Israeli hands,”

and that Israel will ‘‘maintain

the freedom of action” to go

anywhere for this purpose.

However, Netanyahu has. for

the most part, avoided specifics,

and Sharon's statements mark

the first known Likud elabora-

tion of its security princi-

ples.

When contacted for a re-

sponse last night, an aide to Ne-

tanyahu said all the principles

enumerated by Sharon “sound
right, including strengthening

settlements. There is no differ-

ence between us.”

He also noted that regardless
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of military actions, “neither Ne-
tanyahu nor Sharon want to re-

conquer Jenin, Nablus, or Gaza.
We are dedicated not just to

fighting terrorism, but also pur-

suing peace.”
Sharon reportedly told the

foreign diplomat that the Likud
would be guided by the follow-

ing principles:

• A Likud government would
set up two parallel “security

belts” in the territories -
running parallel aloog the Jor-

dan River and along the West
Bank side of the Green Line -

which would both be run by
Israel.

It remained unclear how the
unilateral establishment of such
security zones would impact
upon some existing designated
rural areas, known as Area B
under the Oslo accords, where
the Palestinians are supposed to

have a modicum of control.

In the past, Sharon has been
the champion of the “cantons
plan,” which favors rDF control
over islands of Palestinian au-
tonomous areas centered in the

Palestinian citfes.

• The IDF will feel free to stage

preemptive raids into Palestin-

ian cities (Area A) to root out
terrorists, without prior consul-

tation with the PA.
In contrast, the Peres govern-

ment has studiously avoiding

raids into the cities, instead fo-

cusing on Area B and the other

70 percent of the West Bank.
Area C, which remains under
Israeli control.

• If Palestinians continue to re-

fuse to extradite suspects, Israel

will reserve the right to take

them itself, using force.

• All Palestinians institutions in

Jerusalem will be closed, a posi-

tion which has been echoed by
Netanyahu.
In contrast, Peres pledged to

the late Norwegian foreign min-
ister Johan Jorgen Holst that

oon-PA institutions could re-

main open.
“If Israel rolls back the Pales-

tinian track, the world will react

accordingly. This will soar Isra-

el's relations with Jordan, and
hurt the Syrian track. I am
afraid Israel will pay a broad
economic price and lose a good
measure of the dramatic inter-

national acceptance it has won
thanks to the peace process,”
the second diplomat warned.
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Cabinet team to decide

on ways to ease closure
THE cabinet decided yesterday
to appoint a team to examine
ways to ease the closure of the
territories.

The team is headed by
Internal Security Minister
Moshe Shahal and includes
Environment Minister Yossi
Sarid, Agriculture Minister
Ya'acov Tzur. and Deputy
Defense Minister Ori Orr. The
group held its first working
session immediately after the

cabinet meeting. Issues to be
discussed include ways to ease
the entry of medications, food,
and goods. Shahal is to present
the team's recommendations by
Wednesday.
At the cabinet meeting. Chief

of General Staff Lt.-Gen.
Amnon Lipkin-Shahak said he
supports a limited easing of the
closure, because continuing the
closure in its current state is

liable to be a greater danger
than allowing in a few hundred

LiAT COLLINS

workers.
MK Haggai Merom (Labor j.

head of the Knesset Foreign
Affairs and Defense
Committee, said yesterday that
the closure must continue.
Merom, known to be a dove,
rejected criticism of the closure
in a B'tselera report due out
today saying, "Israel can't
afford to allow anyone in
without checking them. Our
enemies in Hamas and Islamic
Jihad won't stop at anything.”

Responding to a charge that a

pregnant woman gave birth to

stillborn twins after being
delayed at a check point,
Merom said: "The whole
situation is shocking, but with
enemies like Hamas and Islamic

Jihad we have to check
everybody, even a pregnant
woman, to make sure they are
not terrorists who want to blow

themselves up with 50 or 60
people in the center ofTel Aviv.
It's a difficult situation. But
from what I can see in the
report, there is nothing
new.

“I would have hoped that the
B'tselem report would include
the numbers of Israeli dead and
wounded, including the
seriously wounded who have
also lost their livelihoods. From
this point of view, the report is

not balanced,” he added.
“Although I'm a dove I feel

we can't carry on the peace
process and achieve our aims of
peace and recognition of the
legitimate rights of the
Palestinian people if the terror

continues,” he said. “All the

measures about which the
report complains were takes to
halt the terror. I hope that

afterwards we'll be able to
continue in the direction of
peace which I so believe in.”

UN optimistic worst of closure is over
UN Special Coordinator for the

Territories Terje Larsen
expressed optimism last night

that the “most damaging aspects

of the closure in Gaza may soon
be behind us.” and measures
will shortly be in place providing

a minimal social security net for

Gazans.
Last Thursday. Secretary of

State Warren Christopher
announced that he won
agreement by Israel to ease

aspects of the closure, including

the entry of goods and materials

into Gaza.
Not only has Israel allowed

imports into Gaza, but Larsen

said Israel has just given its

consent for Palestinians to begin

exporting goods to Jordan and
Egypt via Israeli-escorted
convoys. Israel has already said
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it would allow such convoys to

go to Ashdod Port.

Israel has begun allowing the

export of flowers, textiles, and
vegetables, sources say. It

remains unclear whether Israel

will allow the volume of exports

to accelerate quickly to the

maximum amount, which
constitutes 75 percent of the

total Gazan exports.

Larsen sounded confident
that impediments to imports are
being removed by Israel. “The
import of food, medicine, and
cement into Gaza means things

are now moving in the right

direction,” he said.

He predicted that the
renewed importing of cement
will allow Gaza's construction

industry to quickly revive to its

pre-closure level of some 23,000
workers.
Furthermore, he said he

expects foreign donations to

create at least 15,000 more
public works jobs in Gaza
initiated by the deputy director-

general of the Palestinian
Economic Council for
Development and
Reconstruction (PECDAR),
Nabil Sharif. The UN is seeking
fresh contributions by the
international community for
public works and other forms of

economic assistance.

Larsen has been shuttling
between Prime Minister Shimon
Peres and PLO Chairman
Yasser Arafat in a bid to ensure

consent on all the details of the

emergency assistance plan.

Nablus residents slam PA for raid on students
THE Palestinian Authority
yesterday began an
investigation ordered by
Chairman Yasser Arafat into

Saturday's violent break-up of a
student protest at An-Najah
.University in Nablus by
Palestinian policemen. There is

growing criticism of the police

action by Nablus residents.

Two students remained
hospitalized yesterday with

gunshot wounds they received

when policemen opened fire,

according to Palestinian
sources. They said 10 others

who were injured, apparently by
inhaling tear gas. were treated

and released.

“The Palestinian Authority is

acting worse than the Israelis

under the occupation," said

Khader Shkirat, director of the

Land and Water Establishment,

a leading Palestinian advocacy
and human rights group.

Shkirat said Israel would

BILL HUTMAN

refrain from entering the
campus, while the PA rejected

calls by the school's
administration to stay outside.

“The [Palestinian] police
showed no respect for the law

and no respect for democracy,”
Shkirat said.

The Fatah students union
issued a statement strongly

condemning the police action

and calling for an independent
investigation, saying the PA
committee includes figures who
were behind the police action.

Those the students want off

the committee include Nablus
police chief Sadeh Najeh and
district governor Mahmoud
Aloul. Both allegedly
commanded the raid against

what they saw as a gathering of

pro-Hamas students.

Student leaders, however,
said the rally included all

The International Womens Club of Israel

deeply mourns the passing of our dear member

ELLA AMSTER
We extend our sincere condolences to the family.

We will miss her dearly.

Our beloved mother and grandmother

ELLA AMSTER
is gone.

The funeral wilt take place at the

Kfar Shmaryahu Cemetery on Tuesday,

April 2, 1996, at 5 p.m.

Ronny and Ephraim Leviner

The grandchildren, great-grandchildren,

and family

factions and was aimed at

protesting the arrest of several

hundred students by the
Palestinian Police following the

recent Hamas terror attacks.

Land and Water
Establishment researchers
began interviewing witnesses

yesterday, and according to

initial findings the police
violence was unprovoked and
brutal, Shkirat said.

The researchers have also

gathered testimony on the
beating of and stripping of
cameras from Palestinian and
foreign journalists covering the

event, Shkirat added.
Palestinian sources said

residents' accusations of
excessive force by Nablus
policemen is not new. Residents

are also unhappy most
policemen are from Gaza or
outside the territories, saying

they are out of touch with life in

the city.

Jordanian army
chief hereon

official visit

JORDANIAN Chief of Staff

Gen. Abdul-Hafez Murei-Kaab-

neh, flanked by Chief of General

Staff Lt.-Gen. Amnon Lipkin-

Shahak, strode into the Defense

Ministry yesterday on the first of-

ficial visit by a commander of an
Arab army.
Kaabneh brought top Jordani-

an army brass with him on his

two-day visit, which will report-

edly coordinate cooperation be-

tween the two armies.

This is Kaabneh’s first official

visit, but he attended Yitzhak Ra-
bin’s funeral last November as part

of the Jordanian delegation. Yes-

terday, he met with Prime Minis-

ter and Defense Minister Shimon
Peres at his Tel Aviv office.

Peres, in a statement released

by the Defense Ministry, said

that Israel is ready for security

and military cooperation with

Jordan, and any suggestions

raised in connection with this will

be considered in a positive spir-

it.” Arieh O'Sullivan

With deep sorrow we mourn the passing of our beloved aunt

SADIE SARAH WILKINSON
Writer and art and film critic of The Jerusalem Post

One of the first members of the administrative staff of the

Israel Philharmonic Orchestra.

She will be laid to rest at Kiryat Shaul Cemetery today,

Monday, April 1 , 1 996, at 3 p.m.

A bus will depart from the front of the Tel Aviv Museum,
Sderot Shaul Hameiech 27 at 1 :45 p.m.

Tamara, Leslie, David and Adam Weisberg
Judy Levin
Orgel, Kadfsh and Levin families
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A Kiryaf Shmona resident poses in the window of her home, damaged In Saturday’s Katyusha (brad Sun)

Northern residents emerge from
another night in bomb shelters

TEtfVT!

RESIDENTS of towns and villages along the
northern border yesterday morning emerged
from a night spent in bomb shelters and security

rooms following three salvoes of Hizbullah Ka-
tyusha rocket attacks on the Galilee late Satur-

day night

There were no serious casualties. Only one
resident of Kiryat Shmona was very lightly hurt,

and she did not require hospitalization.

Several apartments in the town were dam-
aged by a Katyusha which glanced off the roof

of the building and exploded on the ground.
Windows in several of the apartments in the

three-story building were shattered. Amidar,
the government housing company, decided to

provide alternative accommodation for a wom-
an whose home was badly damaged.

Rafi Even-Tzur has lived in Kiryat Shmona
for 41 of his 50 years. He has no desire to live

anywhere else. Like the rest of the town's
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20,000 residents, however, be would like some
“peace and quiet and the opportunity to lead a
normal life for ourselves and our fttmiKc*-

*Tm not talking for myselfso much as for the
children who feel the strain more and also

suffer more emotionally, this kind of situation

is not good for anybody, especially not for

than.

“The alert is sounded. You wait and then you
hear the rockets, but you don’t know where
they are going to fall, on what address.”

Even-Tzur, who works at Kiryat Simona’s
fledgling airport, said that life in the town came
to a standstill from the time the alert was
sounded on Saturday evening. Residents were
told to stay in shelters and security rooms.
The same instructions were given to resdents

of all towns and villages along die border. **We

bad intended Ip go out and do&ome shopping*

for Pessah. we were -Bode at hamelg
and everythingw^dosed, tite shops, the cafes,

businesses, factories, and the airport,” he said.

'

“The situation cannot go on Eke this for any
longer, People are fed up. Okay, maybe we did

kill two Lebanese Chilians by mistake, trai that

should not mean that we are automatically
thL.TJbaided and whole communities dose
down.

“This situation of dnmg nothing when Hiz-

bullah and its leaders deride to do whatever
they want, when they want, does not suit us,

nor the DDF, nor the country;

“Residents here are prepared to stay in bomb
shelters for two weeks or more ifnecessary- if

we know we can get some peace and qmet
afterward. Ifsoertamly bettertbricanjingoii
as normal, withoutknowingwhen or where the

next attack will be.” he added.
.

Peres tells party campaign

leaders to stop Mgh,ting
:

MJCHAL YUDELMAN

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

yesterday urged Labor’s cam-
paign beads to stop bickering and
unite to lead the party to victory

in the elections.

Speaking at the party's central

committee meeting, Peres also

called on the committee to do
whatever is necessary to place a
representative of the new immi-
grants from the former Soviet

Union in a realistic slot on La-

bor’s Knesset list.

Adissu Massala of Ethiopia

was elected in Labor's primaries

to the slot reserved for a new
immigrant, leaving the Russian

immigrants without representa-

tion on the list.

Peres said “one mistake has

been made which must be recti-

fied immediately, concerning the

representation of the immigrants
from Russia and the former com-
munist states. I am very sorry

that this immigration failed to re-

ceive adequate representation

and recommend to correct it,

even if it means calling the party

convention to approve it. I am
certain that if we amend tins in-

justice, many who came from

Russia and east European coun-

tries would want to vote for La-

bor. We must not hinder them
from voting for us.”

A Labor-conducted survey in-

dicates that 38% of Russian im-

migrants would want to see a rep-

resentative of theirs in Labor's

list.

Labor Secretary-General Nis-

sim Zvilli called on Feres to ap-
point a new immigrant to a minis-

terial post in his cabinet, if he
wins the elections.

The festive atmosphere at the

committee meeting, planned to

sum up the primariesand kick-off

of the election campaign, was
marred by confrontations among
the party's campaign beads.

The tension increased over the

weekend, when Finance Minister

Avraham Shohat accused the in-

formation campaign head. Interi-

or Minister Haim Ramon, of try-

ing to revive the camps and
factions in Labor, after Ramon

. convened “the group of eight” -

Ramon’s supporting MKs.
Another source of tension de-

rived from Ramon’s charges
that campaign chairman Hous-
ing Minister Binyamin Ben-
Eliezer had ordered Ramon's
name erased from lists of recom-
mended candidates Ben-
Eliezer’s supporters issued in

the primaries.

Health Minister Ephraim Sneh
and other Labor seniors also

claimed that Ben-Eiiezer bad
worked against them in the pri-

maries. Ben-Eliezer vehemently
denied all the accusations.

Moledet chooses Knesset list
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THE Moledet council, yesterday ejected Rabbi 'Bow Eton and if
Meshulam Amit to folfow MK Rehayam Ze’evi ottthe -party’s new A
Knesset list.

Elon is a leader of the Zo Artzenu protestmovement, and Anrit is _

a Jerusalem city councilman and forma- Border Police commander.
The council members bickered overwhetherto allowAmittorun, as ^
he had not been a Moledet member for at least a year, as the party
rules require. Ze’evi advocated a special exemption. This triggered
infighting among the council members, and the issue was onI>
settled by a vote.
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Religious parties still talking

about forming united front
HERB KEJNON

WITH 10 days remaining until

parties have to present their

Knesset lists to the registrar, the

religious parties are still deciding

who is going to run with whom.
While leaders of Shas. Agudat

Yisrael, and the National Reli-

gious Party were meeting last

night to try to forge a united reli-

gious front, Degel Hatorah's po-
litical executive was meeting to

decide whether to renew its one-
term coalition with Aguda.
Degel Hatorab MK Avraham

Ravitz, when asked what will be,

said with a chuckle. “We still

have 10 days left.” Historically,

party lists in the baredi circles are
made up at the last minute.
The NRP’s Zevutun Hammer.

Shas's Aryeh Deri, and Agudat
Yisrael 's Moshe Ze'ev Feldman
met with activists from a group
called Supporters ofa United Re-
ligious Front. Participants said

the meeting gave a needed push
to the unity effort.

Hammer and Deri came out
strongly in favor of the merger,
while Feldman promised an an-
swer. or more questions, from his

party’s rabbis this evening.

Degel Hatorah, whose rabbis

have been lukewarm to the unity

idea, was absent from the meet-
ing. NRP spokesman Yitzhak
Rath said one of the questions

the NRP. Shas, and Aguda will

have to deride is whether to

merge even if Degel does noL
The three leaders were shown

polls showing a united religious

front could win 20 to 26 seats,

making it unlikely a coalition

could be formed without it. They
said the front would place reli-

gious issues high on the nation's
agenda, giving them equal promi-
nence with the peace process.
Regarding a renewal of De-

gel's merger with Agudat Yisrael
into the United Torah Judaism
Party, Ravitz said the party exec-
utive derided last night “to stand
its ground.”

Degel has for months been de-
manding parity on the United To-
rah Judaism List, receiving two of
the four safe slots predicted in
most surveys.

Aguda has said it will agree to
parity, if Degel gives up its party
institutions and its daily newspa-
per. Ycued Ne'eman.
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sensations, drawing the inner

feelings ofwar through art, matter
and form
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Ex-taxman
held for

fraud
RAINE MARCUS

A FORMER reretQTTH
i and VAT

investigator, suspected of using
fbiged identity cards to open hantr

accounts, to start companies, and to
defraud authorities out of teas of
thousands of shekels, was remand-
ed for four days by Tel Aviv
Magistrate^ Court yesterday.

Ron Gnmland, owner of a Tfcl

.

Aviv plastics company, was attest-
ed Friday at his home and to
his office, where investigators
founda forged identity card, forged
Invoices, and other identity cards..
Requesting a 12-day remand,

customs and VAT investigator Rafi
Gabai told the court Gnmland took
advantage of procedures he had
learned to artificially inflate Ms
firm’s turnover and thus fraudnlem-
ly demand additional VAT refunds.
Al his office investigatoryfbund-

an identity card in the nafm». of
someone currently abroad, but
bearing Gnmland’s photograph.
Gabai said Gnmland used the ID to
open a bank account and a straw
company, which he used to fraudu-
lently obtain VAT rebates.

Scores of other identity cards,
“with accessories to forge them,”
were also seized in Gnmland's
office together with ledgers and
invoices. Under questioning,
Gnmland denied all allegations and
said another man, whom he could
not describe, gave him the identity

cards.

Defense lawyer Sassy Gez told

the court his client “has a dean
record and denies all allegations.

Hie will not disrupt farther investi-

gation.”

Judge Gideon Neutal remanded
Gnmland for four days, “because
of evidence found in his office and
the severity of the allegations.”

Sources said police are expected to

intervene in the probe regarding the

forged identity cards, and that cus-

toms and VAT authorities would
continue to investigate allegations

of financial fraud.
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Outbound passengers wait to check In yesterday at Ben-Gurion Airport The Airports Authority announced that some 40,000 trav-
elers entered and left the country over the past 24 hours on 227 flights. (Sti&ul Ralumim)

NRP opposes passage of basic laws
THE National Religious Party is opposing die
planned passage of three basic laws during the
Knesset recess, before the elections.

“It is unacceptable that such significant laws,

which could have such an influence on life and
society, should be passed hastily, without pub-
lie debate or frill knowledge and deliberation,”

an NRP spokesman said yesterday, after the

party’s Knesset faction met to discuss the issue.

The NRP and hared* parties opposed the bills

when they came up 1 . the Knesset just before

the recess for fear they would be used by the
High Court to circumvent laws affecting reli-

L1AT COLLINS

gious issues. The bills are being pushed by Law
Committee chairman Dedi Zuch-r (Meretz).

hi a statement put out after the meeting, the

NRP called on Prime Minister Shimon Peres
and opposition leader Binyamin Netanyahu not

to take part in what it called “a political grab
which cannot increase respect for the Knesset
or its work. The NRP will support the promo-
tion of civil rights, while maintaining the

Knesset’s standing as the supreme legislative

body and preserving the religious status quo.”

The NRP said the basic laws would harm the

Knesset’s sovereignty by granting the High
Court the means of overrating legislation,

although “the court has not been elected by the

people and its composition does not reflect all

sectors of society, unlike the KnesseL” The
NRP refuses to see the basic laws as a consti-

tution, unless they include a Basic Law: The
[Religious] Status Quo. which has passed pre-

liminary reading.

The parly is also calling for the issue of a

constitutional court to be clarified before the

completion of the rest of the basic laws.

sentenced to

18 months
THE Northern District Military

Court yesterday sentenced Aiye
Schwartz to 18 months in prison,

plus 18 months suspended, and
reduced his rank from staff-

sergeant to private. Schwartz had
previously confessed to and been
convicted of taking weapons from
the army and giving them to

Haggai and Yigal Amir.
The sentence was part of a plea

bargain in which Schwartz agreed to

confess if the prosecution dropped
charges that the stolen weapons
were to be used to attack Arabs.

Schwartz was arrested after an
arms cache was found at the Amir
home following the assassination

of Yitzhak Rabin. Most of the

stolen weapons had been returned

to Schwartz by the Amirs before
the murder.

Schwartz said that he had decided

to return the weapons in May,
after Yigal Amir

, with whom he

had studied at the Kerem Diyavne
Yeshiva. asked him to procure

more weapons for Haggai. He
said the request disturbed him.
Schwartz's lawyer, Daniel
Friedman, stressed that his

client’s crimes were in no way
connected to the assassination,

and prosecutor Capt. Orly Yaron
agreed, saying the prosecution
had no evidence of a connection
between the defendant and the

murder. (Itim)

Friedman released

from prison
HERB KE1NON

ARYEH Friedman, a Jerusalem rabbinic pleader placed in administra-
tive detention in January, was released from Sharon Prison yesterday, 10
days before his three-month term was to expire.

Friedman was Ibe last Jew held in administrative detention.
Mordechai Mlntzer, who represented Friedman in appeals before the

Jerusalem District Court and later the Supreme Court, said that to this

day neither he nor his client knows why he was held. Friedman's appeals
were rejected, though Supreme Court Justice Zvi Tal recommended that
his term be substantially cut. Mintzer said that 10 days can in no way be
considered a “significant” reduction.

Friedman, 50, lived in Kiryat Arba for a few years before returning to

Jerusalem last year. The state argued during the appeals that he was a
danger to state security. The small amount of unclassified material in the

case centered around extremist statements Friedman allegedly made in

the past.

Friedman's release comes three days after Supreme Court Justice

Dalia Droner overturned the administrative detention of Rabbi Yitzhak
Ginsburgh, head of the Od Yosef Hai Ysehiva in Nablus, saying there

was no basis for holding him. This was the first time that an administra-
tive detention order was overturned for anything but technical reasons.

HUC gets ministry funds for rabbinical students
IN what the Reform movement
described as “an act of peni-

tence,” the Religious Affairs

Ministry transferred almost NFS
500,000 to Hebrew Union-
College (HUC) yesterday.

The money is for subsidies for

full-time rabbinical students, fol-

lowing a ruling by the High Court

of Judice that subsidies for yeshi-

va students should also go to

those studying at foe Reform rab-

binical seminary.

Rabbi Uri Regev, director ofthe

Reform movement’s Israel

Religious Action Center (IRAQ,
said the payment was to have set-

HA1M SHAPIRO

tied accounts for payments for

-1993, 1994, and 1995. The min-
istry made a paynjent ofover NIS
200,000 in October 1994, but had
delayed paying the remainder in

what Regev described as bureau-

cratic obstructionism.

“They actually or'e another

another NIS 200^000, but I am
ready to believe that this is dne to

a genuine accounting error on
their part,” Regev s&RL

ERACspokesperson Anat Galili-

Bfam said the ministry and HUC

had agreed on a formula whereby
subsidies forHUC students would
be 85 percent of those paid for

yeshiva students, with payments
for 11 months a year. Students

who worked would not be entitled

to the subsidies, she said.

Regev said that following the

settlement of its own danns, the

IRAC would now fight to see that

the Conservative movement’s
Institute ofJudaic Studies received

similar payments for its students.

Meanwhile, in a related devel-

opment, the IRAC for the third

time petitioned the High Court of

Justice against the Jerusalem

Municipality, in an effort to force

city council to approve the

Reform and Conservative candi-

dates nominated by Meretz for the

Jerusalem Religious Council.

The IRAC also asked the court

to charge the city council mem-
bers personally for court costs.

The IRAC aigued that in the past

the court had charged the

Jerusalem Municipality for costs,

but since this came out of the pub-
lic purse the move had no effect

on the members of the coalition.

Israel Police helped obtain

conviction in Cyprus murder case

64 lessons

now needed for

tractor-trailer license

Histadrut move to

Jerusalem begins
MICHALYUDELMAN

HAIM SHAPIRO

THOSE seeking to become trac-

tor-trailer drivers must take 64

driving lessons before they can

take a test to qualify for a

license, according to regulations

which are to go into effect on

Jane 1.

The Transport Ministry said

yesterday that it is instituting the

new regulations because of the

increasing number of accidents

involving trucks.

In 1 995, there were 20 percent

more fatal accidents involving

trucks than in 1994, with 121

people killed, compared to 101

the previous year.

The ministry noted that heavy

trucks, those weighing more

than 34 tons, are involved in

fatal accidents twice as often as

buses and four times as often as

cars.

According to the new regula-

tions, those without a driver’s

license will need a minimum of

32 lessons — of at least 40 min-
utes each — to drive a truck

under 15 tons, while those who
possess a license will need 20
additional lessons to obtain a

tractor-trailer license.

An additional 20 lessons are

needed to go from a light truck

to ’ one over 15 tons, while a

license for a tractor-trailer

involves 12 more lessons.

At each stage, the driver will

have to pass theoretical and
practical tests, according to

Transport Ministry spokesman

Avner Ovadia.

THE Histadrut’s move to

Jerusalem began yesterday, as the

office equipment and files of its

treasury, organization section, and
computer unit were loaded onto

trucks and dispatched to the

Histadnit’s new home in the capi-

tal’s Givat Shaul.

The move is expected to be
completed by the rad of Pessah.

The workers will follow a few
days after.

jin another development,

Histadrut Chairman Amir Peretz

yesterday issued an ultimatum to

the Zinger-Barnea investment

bouse over negotiations for the

purchase of the Davor Rishon

daily. Peretz announced that if the

final agreement for purchasing

the paper is not signed by the end

of foe month, he will cut off all

funding to the newspaper.

The initial deadline for the deal

was yesterday, but the ratrepre-
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ceurs’ recent idea to merge Davar
Rishon with the Telegraph finan-

cial daily caused a delay in the

transaction.

The Histadrut had dropped its

plan to dose the newspaper at the

last moment, when Zinger-Barnea

offered to purchase it- Now Peretz

feats that if the deal falls through

and Davar Rishon doses after ail,

it would create the impression

that the Histadrut had prevented

its closure for political reasons.

DEP.-CMDR. Yossi Almog,
head of the police forensics

department, remembers turning

on the television in 1994 and
hearing about the brutal rape

and murder of a Danish woman
in Cyprus by British soldiers.

“I knew immediately the

Cypriot police would be calling

on us for help,” Almog told The
Jerusalem Post yesterday.

He was right and now, IS
months later, be said he has the

satisfaction of knowing that the

Israel Police helped ensure a

conviction in the case, which
drew international attention.

Over the weekend, a Lamaca
court handed down life sen-

tences to the three British sol-

diers for the murder of the

Danish tour guide on the island.

The soldiers denied the

charges, despite being caught by
police with blood stains on their

clothes shortly after the

September 1994 murder.

The victim’s body, however,

was returned to Denmark and
buried before blood samples
could be taken.

Cyprus police called on their

counterparts here for help, and a

team of experts from Aimog’s
department - the Division of
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Identification and Forensics
Science (DIFS) - went to

Cyprus.

“Our people used DNA testing

on the victim's parents to show
beyond a doubt that the blood
on the soldiers was hers.”

Almog said.

Some of the tests were done at

the forensics biology lab at

Israel Police headquarters in

Jerusalem.
Two DIFS officers, Supts.

Nira Galili and Paul Brauner,
gave expert testimony before
the Larnaca court during the

trial, which was. crucial in

obtaining the ’ conviction,

according to Almog.
“Forensics divisions all over

the world work in cooperation,”

Almog said.

“We are experts in certain

fields where others calls on us
for help, while we get help from
other countries in areas we lag

behind.”

Almog said relations were
particularly close with the

Cypriot police, and be has met
on several occasions with his

counterpart there.

“It’s in everyone’s interest

that we work closely together,”

Almog said.
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A Russian army APC passes between a burned apartment building and another burned APC In Grozny yesterday. (Renter)

Yeltsin halts combat in Chechnya
PRESIDENT Boris Yeltsin

announced that Russian combat
operations in the breakaway
region of Chechnya was ceasing at

midnight last night and the phased

withdrawal of troops would begin.

In a television address announc-

ing the withdrawal to the nation

last night Yestsin said “anti-terror-

ist operations" would continue. He
said

“The Chechen crisis is Russia's

biggest problem...

“According to the program, on

the 31st of**March at midnight

combat operations on the territory

of Chechnya will cease and multi-

stage withdrawal of federal troops

from ralm regions to administra-

tive borders will start"

“1 want to emphasize that mili-

tary actions have helped create the

necessary preconditions for a radi-

cal change in the situation.

“A stage-by-stage withdrawl of

federal forces from quiet regions

of Chechnya to its administrative

borders is beginning. The plan for

the. redistribution of troops has

News agencies

MOSCOW

been drawn.

“At the same time the Chechen
leadership will pursue efforts to

extend zones of conciliation, secu-

rity and peace in the Chechen
repubtic. Today they account for

up to two-thirds of its territory."

But. the president said, the secu-

rity of Russian people must be
provided for. “We will not recon-

cile ourselves to terrorist acts and

they will receive an adequate

response." Yeltsin said.

He said hailing combat opera-

tions and withdrawing troops were

not a substitute for the political

process of ending the war that has

dragged on since December 1994.

“The second task is to prepare

and hold free democratic elections

to the republic's parliament

throughout Chechnya, the parlia-

ment~in which the interests of the

entire population should be repre-

sented." he said.

Yeltsin's hopes of re-election on

Conductor
Enrique Jorda, 84

BRUSSELS (AP) - Basque-bom
music director Enrique Jorda.

who conducted many of the great

orchestras around the world, has

died, his family said yesterday.

Jorda, $4. a naturalized

American citizen who was music

director of the San Francisco

Symphony from 1954 to 1963,

died after a two-month illness and

complications from a blood trans-

fusion.

He had been music director of
the Madrid Symphony Orchestra,

the Cape Town Symphony
Orchestra and the Antwerp
Philharmonic, and had been guest

conductor in many of the world’s

greatest concert halls.

During his stay in San
Francisco, he took special care to

highlight a lot of works of local

composers. He also brought clas-

sical music outside the concert

hall and played in a local prison.

His openness for new musical

influences lead him to stage a

classical jazz concert with Dave
Brubeck.

He became a US citizen in

1963. “He admired the country

and had hoped to go back there

one day." said his widow, Audrey.

But the itinerant life prevailed

and be spent most of bis time in

Europe and settled in Brussels.

Bom in San Sebastian. Spain,

he took up music at 5. He left to

study in Paris and, after the

Spanish civil war refused to return

to the Franco regime.

After the war. be went to Cape
Town but decided to leave after

six years because of his opposi-

tion to apartheid. “He was very

outspoken and insisted everyone

be allowed to attend his concerts,"

Mrs. Jorda said.

The Fund for Strengthening «|L
Israel's Defense

To Build a Better and
Stronger Society

Fundraising Campaign
i

Dear Citizen,

You have recently received a letter from the

Ubl Fund with a request for a contribution.

When you contribute to the Ubi Fund, you

help us to fulfill our objectives of assuring the

future of thousands of young men and women
in the country and building a better society.

With warm wishes for a Hag Sameah.

Gen. (Res.) Daniel Matt
z Ubi Fund Chairman

June 16 may hinge on whether he
can persuade voters the war is

winding down.
His plan was similar to one

offered by the Kremlin in January

1995 when the president’s

Security Council declared military

operations effectively over and a
second stage, with emphasis oq
talks, had begun.

That plan failed when talks

broke down and the rebels

renewed their bloody campaign.

Gennady Zyuganov, Yeltsin's

main rival for the presidency,

also said he had plans to bring

the Chechen conflict to an end.

Like Yeltsin, the Communist
Party leader said troops must be
withdrawn from quiet regions,

the Interfax news agency report-

ed.

Further, he said, a 24-hour-a-

day coordinating group must be
set up in Moscow and that

Chechen leaders - village elders;

muHas and leaders of clans — must
be involved in settling the con-
flict, the Interfax news agency
said.

On the eve of his speech. Yeltsin

said his plan would go into effect

immediately. “As soon as I speak,

the realization of the plan begins.”

he said at a ceremony honoring
Interior Ministry troops.

Yeltsin said negotiations will

have a centra] role in the plan, but
the plan “will show no mercy to

terrorists."

As Yeltsin prepared to address

the nation. Russian troops contin-

ued their offensive to isolate rebel

fighters in southeastern Chechnya.
Large-scale operations were car-

ried out yesterday in the Vedeno
and Nazhai-Yurt districts where
federal troops have sealed off

eight mountain villages. ETAR-
Tass said.

The Interfax news agency
reported that Russian positions

came under fire 15 times since

Saturday, including seven attacks

in the capital, Grozny.

Atlantis lands after

historic Mir voyage
CAPE CANAVERAL (Reuter) -
Space shuttle Atlantis landed at

Edwards Air Force Base in

California yesterday after leav-

ing an American on the Russian

space station Mir to establish a

permanent US presence in space.

The shuttle touched down at

8:29 ajn. to end the 10-day voy-

age to deliver US astronaut

Shannon Lucid to the Russian

space station.

“Welcome back. Atlantis.

Congratulations on successfully

delivering Shannon and success-

fully completing the first

approach and landing from Ibe

new missioa control centre." said

capsule commander Bill Gregory
at mission control in Houston.

“It sure feels good to be home.
Bill," shuttle commander Kevin
Chilton said.

For the first time, the shuttle

returned to Earth with one fewer
astronaut than it left with.

Atlantis’ commander Kevin
Chilton joked that “you usually

get in trouble for that.”

Barring any emergencies.

Lucid will break the record for an

American in space before

Atlantis returns to ferry her home
in August. The shuttle's 10-day,

6.1 millioa km voyage was the

third time that the" ship has

docked with the Russian Mir sta-

tion.

But the mission also experi-

enced small problems, including

one that mission managers feared

could lead to an emergency land-

ing when it appeared that the

shuttle's payload bay doors
would not open. The doors were
working properly; the crew was
getting a false indication that the

doors were not opening.

NASA spokesman James
Hartsfield said yesterday the

umber of problems the shuttle

had during the voyage was
“about average" compared with

the previous 75 shuttle missions.

Atlantis will not require extra

time or effort for processing,

Hartsfield said. “The problems

on this voyage may have been
more high-profile than usual."

Hartsfield said, “but that doesn't

mean ihev are more difficult to

fix.”

Salute to the

GOLAN
A day to remember

on Sunday, April 7th, 1995,

Hoi Hamoed Pessah

|

* Flight from Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv to the Galilee

* View Syria from a strategic military position.

* Visit the Golan's largest fruit packing plant, Perot Ha'Golan
* Kosher lunch with residents

* Qazrin: The world famous Golan winery f
* "Oz LaGolaiT spectacular audio-visual exhibit |

Call us for reservations at 06-963410
Tax deductible contribution of $250 per person is requested.

Golan Residents Committee, Qazrin,

;

Tel. 06-963410, Fax. 06-963408
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Moslems, Croats
announce new pacts
SARAJEVO (AP) - Aiming to

breathe new life into their ailing

federation, Moslems and Croats
agreed yesterday on a plan to

impose control on local warlords.

They also agreed on a new cus-
toms union to finance their feder-

ation and a flag to represent it.

“We have a motto for the month
of April, which is ‘deeds not
words’,” said Michael Steiner, the

deputy to the international com-
munity's top civilian official in

Bosnia, Carl BildL
The federation, the cornerstone

of the US-brokered peace agree-

ment for Bosnia, has never func-
tioned. It has been a victim of war
profiteers, nationalist politicians

whose power rests on ethnic divi-

sion, and lingering distrust

between Moslems and Croats who
fought a year-long war.

Announcing the new agree-
ment, with federation Vice
President Ejup Game at his side,

Steiner said: “1 have no illusions

that we have still a long and diffi-

cult way to go. That's how poli-

tics are.”

Ganic called the agreement “a

step forward” and said the cus-

toms union was especially critical

because it is the foundation for

the federation's financial institu-

tions.

The customs union means that

all duties collected at federation

borders will be divided. Western

diplomatic sources said two-thirds

of the revenue would go to the

federation and one-third to the

Bosnian government
Currently, local warlords run

checkpoints across federation ter-

ritory and often collect “customs
fees” to pass their territory. The
agreement stipulates that these

checkpoints should be eliminated.

The agreement also sets target

dates for the implementation of
key policies to make tire federa-

tion work, such as preparation ofa
budget and establishment of a
banking system.

And for the first time, ft imposes

^nrtiems on leaders who fed to

meet the deadlines, naming people

responsible for specific tasks and

saying they will be fired ifthey fiuL

Towns and regions in federation

territory that do not comirfy with

the agreement face a cutoff of all

reconstruction aid.

Steiner said the agreement

would allow an international sum-

mit, originally scheduled for last

Thursday, to go abead in

Petersburg, Germany, sometime

in April. That summit was expect-

ed to discuss how to merge Croat

and Moslem police and cut the

overall force from about 60,000 to

20,000.

The federation leaders also

agreed on a Sag with a thin red

stripe on top, a wide white baud

a Thin green stripe on the bot-

tom, with a red-and-green nation-

al coat of aims that combines the

lily of Moslem Beotia and the

checkerboard of Croatia. The fed-

eration parliament must approve

the flag.

EU farm ministers meet
BRUSSELS (AP) - With the European Union ready
to help rescue Britain's beef industry, EU farm min-
isters must translate that commitment into effective

policies so the ban on British beefexports can be lift-

ed.

The farm ministers have scheduled an emergency
meeting in Luxembourg today in hopes of easing the
worldwide mad cow panic. EU leaders pledged full

solidarity with British Prime Minister John Major at

a summit Friday.

At the farm meeting hi Luxembourg, Britain, criti-

cal of the EU ban on British beef exports, will seek
to end the measure as quickly as possible, claiming
there was no rational basis for the blanket ban.
“Obviously it is a major objective ofours to get the

ban lifted, but we've got a lot ofwork to do.” British

Agriculture Minister Douglas Hogg said. He already
banned meat sales from older cattle and imposed
stricter monitoring of animals.

But more drastic British measures likely will be
necessary to overturn the ban.The farm ministers are

likely to assess new British proposals to eradicate

mad cow disease, a deadly brain ailment that has

been linked to an equally fatal tinman strain.

French Farm Minister Philippe Masseur said over

thoweekend he is ready to support the slaughter of

the entire British beef herd if necessary to wipe out

the disease and restore consumer confidence.

“If scientists say that the only soh&ion is to slaugh-

ter all British livestock^ I for one will be ready,”

Vasseur said.

But whatever happens, London can count onfinan-

dal assistance.

Hogg said he “detected a willingness (from the

EU) to show real financial solidarity” with the

embattled British beef farmers, following a prepara-

tory meeting with EU Farm Commissioner Franz

Fisc&Ier.

In Thrill, Italy, Chancellor Helmut Kohl said

Germany had been able toaxmton similarEU assis-

tance when swine fever swept his nation a few years

Ridding Britain ofmad cow disease willbe costly.

Preliminary estimates start at $4 billion and shoot

up, depending on the number of cattle that would be

defrayed.

Hong Kong
protesters

denounce

Scandal and chavs:

It’s Italy

HONG KONG {Reuter) -
Hundreds of defiant Hong Kong
protesters angrily denounced fliina

yesterday for its heavyhanded
efforts to reverse democratic

reforms wh3e thousands more
scrambled to secure British travel

documents.

Cheered and waved on by spec-

tators hanging from windows of
trams, buses and buildings, the

demonstration grew to over 800
people as marchers snaked
through the crowded streets of
Hong Kong chanting “Silence is

not golden, it's fatal”.

Nearby, thousands more queued
anxiously at Immigration
Headquarters in a last ditch

scramble to secure British travel

documents in a bleak demonstra-
tion of the lack of confidence in

the future under Chinese rule next

year.

China, which resumes sover-

eignty of the British colony on
July 1, 1997, has spread dismay
and fear throughout Hong Kong
by ordering the dismantling of its

fully-elected legislature, Legco,

when it resumes control.

It plans to replace Legco with an
appointed chamber, dismissed
scornfully by Hong Kong's
democrats as nothing more than a
rubber stamp, has stoked an angry
backlash in the normally docile

British colony.

ROME (AP)— Politicians are com-
paring tbeir opponents to Goebbefe

’ and railing earfi other Tiar hrfrayJ

ing their allies and fighting offpros-"
editors.-

One ofthe hottesttopics ofdebate
has been a scandal-sewing countess
whose tales pot a judge in jail and
pushed her lover out of politics.

Yes, it’s campaign season in Italy.

It’s all yaHiernnlwi rassing for the

current European Union president

But even worse, Daly's third elec-

tion in four years is very likely to

produce yet another stalemate.

Polls published yesterday, the last

day they are allowed before the

April 21 vote, show coalitions an
the right and left just about neefc-

and-neck.

The chances are high neither ride

wfll win a majority in Parliament -

That would pm Italian politics bade
where they were in mid-February,

when the president called for a vote
three years ahead of schedule
because politicians could not agree

on what reforms anew government
should tackle.

Politicians suggest toe cento-left

coalition dominated by the former
Communists and the center-right

alliance, led by media magnate
Silvio Beduscom, again would try

to conre up wito a new election sys-

tem foal would guarantee stability

—

and then go on to another election.

Thing were supposed to change
with the political corruptionscandal
earthquake called “'Thqgentopoii7

’

(Bribe City)that began in 1992. But
reforms were only half realized.

The current system is a messy

hybrid ofproportional and majority

onepoS, pub^ed yeste^fey:

by fhe Tmii'daxly

two blocshovered atarenrod 38 per-

cent. Six percent of the vote was
given to the federalist Northern

League party and toe rest were
undecided. No margin oferror was
provided

The key battleground k in north-

ern Daly, where the once powerful

Northern League has declined.

Both alliances are batflrog for their

voters.

Gonfusing toe scene are conflict-

ing candidacies OQ both sides-

Beriuscom has said tom if his
mam ally, toe. right-wing National

Alliance, overtakes his owu Forza

Italia party. National Alliance
leader. Gianfranco Fnri could
become prentice.

Fini rejected toe suggestion,

mindful of a voter backlash- His
political past rests in the Dalian

Social Movement, toe heirs of
Mnssofafs Fascist party.

On theiefi, former state industrial
exec^niv& Roinano Prodi, an econo-
mist is the standard-bearet He was
closely linked to toe now-defunct
Christo Democrats andwas cho-
sen by toe former Communists to

appeal to voters who would be
alienated by the party's Marxist

Craftspeople Publishers
Silversmiths Collectors

Artists Galleries

If make or deal injudaka, yoo’fl want to advertise In our
upcoming special feature section on toe bi-annual -

JUDAICA FAIR
The special feature wfll be published in TheJerusalem

Post on May 3, 1996.
It will also be published in our International Edition

duringApril 1996.

For information contact:
MTOADROMZ

TeL 02-315642; 315606, 439088
Fax. 02-388408 or 413636

But a rival emerged last month:
Italy’s caretaker premier, Lamberto
Dmi, who said he was creating a
party to join forces with toe center-

left coalition.

FREE RETURN TICKET
TO LONDON
Thanks to
Opfair Toms .
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theWISE SON Chooses

The Knesset

Notice to the Public
The Knesset will be dosed to

visitors during Hoi Hamoed Pessah.
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TTesos stands under a pine
">l^ree;-. chatting with '.“the

Cr. “fPWt^-aid holding a plastic
-Win his hand. Haif a meter
away, the video carnets tracks
andswivels, looking-for thatper-
feet angle.

The company ' that made The
Revtrtutionaryl&st March is back
to make Revolutionary 2 - the
first time ever That anyone has
made a sequel of. a fflnfabout
.'Jesus.

,

"AudfeUcc response has' been

-

so overwbelmiiig since the show
opened .in September that we’re

.

constructing two more theaters
in Dallas and Los Angeles,”, says •

Revolutionary co-producer Ed
Lppatin.

Overwhelming because the
filnris being shot in high-defini-
tion video, Lopatin explains,- so
that the picture looks almost
three-dint'ensional, “plus we
have 40 speakers alt around the
theater which, gives the audience
die feeling of being there;"

ITte- company started shooting
here March 17, two weeks after
the latest series of deadly terror-
ist bombings.
-A Canadian company can-

celed, Lopatin says, “but we felt

it was no more dangerous for us
than Los Angeles. We feel com-
fortable with our locations, and
most importantly, we feel we
shouldn't have- terrorists making
our decisions for us. If -we let

them dictate .our life, they’ve
won.”

Still, it wasn't that easy. Sony,
which has some $2 million worth

The arts

blossom

Pessah

The 12th “ annual -English

Drama festival -gels-under,

way for’ jtWD ^consecotiyn

nights on Sunday at Tel Aviv's%d
Labanim with one*ct playsper-

formed- by conununi^tiv&isr
groups from arwmd the coratry.

They include Murray SdusgaTs
The Typists from -the SharOn
P/aye^i,"

1'" v

Jerusalem
Netapya -AA
Simon’s-- Tie- SettiutiorL

tain goes up at Spm. Ttdtets: IBS
30; NEJ50 for both nights* Teh
(03) 648-5714 (lO aon-l pm; 5-7
p.m.).

In Haifa, at die sixth annual

Festival of ChiMren’s Tteaier,

there’ll be prizes for street theater

as well as the regnhrr competition

for best play. Most of the -shows

are for children aged four toeight.

English-speakers cm enjoy The
Man Who Didn't Want *? a
mime play by new- imamgram
Fabrice Avnu, or The Emperor's

New Clothes, a retelling of Hans
Christian Andersen’s famous tale

interpreted by the Koldemama
Dance Company. There are also

two visiting street-theater groups:

the No Strings puppet theater from

Montreal and a German group who
will stage their mime show
Washdav. Playing at 10 different

venues in Haifa, it starts Saturday,

at 7 p.m. Tickets from NIS 35.

Info: (04) 862-0670.

Theater, music and stories with a

Jewish flavor fill the two days of

Ma'asiat Vcnigunim (“Fables and

Tunes") on Sunday and Monday at

the Suzanne Dellal Center in Tel

Aviv. _
The seven shows, which wfl] be

performed only once each, include

Sitra Kama, a satire on the reli-

gions by the religious. Fun Shenstn

unjun Bestn (“From the Nicest and

the Best") - a collection of the best

Yiddish jokes from the -Israel

Yiddish Theater performed by the

likes of Shmulik Segal and

Yankele Bodo in Yiddish, and

Ashbi'ech Dodi, an evening of

songs written by the Yemenite sage

Shlotno Shabazi, with Margalit

Tzan’ani, Zion Gokm and others.

HELEN KAYE;

HELEN KAYE

of. equipment on the set, was
leery ofletting it and the neces-
sary technicians come.
Revolutionary's director of

photography pulled.put because
of family pressure,' “but luckily,”

Lopatin grins, “we found some-
body, else the raghr before we
left. Nowwe’ve come,, we’re
having a good rime, and we’ll be

..

back"...

.“Because of the medium, the
. first film was about the major
miracles with the story of
Christ’s life a& a . connecting
thread,**.says Joyce

.
Marcarelli,

. who wrote both the scripts. "This
_ tune.^’refocusing. on jhe heal-

.

tag, like the leper, and the raising
of Lazarus."

Meanwhile her' husband, and
Revolutionary director Robert
Marcarelli, is Jming up a shot
which will “miraculously" trans-

form the ravaged, rotting body of
the leper (played by Israeli actor
Ezra Dagan) into healthy flesh.

Marcarelli Productions and the
local company Pelon. which spe-
cializes in biblical productions,
made the first film and ismaking
this one for Trinity Broadcasting
-Network (TBN) which, Lopatin
claims, .“is thelaxgest satellite,

and. cable network in the world,
with over 300 stations.” /:

Both films will be shown only
is the US at- the. specially con-,

structed theaters.

- But it was' TBN . head : Paul

.. Kxauss who insisted that both

films be shot “in the Holy Land,”

Lopatin continues.

“We were told that Israel is

difficult to work in, but the

quality of the film crews we’ve
had here has been the best

.we’ve ever worked with in the

world.”
- Apart from the principals, John
Kay Steel as Jesus and Chris

Sanders as Pilate, all the rest of
ibe film's 30 actors are Israeli,

including Johnny Philips as
Caiaphas, Dror Keren as Thomas
and Yossi Graber as Annas.
'

“1 was supposed to audition for

John the Baptist but I asked to

read Jesus because it’s a bigger
part and more money,” answers
the 30-year-old Steel candidly,
his naturally blondish hair and
beard dyed a darker brown so
that he. looks a ringer for any
Renaissance portrait ofJesus.

He came to the part after a year
of playing Judas in a one-man
show called Guerrilla for which
he won the 1994 Best Fringe
Play at the Edinburgh Festival.

He’s also done cop shows on TV,
and his most recent role is that of
“a vicious maniac in another cop
show called The ThiefTakers."

So, yes, “playing Christ is

strictly a part But there is the

awe; the story is so awesome and
the part is a huge responsibility
because somehow you have to

live up to people’s faith and
expectations that he was who he
said he was.

J
Other times it’s more interest-

He pleads no contest

UNLIKE for an athlete,

when a classical musi-
cian's competitive days are

over, the best part of his career

often tics ahead.

At age 30, pianist Daniel
Gortler - winner of both the Vina

del Mar International

Competition in Chile and the

Bremen Piano Competition, as

well as runner-up in the Munich
International Piano Competition

and third prize-winner in the

Geneva International Piano
Competition - has reached just

such a crossroads.

“I must admit that { was think-

ing recently [about] whether I

should enter another competi-
tion,” the Tel Aviv native said last

week. “But the only reason to do
so is to get more concert dares out

of it. I already have plenty ofcon-
cert dates so there is no real

necessity to compete any longer.”

Over the past year Gortler has
enjoyed several breakthrough
engagements that have shifted his

career toward the international

scene. It all began 13 months ago
when Gortler was invited to

replace ailing pianist Murray
Perahia in a concert with the San
Francisco Symphony.
Gortler played the Schumann

piano concerto under the baton of
Russian superstar maestro Valery
Gergiev.

“Gergiev is a very nice guy. yet

at the same time quite serious.'"

Gortler recalled. “He was very
busy rehearsing the Prokofiev
symphony which was on the pro-

John Kay Steel will appear
almost three-dimensional in the

title role of ‘Revolutionary 2.*

ing to think of him as a normal
guy with an incredible charis-

matic presence and power, a

troublemaker who asked very

astute questions and made peo-
ple search their own souls for a
clearer understanding of life.”

The film’s outdoor scenes have
all been shot in the hills around
Jerusalem where spring vegeta-

tion has softened the dour stones.

The interiors are sets.

When she first came here in

January last year to scout loca-

tions ‘T wanted us to be outside

more," Marcarelli recalls.

‘T didn't realize how the wars
through the centuries have
destroyed the buildings. 1

thought something of the Temple
might be left, like some columns,
or a courtyard."

MICHAEL AJZENSTAPT

gram and had very little time actu-

ally for my concerto.”

He added, "actually he was
quite strange. It was difficult to

find a common language with

him. Of course, he was most pro-

fessional. but really there was no
time to establish anything else.”

Another important project this

past year found Gortler in

Hamburg playing the piano while
wearing a concentration-camp

uniform. He was performing in a

television film of Marc Neikrug’s

Through Roses . an opus for a nar-

rator (Maximilian Schell) and a

small ensemble about a Jewish
violinist in Treblinka.

“It was an interesting experi-

ence,” Gortler said. “We would
emerge in this film as the musi-
cians of the concentration camp.
But most of the time the camera
focused on Pinchas Zukerman,
who is sort of the protagonist of
the piece."

The musicians recorded the

piece for both the film and a CD.
Gortler said that at this stage in

his career, local orchestras and
musicians are quite supportive.

“At the teenage and wunderkind
level there's not thaL much soli-

darity for the local boys," he
explained. “But once you are past

that and you prove yourself, they

stan to appreciate your work and
respect you for thaL”

BETWEEN PERFORMANCES,
Gortler teaches at the Tel Aviv

Rubin Music Academy.

“I teach because I like to. 1 start-

ed as an assistant to Arie Vardi,

who was my teacher, and after

one year I already had several stu-

dents of ray own.” he said. “Now
1 teach my own students and also

help Vardi when he is abroad."

Teaching, Gortler argued, “is

very helpnil for your own devel-

opment. It helps me explain cer-

tain things in words. And once I

make things clear for other peo-

ple, eventually 1 make them clear-

er for myself.”

GortJer’s international career

includes concerts withorchestras

such as the Berlin Radio
Symphony, the Bavarian Radio
Symphony, the New World Sym-
phony, the Atlanta Symphony, the

Houston Symphony, and the

Israel Philharmonic Orchestra.

He also performs frequently on
his home turf. On Thursday night,

Gortler is playing in the Mostly
Bach Festival at the Suzanne
Dellal Center in Tel Aviv. He is

performing Bach's D minor piano
concerto with the Camerata Wom-
en’s Orchestra Ram at Hasharon
under Menahem Nebenbaus.

On April 13, he begins a series

of concerts with the Haifa
Symphony Orchestra playing
Brahms's second piano concerto
under the baton of Gilbert Varga.

The following month he performs
Mozart's K.503 piano concerto

with the Israel Sinfonietta

Beersheba under Aharon Harlap.

HSO goes
for steak

over sizzle

THIS morning at 8, when the

office opens, the first of
about 8.000 subscribers to

the Haifa Symphony Orchestra will

renew’ his or her subscription for

the 1996/97 season.

While several orchestras have
already announced their plans for

next season, the HSO is traditional-

ly the first to open its subscription

campaign, which offers the public a

choice ofa 12- orright-concert sea-

Star power may be lacking in the

program, admits music director

Stanley Spelter. But. he says. “I'm

sure Orit [Orbach, HSO principal

clarinetist] will do great things.

She's, always a knockout And on
the whole our subscribers will find

compensation in the repertoire. The
following season we will probably

have more stars again - 1 already

know that Chee-Yun will return

with cellist Allison Eldredge.”

A close look at the HSO offerings

for next season reveals a major
symphony in each of the dozen pro-

grams. ranging from Mahler's First

Symphony' at the beginning of the

season to Beethoven's Ninth at its

conclusion.

‘It is definitely my policy to have
serious stuff played by the orches-

tra." says Sperter. “After all, we are

a symphony orchestra and we
should above all play the major

symphonic repertoire.”

Speiber admits that organizing

each season is a constant battle

between himself and general direc-

tor Ben-Ami Einav. “Show me any

music director and general director

who don't fight and believe me they

are not doing theirjob," he says.

Sperber tries to “push for con-

temporary music. But every time I

succeed the orchestra gets "a lot of

letters from angry subscribers who
say that when they come to the con-

cert hah they don't want to be edu-

cated." Michael Ajzenstadt

k
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The zany Zitdand troupe win be among the featured acts at the sixth annual Haifa Festival of Children’s Theater.

Tickets from NIS40 to NTS 50.

Info: (03)510-5656.

Oi Sunday there’s also Magic in

Springtime, set in the lovely

national park at Ein. Hemed. From
10 ajn. to 4 pjn. there’ll be work-

shops, master classes with

Cagliostro the Magician (whose

stihpol is putting on the festival),

an hour-long magic show, a com-
petition foe would-be wizards

among the kids and more. Info:

(03) 369-7403 or 576-6877.

Hoofers such as Barbara Duffy,

i Hopkins, Ira Bernstein and

Van “the Man" Porter will be tap-

ping up a storm and teaching

together with local, tap dancers Avi

Mflier and Qfer Ben ar die sixth

Jazz Tap Festival from Friday

through Wednesday. There’ll also

be demonstrations, workshops,

master classes, a special course for

kids, a jam session and, of course,

performances.
These will be at Yad Labanim,

Ra’anana, on Saturday, at the

Gerard Behar Center in Jerusalem

on Monday, both at 9 p.m., and at

the Suzanne Dellal Center in Tel

Aviv on Tuesday at 7 and 9*30

pan. Tickets NIS 65 at (031 620-

3039 or ticket offices. Visa holders

can get a pair for NTS 85 plus

points. Info: (03) 528-1682.

Thursday through Saturday.

Pessah Bach will fill the Suzanne

Dellal and Yaron Yerushalmi halls.

Tickets from NIS 40 to NIS 70 at

the box office and ticket agencies.

Info: (03) 510-5656.

There’ll be more Bach, and

Handel, and Brahms, not to men-
tion Purcell, Monteverdi. Rossini

and more at the International

Festival of Musica Sacra at the

Salesian and Sisters of Mary
churches in Nazareth, Sunday
through Wednesday. Its center-

pieces are Bach's Easter Oratorio

performed by the Kibbutz

Chamber Orchestra conducted by

Avner Itai, and Handel's Israel in

Egypt performed on period instru-

ments by the Baroque Orchestra of

Berlin conducted by Christian

Comraichau.

These conceits are on Sunday at

4 and 7 pun. respectively. All other

concerts are between noon and 4.

Tickets from NIS 65 to NIS 100.

Info: (04) 838-4777.

If you prefer sculpture, turn right

at Nahariya and go up to Ma’aJot-

Tarshiha in Western Galilee and

watch sculptors at work. This is the

fifth year of “Stone in Galilee,” at

which 14 sculptors, local and for-

eign, will sculpt statues from local-

ly-quarried stone.

A group of eight students from

the Bezaiel Arts Academy will be

creating something on the lines of

a modem Stonehenge from five

enormous rocks. There will also be

arts workshops and activities, and

you can visit the sculpture garden

where this year's works will join

those from previous years. Entry

free. Info: (W) 997-9682/3/4.

National parks such as the ani-

mal park at Kibbutz Tzova - (02)

347952 - also have special activi-

ties laid on. There'll be music and

activities for all the family at Beit

Govrin -(07) 811020 or 874222 -

and “living pictures” from the lives

of the Sages and more at Neot
Kedumim - (08) 923-3840.

Those lips ! Those eyes! Kiss me Kate Winslett

KATE Winslet’s ripe

impetuosity m Sense and

Sensibility may not have

won her the Academy Award for

which she was nominated, wit it

has made theyoung actress a star.

As for the two traits of the title,

she knows which one suits her.

Tm sensibility; I am, I a”*-

Winslet said b*er lunch in north

London, talking animatedly whtie

she ate a green salad and smoked

Marlboro Lights.--
,

“My fiindinentai me.jny real

me, is much more sensibility.” she

am I acting, -in all hotKSty-

There’s an element

getting to the root of certain enro-

ircndc your

soul addcbuc&n? th™ss “‘1
f

actress. »!* “
etuMaring fervor, unrestrained by

aofljpn or calcnla£ion. b» °p^;

faced enihuswstu - thos® Jr‘
those eves! - even more engaging

face-to-face than on screen.

“I still don’t understand why I

have this thing about wanting to

act so much. But it was always my
drive, and if I say I'm going to do

something, I do it. 1 am so incred-

ibly stubborn,” she says.

Others use words like “radiant"

and “passionate” to describe a far.

livelier screen presence than one

sometimes gets from- the- reigning

English rose.

Indeed. England hasn t seen

anything' like it since Julia

Ormond forsook Hackney in east

London for the- vagaries of

Hollywood, even if no single

Ormond performance has yet to

venerate the buzz of Winslet's

Marianne-

In her -first film. Heavenly

Creatures, Winslet drew audi-

ences into the erotic fantasy

turned murderous reality of ah

English teenager in 1950s. New
Zealand. Based on a true story, the

film was a critical success and*got

a 1995 Oscar.nomination for best

adapted screenplay.

.MATT WOLF
.

LONDON

The emotions in Sense and
Sensibility - based on Jane

Ansten’s ’first novel - are less

lethal, ifno less volatile.

Playing the lovesick Marianne,

middle sister of the financially

squeezed Dashwood clan, Winslet

fiercely embraces the dictates of

the heart against the “prudence

and honor and duty” extolled by

older sister Elinor (Emma
Thompson).
Winslet was talking al the end of

a busy week in which she first

flew to Los Angeles to test for a

film about the Titanic to be direct-

ed by James Cameron {The

Terminator). One of the high

points of the trip? Eating Caesar

salad:- “It’s so good in California.”

She retained to London to contin-

ue filming her Ophelia in Kenneth

Branagh’s new screen version of

Hamlet. Branagh is separated in

real life from Thompson,
Winslet’s screen sister.

The actress acknowledges she is

at that point when anonymity

starts to vanish. The restaurant

staff offer proof of that, snapping

into action to find a table when
she walks in.

“It’s not like it changes my
behavior or anything like that,”

said Winslet, refusing either to be

resentful of the recognition or to

form some kind of attitude. “It's

better to just ignore it and be who
you are.”

Winslet's identity seems rooted

in growing up in a strong, loving,

secure environment She is the

second of four children bom in

Reading, west of London, to an

actor father for whom, Winslet

says, “things never really com-
pletely kicked off." Her mother is

a qualified nanny and older sister

Anna, 23, is also an actress.

Theater school in neighboring

Maidenhead led to a Sugar Puffs

commercial, a short-lived sitcom

called Get Back, and her role in

Heavenly Creatures, which in turn

landed Winslet a Hollywood

agent - and Sense and Sensibility.

She had never read Jane Austen

before hearing of Marianne. But

with the pan came a grip on the

character expressed with the

impassioned intelligence ofsome-
one twice her age.

“Marianne is the victim of her

own sensibility, which is the thing

I found most touching about her,”

said Winslet, who, since Sense

and Sensibility, has completed

another screen version of a Great

British Novel - Thomas Hardy's

Jude the Obscure, simplified for

film purposes to Jude.

“She has been so untouched by
the world that she knew no differ-

ent but to be who she was, and she

suffered for thaL'’ continued the

actress, moved that “somebody
could be as honest and be so gen-

erous with her heart and yet have

if still broken.” (AP)

HEAR IT IN ENGLISH I

COMEDY OF ERRORS
April 8,1996 at 8:30 p.m.

Comedy of Errors - The smash hit production

of Shakespeare’s classic comedy set amidst a

modern war-torn Middle Eastern city with

dazzling stage effects that include drums,

gunshots, torchilights and even belly dancing.
a
(lt) pays homage to the vineyards of

peace and its rewards...” Ha’aretz

BOX OFFICE: 03^3 3335 • FAX: 03-5230172 • SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-5245211

THETHEATRE OF TELAVIV Located infte heart ofTWAw on
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Hizbullah’s tactics

EVEN those who never took seriously uto-

pian visions of a new Middle East must
have been startled by Hizbullah leader

Sheikh H assail Nasrallah's latest pronounce-

ments. In what can only be described as a

throwback to a medieval mindset, Nasrallah

announced that the March 20 suicide bombing
of an Israeli army patrol, which caused the

death of an IDF officer, has opened a new era of

suicide bombings in the Lebanon war. “It will

be the crowning glory of the next phase in the

struggle.” he said.

Echoing the same idea, Damascus-based Is-

lamic Jihad leader Ramadan Sallah, chosen to

head the organization after the assassination of

Fathi Shkaki in Malta, pledged that Islamic

Jihad will continue to launch suicide attacks

against Israelis to create “a balance of terror.”

ifwas not that he was against Jews, said Sallah,

who used to teach in a major Florida university.

“Had they remained in New York, Poland or

Russia, we would not have thought of taking up
arms against them,” he asserted. “But it is

something else for them to take over Jerusalem,

Haifa. Jaffa and Ashkelon.”
Sallah boasts that “as Moslems we welcome

death for the sake of God and do not have the

attachment for life.” But neither he nor

M . other Islamic leaders intend to become
suicide bombers. Selflessly, they reserve this

honor for young men brainwashed into believ-

ing that by killing Jews while killing themselves

they are assured a place in paradise.

It may be instructive in this context to heed S.

Yizhar. a leading writer and one of Israel’s

foremost doves. Interviewed by the Hebrew
daily Ma 'ariv, he said, “There is a difference

between sending bombs and turning a human
being into an explosive object, which is inhu-

man... There are places where people eat human
flesh, with whom there can be no negotiations,

because we have no common humanity. There

are nations which fight with chemical and bio-

logical weapons...Not only are negotiations im-

possible with such people. They put their hu-

manity in doubt The Palestinians don’t grasp

that the suicide bombings are inhuman. I have

waited for voices from the Palestinian side

which will condemn the suicide war, condemn
the very fact that children are sent to become
live shells.”

Yizhar also makes clear that for all the con-

demnation ofspecific terrorist attacks by Yasser

.Arafat, he has never condemned the phenome-
non of suicide bombings as such. In fact, he has

lionized such bombers as maityrs and heroes.

It can, of course, be argued that war is killing

:nu risking lives, and that suicide missions are

no more than instances in which the risk of

death is raised to its ultimate degree. But failure

*o understand the difference between putting

lives at risk and 'brainwashing impressionable

young men into blowing themselves up betrays

(at least to Westerners) nothing less than moral

bankruptcy.

Nor should the use of suicide bombers be

viewed purely in terms of holy war. Nasrallah

makes no secret of the pragmatic, cold-blooded

purpose of the struggle. “The attacks of the

Hizbullah military arm constitute a means by
which we can pressure Israel. They are designed

to erode its economy, political position and

morale. Our struggle will serve as a bargaining

chip in the bands of Lebanon and Syria, which

will enable them to negotiate for the return of

their rights. The American administration wants

the Arabs to negotiate from a position of weak-

ness, which will make their surrender to Israel

possible. We aim to prevent that”

This is perhaps the first open confirmation

that the Hizbullah, for all its religious and

financial ties with Iran, is a Syrian proxy. Its

role is to shoot while Damascus talks, and the

shooting is expected to create internal pressure

in Israel for concessions which will purportedly

end the bloodshed. The repeated declarations by
Israeli leaders that there is no military solution

to the Lebanon bloodletting, and that only a

political settlement will bring relief, can only

encourage Syria to continue using these tactics.

The most' recent incident is indicative of

Israel’s no-win position. Israeli troops fired not

ar a village but in the direction of armed guerril-

las. Whether the two who were killed are indeed

civilians hit by accident is not yet clear, but

Prime Minister Shimon Peres was quick to

convey his apologies to Syria through the US in

the hope that no retaliation will ensue.

The Hizbullah did retaliate nevertheless. Not

unreasonably, it can now claim it is the only

defender of Lebanese civilians and boast of

seriously harming Israel's tourist industry and

forcing Galilee residents to live in shelters. The
acquisition of such prestige and power, particu-

larly in the face of Israeli inaction, will make
recruitment of fighters and suicide bombers

easier than ever, and hasten the defection of

South Lebanese Army troops. On the other

hand, Israeli military retaliation - proclaimed as

a futile exercise by its own leaders - will

inevitably cause Israeli casualties, which the

government is reluctant to endure during an

election campaign.

What the government has not done is declare

that the continuation of negotiations with Syria

depends on a cease-fire on the Lebanon front,

and that if no such cessation is effected, it wall

be Syrian targets in Lebanon rather than its

Hizbullah proxies that wall have to bear the

consequences. If Syria’s dictator Hafez Assad is

truly interested in peace, he should readily agree

to such elementary prerequisites.

LITTERS TO THE EDITOR
FAILED POLICIES

Sir, - Douglas J. Feilh (“No alter-

native to peace'," March 31) sim-

plis.tic.illy argues that "before peace

is possible. Palestinian Arabs must
develop both peaceable intentions

and political institutions that have
credibility and authority."

How docs Mr. Feith suggest that

these credible institutions develop

under what he seems to imply are

the best solution to the Palesti’nian-

Israeli conflict, namely the status

quo between 1967 and 1993? The
very reason official Palestinian in-

stitutions could not develop in the

occupied territories was due to the

Israeli occupation.

What comes first - the process of
state-building superseding peace be-

tween the Israelis and Palestinians,

or the development of peace and
along with it the evolutionary pro-

cess of political institutionalization?

And how are the Palestinians ex-

pected to develop “peaceable inten-

tions'' in light of the continued Is-

raeli occupation of their land and
collective punishment meted out to

them by the Israeli army, such as the

demolition of homes and the mass

USEFULNESS OUTLIVED
Sir, - Whatever the merits of the

Sharm e-Sheikh meeting may have
been in practical terras, one of its

most important aspects was the im-
pressive array of Arab leaders who
had one common objective: To fight

the terror threat aimed at their own
existence.

For the first time since the israel-

Arab conflict erupted, they have
given a clear demonstration that we
are fighting on the same side, that

they can still qualify as good Mos-
lems when cooperating with us to

defeat Moslem extremists.

Even more telling is the implied

warning to Arafat: Stop playing

games with our enemies!

Clearly, for the vast majority of

Arabs, the Palestinians have out-

lived their usefulness as the symbol

of Arab unity-

GEORGE J. ELY

Herdiya-

starvation resulting from the Israeli

blockade of the West Bank and
Gaza?

Perhaps ii hasn't occurred to Mr.

Feith that Israeli policies towards

the Palestinians were a failure to

such an extent that they led to the

intifada, which erupted in 1987 and
only subsided in 1993. Therefore,

actually considering the status quo
between 1967 3nd 1993 as an “op-
tion" is not very wise.

Mr. Feith as well as others would
be naive, to say the leasL to presume
that relations with Arab countries

could be anything but lukewarm if

the status quo in the occupied terri-

tories continues. The peace process

between Israel and the Arab stales in

general, including Jordan, is highly

contingent on the course of the Pal-

estra ian-Israeli track.

What I find most shocking is that

Mr. Feith served in such significant

and sensitive posts as deputy assis-

tant secretary of defense and as a

Middle East specialist on the White
House National Security Council.

ALLA TOUKAN
Amman.

ETHIOPIAN HERITAGE
CENTER

'

Sir, - Many tjiaftterio Batshcva

Tsui for her favorable and informa-
tive review of the* opening of the

Institute for the Culture of Ethiopian

Jewry on March .3. May we point

out that the members of the Ethiopi-

an Jewish community have decided

nnanimously that their first prefer-

ence is to have the permanent build-

ing built in Jerusalem. Only if that is

not possible will it be established in

Tel Aviv.

With the help of the Jerusalem
Municipality and the Israel Lands
Administration, we seem to be mov-
ing closer to our goal of building a

large building that will house the

museum and all our other activities.

DR. ELY BEN-GAL,
Director General

Behalachin - The Institute far the

Culture of Ethiopian Jewry
Tel Aviv.

CONSTRUCTIVE
CRITICISM

Sir, - It was a pleasure to read

DJ. Feith’s article in the March 25

issue. At last, a reasoned, concrete

attack on the Peres government’s

misleading “peace” slogans. The
writer was not merely content to

criticize the government on this

score, but also pointed out that the

“peace” slogan was not just mis-

leading but harmful for Israel's

psyche.

Why can’t you occasionally find

native Israeli critics who have some-

thing constructive to say on the sub-

ject? The great majority of your

government-bashing articles or let-

ters to the editor contain nothing but

appeals to patriotism, Zionism,
“love for Judaism.” and similar cli-

ches. I am all for these virtues, but

they are no substitute for intelligent

discussion of the issues.

PROF. K. WEISER
Haifa.

TRAVESTY OF JUSTICE
Sir, - The fact that Nadia Malar

was cleared of any wrongdoing was

definitely good news. But was jus-

tice served? It seems to me that the

entire proceedings were a mockery

of justice.

Justice will be served when an

honest citizen exercising his or ber

rights can depend on the law en-

forcement system for protection,

fairness and above all else honesty.

Can we depend on this system when
seven policemen can peijure them-

selves in open court? Can we de-

pend on the system when there is

enough evidence for the head of

Jerusalem's riot squad to be indicted

himself for violence toward peace-

ful demonstrators?
What message does the court give

to these men entrusted with uphold-

ing the law for apparently feeling

that they are above the law? As the

case was dropped, there will be no

court censure when they should be

indicted for perjury.

AVI AUERBACH
Efrat.

HES&x

Business as usual
On Saturday night, Katyusha

rockets fell in the Galilee

Panhandle and Western
Galilee. Today, Prime Minister and
Defense Minister Shimon Peres is

due to leave for a tour of Oman and
Qatar to promote Israeli business

interests there. The security situa-

tion in the North did not move
Peres, in his capacity as defense
minister, to change his plans and
remain in die country.

By departing just before the

Passover holiday, as citizens of the

North were being threatened by
Hizbullah terror and their Pessah
preparations disrupted, the premier

was sending a dear message to the

nation: the problems of the citizens

of Galilee are not your problems.

They axe the concern only of those

in the shelters.

If the prime minister can go
about business as usual in spite of
the Katyushas in Galilee, so can
everyone else. After all, compared
to the premier, what can the man in

the street in Jerusalem or Tel Aviv
do to help the residents of FCiiyat

'Shmona or Nahariya?
We are being taught to be apa-

thetic and are told that it is a sign,

not of callousness, but of strength.

We are asked to believe that we
frustrate the terrorists when we
show indifference to the murder of
our brothers.

This indifference, encouraged by
the behavior of an Israeli govern-

ment that does not send representa-

tives to the funerals of terror vic-

tims, that deliberately plays down
the significance of die escalating

number of terror deaths, is destroy-

ing something very basic and very

good in the fabric of Israeli society

- the sense of extended family that

had until recently united us alL

Not long ago, immigrants from
the United States would contrast

the warmth felt in Israel, where on
buses a crying baby would be

JONATHAN BLASS

offered, unsolicited, bananas by
passengers who had never met
either the baby or mother before, to

the coldness felt in large American
cities where people would Cry to

avoid eye contact on the. streets.

The Genovese murder in New
York, where a woman was mur-
dered as her neighbors watched but
did not call the police as they “did-

n’t want to get involved” was

Katyushas in

Kiryat Shmona?
Who, except for

those who live

there, really cares?

something that could never happen
in Israel, where involvement was a
way Of life.

NO LONGER. Apathy^nd amne-
sia have triumphed, with more than
a little help from interested parties.

Peres’s political fate, and that of
the government, is dependent on
Israelis losing that sense of
involvement, on allowing them-
selves to forget almost instanta-

neously the murder of fellow Jews
by terrorists sheltered by Peres’s

PLO “partners” to the Oslo
process.

Political pundits predict that

Hamas terror wM influence the

elections only if, God forbid, there

are terrorist attacks just before

election day. Even then, if terror

strikes at Israel’s periphery - in the

North or in Judea, Samaria or Gaza"
- it will be accepted as part of a

routine to which we have already

resigned ourselves in spite of our

overwhelming military superiority.

Without noticing it, money -

Peres’s trip to the Gulf states to

dram up business for Israeli corpo-
rations - has become more impor-
tant than the defence minister’s

responsibility to stay at home and
come up with steps to deter attacks

on Kiryat Shmona.
Katyushas in Kiryat Shmona?

Who, except for those who live

there, really cares? Abusiness deal

with the emir is a different story

altogether.

Israeli society’s loss of compas-
sion is a process that can and
should be reversed. Not just for the

sake of the residents of Kiiyat

Shmona, but to preserve the nature

of the Jewish state. After reporting

on the Katyushas and Peres’s jaunt

to the Gulf, the radio announced
the results of Saturday’s football

matches as if nothing at all had
happened, as if despite -the

Katyushas, they were still impor-

tant

But in the shadow of the rockets

they are not Ifl afler terror attacks,

football and basketball games:
throughout'.the- country were.tp.be

canceled, and theaters and movie-
houses dosed in solidarity, if a

week of national mounting were
declared when an should

unfortunately provefetal, one won-
ders how long any government
would be allowed to pursue a poli-

cy of restraint that enables Israeli

citizens to be mradered with
impunity.

Tbday, as the tempo of terror

accelerates, as our natural warmth
and involvement are eroded and
replaced by the callousness of
despair; it is a suggestion worthy of
consideration.

The writer, rabbi qfNevch Tzuf
in Samaria, heads Rdtzon Yehuda,

a rabbinical training program for
graduates afYeshtvotHcsdcr.

A Pessah issue

O ne aspect of the Pessah

story that has accompa-
nied the Jews’ Diaspora

experience has been the issue of

dual loyalty. The Exodus story

begins with a new Pharaoh say-

ing to his people: “Behold the

people of the children of Israel ...

let us deal wisely with them;

lest... it come to pass, that, when
any war should chance, they also

join our enemies, and fight

against us.” (Exodus 1:8-10). The
Hebrews of Egypt were contribu-

tive and loyal; Pharaoh's accusa-

tion was entirely false. Hs deci-

sion to treat them as a potential

fifth column created the enmity
around which the Pessah story

developed.

Just as in the case of the

Egyptian prototype. Diaspora
Jews have an excellent record of
loyalty to their adopted lands. Yet

they have been extremely sensi-

tive to the accusation of dual loy-

alty and have had their share of

enemies who would “deal wisely

with them.”
The Purim holiday recalls just

such an instance.

More recently. Captain Alfred
Dreyfus’s false incrimination as a
spy against his native France sent

shock waves throughout a nation-

ally self-conscious French Jewry
just over 100 years ago. It took
years to prove his innocence and
establish Dreyfus as the loyal
patriot he was.

Wouldn’t it be nice if Jonathan
Pollard could similarly be magi-
cally transformed from the treaso-

nous criminal he is perceived to be
by the American public and added
to the long and distinguished list

of Jewish American heroes? His
passing classified information to

Israel is seen as a terrible embar-
rassment Many American. Jews,

American Jewish organizations

and Israel herself would prefer it if

BRUCE BRILL

the whole troublesome affair

would just disappear.

It will remain alive, however, so

long as Jonathan Pollard is alive...

and imprisoned. In a vain attempt

to lower the issue’s profile,

Pollard and the Israelis fully coop-

erated with the US prosecutors in

1985. Israel immediately turned

Pollard over to the US authorities.

His advocates apologetically

Diaspora Jews are

extremely sensitive

to the dual loyaity

accusation

admitted his criminality and
begged for a reduced sentence. All

this was done to win him favor-

able consideration.

It didn’t work. Pollard received

the maximum penalty and the rfnai

loyalty question was not kept at

bay. Over the past decade, hartfly

a week has gone by without some
aspect of the Pollard affair appear-

ing in the media. The “kowtow
and cooperate” approach has only
served to keep it alive.

When will those Jewish organi-

zations that adopted a “no posi-

tion” position on Pollard, in the

hope of not making an “issue” of

the issue realize that as long as
Pollard remains in jail, those who
wish to sour US-Israel relations

have a convenient tool?

YET THERE is a larger question:

What compelled Pollard to pass

classified information to a foreign
- albeit friendly - country?
The 1983 US-Israel Binational

Intelligence Exchange Agreement

provides for the mutual exchange
of vital intelligence between Israel

and the US. In “Appeasement of
Iraq made me a Spy,” (Wall Street

Journal, Feb. 15, 1991), Pollard

accuses his supervisors of sup-

pressing information vital to

Israel. This brought Him to assume
the responsibility himself. “I’d

rather be in jail for life than ‘sit-

ting shiva’ (mourning) for hun-
dreds of thousands of Israelis,”

Pollard wrote.

Pollard behaved correctly - and
as a good American - in light of
the Nuremberg Judgments, requir-

ing him to act on behalf of poten-

tial innocent victims. Pollard's

act, then, was notan act of treason
against America, it rather foiled

the un-American treachery of his

superiors. An offensive for
Pollard’s release, stressing this

line, might prove to be the most
effective way to help Pollard,
assuage American Jews* dual loy-

alty dilemma— and celebrate

Pessah.

The writer is a Middle East
security analyst.

POSTSCRIPTS
WRITER ELMORE Leonard,
on his secret to good writing: “I
try to leave out the parts that

people skip.”

A DRUNKEN New Zealander'
named Grant Shittit. thought lie

found a comfortable, place to
sleep off his condition. Unfortu-
nately, what he thought was a bed
of moss was, in feet, a trench' of
cement.

By the time he awoke- be had
set fast. He was noticed? only
three days later by a passeiby?

Spot the

difference

SUSAN HATTISROLEF~

Both the Labor Party and the

Likud-Tsomet-Gesher
alignment lists for the 14th

Knesset have their imperfections

and distortions. Yet, these two

lists - each of which includes in

its first 45 places 17 candidates

who were not members of the

13th Knesset - are an excellent

reflection of Israeli reality and the

different images each party wants

to convey to the public.

The Israeli reality is responable

for the similarities in the two lists.

First, each has an impressive

array of generals in their “opening

10.” Labor has one former chief

of staff (Ehud Barak), rate major-

general (Ori On) and two

brigadier-generaIs (Binyam in

Ben-Eliezer and Ephraim Sneh).

The t .Hcnd has one former chief

of staff (Rafael Eitan) and two
major-generals (Ariel Sharon and
Yitzhak Mordechai). Berth also

have several candidates who are

members of political families. In

Labor, Uzi Baram’s father was
Moshe Baram - a former MK and
minister (4th-8th Knessets).

Ephraim Sneh's father was MX
Moshe Such (lst-7th Knesset),

and Yael Dayan is the daughter of

former MK and minister Moshe
Dayan (4th-10th Knessets), and
the granddaughter of former MK
Shmuel Dayan (lst-3rd

Knessets).

This is even more extensive in

the Likud-led list. .. Ze’ev
Binyamin Begin is the son of
Menachem Begin (Ist-lOth

Knessets), Ehud and Yossi Olmert

are the sons of former MK
Mordechai Olmert (3nd-4th

Knessets), Dan Meriden is the son
of former MK Eliahn Meridor
(4th-6th Knessets) and Tzahi
Hanegbi is the son of Geula
Cohen (8th-12th Knessets). In

addition to tire two Olmert broth-

ers, the Ukud-Thomet-Gesher list

also includes the two Levy broth-

els, David and Maxim.
In all these cases, except that of

Stub, father (or mother) and son
(or daughter) belonged to the

same political camp.Another sim-
ilarity is that apparently neither

party is capable of properly repre-

senting the new immigrants from
the former Soviet Union. Both
Labor and the UkauT placed a

. Russian new immigrant in the

45th slot, whidi is notguaranteed
'

:
.Id' provide * KhesseTSear.' Stfdh a

_ placemen! does not feffccf ihe
feet thatthere are over half a mil-

lion recent immigrants from the

former Soviet Union (more if you
• add the immigrants from the

1970s). There will probably be at

least halfa dozenMKsofRussian
origin In tire 14th Knesset, but

most ofthem will representNatan
Sharansky’s new. party Yisrael

Ba'aliya.

BUTHERE the similarities end.

White tire Labor list is extreme-

ly diversified - and intentionally

so - the Liknd list is much more

Both the Labor and
Likud lists are an
excellent reflection

of Israeli reality

homogeneous. The Likud fist

includes in addition to two sets of
siblings, seven Rafael Eitans and
seven David Levys. At least a
fifth of the candidates on die list

are Jerusalemites, including
Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert.
While the Likud doesn't have a

single non-Jew in its first 45 slots,

- Labor has four two Moslem
Arabs, one Christian Arab (Nadia
H3u — a woman) and a Druse.
-Labor also has an Ethiopian and
six women on its list compared
with the Likud alignment’s three
women candidates. In addition.

Labor’s representation is distrib-

uted more evenly in geographical
and sectorial terms.

Another difference is that while
the Likud has “only” four PhDs
on its list (Begin* Eliahu Ben-
El issar, Yehuda Lankri Yossi
Olmert), Labor has four profes-
sors (Shevah Weiss, David Liba’i.
Shlomo Ben-Ami and Shimon
Shetreet) and another two PhDs
(Yossi Beilin and Ra’anan
COhen).

• However, the most significant
difference between the two lists is
that while that of Labor seems
more dovish than the one it pre-
dated to the 13th Knesset (two
hawks left to form the Third Why
and several others were pnshed to
lower places on the list), that of
the lAud ^gamem seems more
bawtash (partially because the
uuuiber of representatives of the
ftwner Liberal Party has dimin-
tshed). But this fact is probably
notas significant asmight appear
atfinrt sight. :

There is no doubt that should
there be no progress in the peace
process , with Syria and Lebanon,
and no reduction in Mftsfem fan-
c““*ntaKst tenor,'the Labor Partywm revert -to more hawkish posi-
trons. Cta. the ofeer hand, should
the peace process advance
anootMymd terror ditohreh, theLasud *41; be forced to adontmare nraomatio VInU.tJ ?.• ^

scientist
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Sexual pioneer
with a dark side

IolLtinn^c^L
1^ century's rev- This was dearly a woman who

be Dinned
^ amtu<ies could was not going to put up with an
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Zlvij on 0ne person, it

Stkh^6
-

5^ f̂ r of
the Bnush Empire s first birth-con-
trol clinic.

th
Was a xxual Pioneer in

the 1920s in a world still bound by
we rigid mores of the Victorian
era.

The opening of the clinic just
over 75 years, ago was radical
enough, but it paled beside the
influence of Slopes s book Married
Love, published in 1918, which
preached the unheard-ofnotion that
women should enjoy sex.
But the humanitarian who vowed

to bring sexual fulfillment to the
masses had a dark side. Slopes was
also an advocate of eugenics - the
selective breeding of humans - and
treated her own husband with
astonishing emotional brutality.

Stopes has been credited with
transforming the sex lives of mil-
lions. To an ignorant male-domi-
nated world, when; women were
expected to merely endure sex,
Stopes introduced foreplay and
declared that a mutually satisfying
sex life was the key to the perfect

marriage.

Married Love was a huge suc-
cess. It was translated into“U lan-

guages and sold over a million

^ copies. In 1935, a group of
American academics ranked it one
of the most influential works of the
previous 50 years, ahead of
Einstein's Theory ofRelativity.
“We could arguably lay much of

the blame for our over-optimistic

expectations of marriage squarely

on her shoulders.” wrote a
reviewer of a recent biography of
Stopes.

What was most astonishing about

Married Love was that, at 37.

Stopes was a virgin when she wrote

it.

In a rare legal case. Stopes had

had her first marriage annulled in

1916 because it had proved sexual-

ly unfitlfiiling and was never con-

summated.

This was clearly a woman who
was not going to put up with an

unsatisfactory sex life, but it was
also an early hint of the sheer, over-

riding force of her personality.

Stopes was married for a second

time in 1918 to Humphrey Verdon-

Roe, an aeronautical pioneer whose
wealth freed her to devote her time

to writing and carrying on her mis-

sion.

But while preaching marital

bliss, Stopes herself was a cruel

and domineering wife.

She forced Roe to write, at her

dictation, a letter freeing her from
sexual fidelity because he was
unable to satisfy her.

Eventually Roe was banished to

the attic of the 18th-century man-
sion they shored and had to earn

permission to visit family rooms by
doing household chores.

The couple's son, born when
Stopes was 44. was equally domi-
nated, although adored, by his

mother, who was growing odder as

she aged.

Harry Scopes-Roc was forced to

wear either kilts or woolen trousers

as a child because his mother was
convinced anything else would
damage his genitals.

When Harry finally rebelled and
chose a bride for himself, his

mother objected furiously that his

fiancee wore glasses and that the

purity of her descendants could be

damaged by this tiny imperfec-

tion.

She wrote her son out of her will

and when she died in 195S, the

mansion was left to the Royal

Society of Literature and Harry

received the 13-volume Greater

Oxford Dictionary.

Slopes 's opposition to the mar-

riage may have been portly rooted

in possessiveness, but it was also a

potent display of her eugenic con-

victions.

She believed the human race was

in decline and that only selective

breeding among perfect individuals

- like herself- could save it.

She urged the sterilization of

From one Jew to 2,000

Maria Slopes, founder of the

British Empire's first birth-

control clinic, was also an
advocate of eugenics.

mothers with physical or mental

disabilities and described her birth-

control clinic as “a sure light in our

racial darkness.”

When a deaf-mute man wrote to

her for advice on birth control, she

rebuked him for even contemplat-
ing sex and then wrote to a charity

declaring that people with such dis-

abilities should not be allowed to

have children.

Recent critics have said she was
also a supporter of Hitler, because

she sent him a volume of her

poems. Love Songs for Young
Lovers.

Her son has dismissed the idea.

“It was a perversion to suggest

she admired Hitler. She was anti-

Nazi. Sending the poems was an

example of her ‘megalomania,'
"

said Szopes-Roe.

By the beginning of World War
II, Stopes had given up proselytiz-

ing and turned her attention to writ-

ing poetry and literature.

She was disgusted that she was
remembered solely as a birth-con-

trol pioneer.

“She was sick to death of us all.

She had taught the man in the street

to heave overboard die prurience

and taboos of centuries so that he
could soar up to the ultimate fulfill-

ment of bliss - and what had he

done? The oaf had used her gift like

an extra gadget in the lavatory,”

wrote one obituarist. (Reuter)

BEFORE World War n, the University of

Southern California bad a numerus

clausus, or quota, system for its profes-

sional schools, striking in its simplicity.

OneJewish student was admitted to the med-

.

ical school, one to the dental school and one to

the law school.

Those statistics have changed, as Dr. Steven

B. Sample, president of the private institution,

told Jewish community leaders he hosted at a

recent luncheon. Currently, the Jewish pres-

ence on campus encompasses 2,000 to 2^500

students, or 8-10 percent of the total enroll-

ment. and one-third of all deans and profes-

sors.

Perhaps not coincidentally, the academic

standing of USC - once known mainly for its

athletic prowess - has risen sharply in the last

few decades.

“The Jewish contributions have been

immense,” said Sample at a campus luncheon.

“Our ties to the Jewish community are as

strong as those of any other American univer-

sity.”' Founded by the Methodist Church in

1SS0 and long considered a WASP bastion

inhospitable to minorities, the USC turnaround

has been startling. As recently as the 1970s.

USC elicited howls of protest from the Jewish

community when it announced the establish-

ment of a Middle East Studies Center, funded
entirely by Arab oil money.
The center, delicately described by Sample

as “a misstep.” was stillborn and the money
returned to its donors.

The transformation of USC can be credited

to a number of factors.

USC, once a bastion

of the WASP
establishment, has
come a long way

from the days of its

antisemitib quotas,

Tom Tugend reports

from Los Angeles

One is the change in American society from
the pre-World War El era, when job listings in

the Los Angeles Times routinely carried the

proviso, “Only whites and Christians need

apply.” Another is the advent of a. more
enlightened leadership at USC. which was also

mindful that its Jewish alumni' tended to be
unusually successful and generous to their

alma mater.

Not least is the work of Josepb Roos, who
was hired IS years ago as a community rela-

tions consultant by the university.

The 87-year-old Roos, a legendary pioneer

in battling antisemitism and hate groups, was
honored at the luncheon for his “tireless dedi-

cation in fighting injustice and as a model for

service to the community.''

AMONG USCs current programs and rela-

tionships, noted Sample, are a J
^^Sares.

curriculum attracting 500
v̂J
B
acacternic

including many non-Jews,
nri«hbor-

exchaiiges and joint studies with

-g Hrtre.- Union

Sample hopes to extend to HUC s n
.

Cultural Center; and lies to the Hebrew

University of Jerusalem and Tel

^Sampleis working toward effl^shraent

of a Jewish studies center and firndraisme

under way for an endowed chair in Jewish

St

Ciraraa-school senior Joey Nussbaum cited

hU own career at USC as a good

how things look from the students perspec

It started when, as a lonely fj^hman.

Nussbaum was invited by campus Hitiel direc-

tor Rabbi Susan Laemmle to an Erev bhabbai

celebration, and he was on his way.

Now president of the USC Jewish Smdent

Union, Nussbaum worked with HiUel, fellow

students and faculty to found or strengthen an

annual Jewish awareness week, a Jewish film-

makers forum, the residential Bay it and

SChalom housing, both with kosher kitchens,

Rosh Hodesh celebrations for women, and

joint dialogue groups with Arab and black stu-

dents. . .

Also available are a study program in Israel,

a joint USC-HUC degree in religion, HiUel

activities and lectures and symposia on Jewish

topics.

“Whatever I needed Jewishly," Jhe graduat-

ing Nussbaum said, “it was there.”

EPA admits dioxin’s harmful effects

THE US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)
has acknowledged the

harmful effects of dioxin, a chem-
ical released mainly by paper
mills and incinerators.

According to a preliminary

report,- “low doses of dioxin can

cause cancer and infertility, and
even interfere with fetal develop-

ment, even at the background lev-

els that most people have in their

bodies.”

The final results of the four-

year study will be published later

this year.

It is the bleaching of paper prod-

ucts that produces so much diox-

in, contaminating air and water

EARTHLY CONCERNS
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

sources and the subsequent incin-

eration of paper products that pol-

lutes the air, say the experts.

For this reason, many people are

pressing for more unbleached
paper products in everything from
sanitary supplies and disposable
diapers to coffee filters.

Dioxin has been suspect for a

number of years. It now appears

that in order to cause harm the

dioxin must bind with a number
of receptors called Ah receptors

on cells. Just why this bonding
happens in some people and not in

others is not understood, butsome

scientists say that this may mean
that there is no level of dioxin low
enough to protect some people
from its effects.

In the meantime, the industries
'

involved have mounted a massive
campaign to try and show that

dioxin is harmless and that the

entire issue is a by-product of

what they terra “ecosteria" or. on
other words, ecological hysteria.

They have found new friends in

the Congress. After the last US
congressional elections, a

Republican-controlled Congress -
known for strong anti-environ-

mental stands — canceled tbe

appearance of a researcher sym-

pathetic to environmentalists.

Instead, the Congress invited

Michael Gough, a conservative

think-tank member from the Cato

Institute, and Kay Jones of Zephyr

Consulting in Seattle. Both are

known for their criticism of the

EPA report and their support of
industry. Both have worked exten-

sively for industries that produce
dioxin.

The EPA plans to release its full

report later this year. According to

Linda Birnbaura, one of its

authors, there will be more detail

about research, but the conclu-
sions will remain the same.

Inadmissible evidence only counts
when it makes a difference ATLAS= UA.=

In the Supreme Court, sitting as

a Court of Criminal Appeals,

before justices Dor Levin. Gavriel

Bach. Eliyahu Mazza. Mishael
Cheshin. and Yitzhak Zamir, in the

matter ofthe Stale ofIsrael, appel-

lant. versus Yoram Abutbul,

respondent fF.H.fCl ISO/ 94 1.

ABUTBULwas convicted in

the Tel Aviv District Court
of rape and other offenses.

He appealed to the Supreme Court

on ihe grounds that the inadmissi-

ble evidence of a polygraph test

undergone by the complainant had
been wrongly admitted at his trial

and could* have influenced the

result. The court, by majority deci-

sion. allowed the appeal ( The
Jerusalem Post. January 10. 1994)

and the court president acceded to

the stale’s request to order a

rehearing.

Justice Zamir analyzed section

56 of the Evidence Ordinance

1New Version ) of 197 1 . It provides

that nojudgment in a criminal trial

shall be based on inadmissible evi-

dence admitted by error or inad-

vertence: nevertheless, the judg-

ment shall not he invalidated by an

appeal court "unless, in the opin-

ion of the court, the accused would

not have been convicted if such

evidence had not been given, or

there was no other sufficient evi-

dence to support conviction.”

Justice Zamir wa* satisfied that

the trial court did not take the

inadmissible evidence into

account and that there was ample

other evidence to support the con-

viction. He proposed, therefore,

that the appeal court's first judg-

ment be set aside, that Abutbul’s

conviction be confirmed, and that

the Supreme Court pass sentence

afresh after hearing counsels' sub-

missions.

Justice Cheshin adhered to his

original opinion that Abutbul s

appeal be dismissed. He agreed

with the presumption that the trial

judse disregarded inadmissible

evidence. He differed from Justice

Zamir as to remitting the case to

the lower court being the most

desirable course.

LAW REPORT
ASHER FELIX LANDAU

JUSTICE BACH also adhered to

his previous opinion. He agreed
with Justice Zamir that any rea-

sonable doubt as to the judge's
having been influenced by the

inadmissible evidence worked in

the defendant’s favor. In the pre-

sent case, however, there was no
place for a reasonable doubt
His finding on this aspect was

not based only on the judge having
mentioned the polygraph test in

his judgment He referred to it

twice, in different passages, with-

out commenting that it was inad-

missible and that he had disregard-

ed it. Moreover, the judge stated

the complainant had apparently

undergone the test successfully,

the defendant had tried to mini-

mize its importance, and his coun-
sel had vigorously opposed ii.

Referring to all these features in

his judgment surely raised at least

a reasonable doubt as to whether
he did not rely on this evidence,

particularly in view of the sharp

conflict of evidence between the

complainant and ihe defendant.

It was important, in his opinion,

to direct judges that if they referred

to inadmissible evidence, they

should clarify that they disregarded

it in reaching their conclusions.

JUSTICE LEVIN concurred with

Justice Bach. The trial court, he
said, had no need to refer to the

polygraph evidence in its judg-

ment. That it did so raised at least

a doubt whether its purpose was
not to strengthen and explain why
it preferred the complainant's ver-

sion in rhe defendant's.

Moreover, the whole occurrence

was strange and the evidence of
both the complainant and the

defendant was full of contradic-

tions and surprising allegations.

The objective evidence too was
insufficient to dispel doubts as to

the defendant's guilt.

JUSTICE MAZZA accepted

Justice Zamir's legal analysis of

the principles involved. He also

accepted ,the presumption, that the ...

• trial eourf was not influenced by
the inadmissible, evidence, noting

that the strength of that presump-

tion depends on the circumstances

of each particular case. He also

commented there was no conflict

between the members of the court

as to the principles involved.

He also held that where there

was no other sufficient evidence to

support conviction, and there was
at least a reasonable doubt as to

whether the trial court had been
influenced by the inadmissible
evidence, the defendant was enti-

tled to be acquitted. On the other

hand, less than a reasonable doubt

on that point would not justify

invalidating the judgment
He agreed with Justice Bach that

judges should be directed to make
it clear chat ifthey referred to inad-

missible evidence, they did not

rely on it in any way.

Despite the judge's mentioning

the complainant's polygraph test.

Justice Mazza continued he was
satisfied the judge had not relied

upon it in convicting Abutbul.A

close reading of the admissible

evidence and the judgment
showed clearly that the judge
believed the complainant and dis-

believed the defendant.

Although the complainant's evi-

dence contained some surprising

passages, it was clearly, on the

face of it, far more convincing

than the defendant's evasive testi-

mony. In his opinion, therefore,

there was no justification for the

appeal court's invalidating the trial

court's judgment

IN THE result and by majority

decision, rhe District Court'sjudg-
ment was restored as decided by
Justice Zamir.

Yiska Leibowiu. former senior
assistant state attorney, appeared
for the state, and Prof. Kenneth
Mann and Shimon Shover
appeared for Abutbul.
The judgment was given on

February 28. 1996.
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Minimum Wage,
Maximum Debate

By STEVEN GREENHOUSE

A
LTHOUGH many Republicans are

loath to admit it, there is an undeni-

{ able logic to Democratic proposals

1 to raise the 54.25-an-hour minimum
wage.
That logic goes like this: if a plant is

thirsty, water it; if a tire is losing air, fill it;

if the pay of low-wage workers keeps them
mired in poverty, then simply raise it — if

necessary, by legislation.

For President Clinton and the many Dem-
ocrats pushing for a higher minimum wage,

such a step would be one way to narrow the

growing income gap between Americans on

the bottom rungs and those on the top. The
Democratic plan to raise the wage to $5.15

over two years would also be a tidy way to

stop the incomes of low-wage workers from
falling further behind inflation.

In an election year, there’s a lot of

political logic at work, too. With three-

fourths of Americans supporting an in-

crease in the minimum wage, and with the

wage gap growing as a public issue, the

Democrats see a higher minimum wage as

a political slam-dunk.

In large measure that explains why Dem-
ocrats pushed the issue onto center stage m
Congress lasr week and why Mr. Clinton

made it the subject of his weekly radio

address yesterday. Depicting their party as

the friend of Joe and Jane Lunchpail. the

Democrats said that raising the minimum

to 55.15 would increase the wages of approx-

imately 4 million workers now earning $4^5
an hour, and of another 8 million earning
between $4.26 and $5.14 an hour.

As the Administration's chief cheerleader

on the issue, Robert B. Reich, the Secretary

of Labor, has repeatedly pointed out that the

$8,500 that a full-time minimum-wage work-
er earns each year is so far below the

poverty Une that the worker would most
likely need welfare and food stamps to

support a family. With the poverty line set

at $15,600 for a family of four, one full-time

worker would need to make $7.80 an hour to

climb above that line. Mr. Reich also notes

that because of the corrosive effects of

inflation, the minimum wage — which was
last increased five years ago tomorrow — is

31 percent below where it was in 1979 and
will soon be at its lowest point in 40 years.

Lifting All Boats

“Some people want us to believe that the

typical minimum-wage worker is a teen-

ager flipping hamburgers,” Mr. Reich said.

‘‘That's simply not the case. Most mini-

mum-wage workers are over 20 years old,

and 40 percent of them are the sole bread-

winners in their family.”

Democrats look to a higher minimum
wage as a way for a rising tide of economic
growth to lift all boaLS. not just the yachts.

For many Republicans, the Democratic
drive to lift the minimum wage is equal

parts junk economics and cheap politics.

Inflation’s Squeeze
On the Lowest Paid

Congress established the first minimum
wage o; 25 cents an hour, during the

Deorission as part oi the Fair LaDOr

Standards Ac: oi 1933 The ’.alue oi ine

:n:nmum wage, as measured *n 1996

collars has fallen 31 percent s.nce 1979

As bu\ mg power has fallen, so has the

percentage of hourly employees working

for the minimum or less.
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$4-50 AN HOUR A stock worker at a drug store on West 42d Street in Manhattan.

Eager to show that they too are concerned
about the poor, Republicans argue that lift-

ing the minimum wage will result in layoffs

for tens of thousands of low-wage workers
because many of those jobs would be elimi-

nated or shifted overseas.

In Senate debate last week, Senator Bob
Dole, the ail-but-annoimed Republican can-

didate for President, said: “There are going

to be a lot of young people who lose their

jobs. Many are black teen-agers, and many
are young people whose parents live below
the poverty line.”

Senator Don Nickles, Republican of Okla-
homa, said a higher minimum wage would
cause many employers to hire fewer un-

skilled workers once they became more
expensive to employ, “instead of helping

people get on the economic ladder, the Dem-
ocrats are pulling the economic ladder up
and not enabling people to get on."

Senator Dole may have have won last

week's legislative battle by maneuvering to

prevent the Senate from voting on a higher

minimum wage, but the Democrats say
President Clinton is winning the public rela-

tions war by showing his concern for the

beleaguered American worker.

Just Politics

Geoffrey Garin, a Democratic pollster,

said, “People believe that somebody who
works a 46-hour week ought to make a wage
they can live on, and the fact that Republi-

cans oppose that notion is incredibly damn-
ing of them to voters."

Supporters of a higher minimum received

some unexpected new moral ammunition
last week when a study found that chief

executives' pay, with stock options included,

soared 31 percent last year, the. highest _
jump in a decade, putting their median pay
at S5 million.

Republicans insist that Mr. Clinton's push

for a higher minimum wage is not quite the

high-minded enterprise the Democrats sug-

gest. "They know it has no chance of pass-

ing.” Senator Nickles said. “They're just

trying to score political paints."

Nonetheless, Senator Alfonse M. D‘Amato
of New York and a handful of other Republi-

can Senators, perhaps sensing which way
the political winds are blowing, last week
announced their support for a higher mini-

mum wage.

Some minimum-wage workers say it is

patronizing for Republicans to assert that a

higher minimum wage would wallop the

poor. Lawrence Ware, a $4.25-an-hour tem-

porary employee with the New York City

Human Resources Administration, took is-

sue with the Republicans, saying; “It makes
me feel like they prefer the cliche, ‘The rich

get richer and the poor get poorer.' They
don't really care much about poor people."

Like many low-wage workers, Mr. Ware
said he doubted that a higher minimum
would cost his job. The Clinton Administra-

$5.05 AN HOUR News vendors at the Port Authority bus terminal in Manhattan.

$5.00 AN HOUR A parking-lot attendant on West 26tirStreet in Manhattan.

tion and many Democrats point to several workers, the higher minimum did not cause
recent academic studies that buttress this, a drop in the restswants' employment,
view. The best-known study was conducted At the American Economics Association

by two Princeton professors, David Cart convention last January in San Francisco,
and Alan Krueger, who surveyed 331 fast- ' Robert Solow, a Nobel Prize-winning econo-
food restaurants in New Jersey when the mist, presided over a panel discussion in

state raised its minimum wage by 80 cents, which conservatives, and liberals crossed
to $5.05 an hour, in 1992. (Ten states have ‘ swords.

minimum wages that are above the Federal . But, be said, a consensus emerged .that

level). The professors found that even. ‘Reemployment effect of a moderate, in-

though the restaurants gave the 19 percent crease in the minimum wage would be very,
increase to their many minimum-wage • very small.”

.
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Talking Head

The Making of the Rhetorical Presidency
Continued from page I

pression was allowed in schools, that the same First

Amendment that bars establishment of a state religion

also guarantees the free exercise of religion. He called

for cutting or reshaping affirmative action programs
that foster reverse discrimination or impose quoLas,
while defending the broad goals of affirmative action.

Then, in the autumn, he re-established his Demo-
cratic credentials, defining himself as the defender of

education spending, environmental protection. Medi-
care and Medicaid. And in a third seL of speeches,
beginning with the State of the Union, he has been
taking stands — on the V-chip in television sets, school

Rather suddenly, on theme
upon theme, Clinton’s

speeches began to portray a
man full of conviction.

uniforms and school competency tests — to build a
Democratic, child-based values agenda of his own that

strikes a chord in anxious parents.

As political tools the speeches have been masterful.
Mr. Clinton often speaks of values and proclaims things

to be flatly right or wrong, thus erasing the impression
he created in his first two years that he was short on
core convictions.

Theme by theme, Mr. Clinton has pulled up his

favorable poll ratings in such a methodical way that if

he wins re-election in November journalists and politi-

cal strategists will probably be able to go back like

archeologists and examine the new strata of support he

^gained with each new speech series.

But is this governance? Will there come a time
when the American public will be tempted to shriek like

Eliza Doolittle to her suitor Freddy, "Words! Words!
Words! I’m so sick of words!"?

Limits of Exhortation
“1 think speeches can only carry you so far," said

Stephen Hess, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institu-

tion. “It is the bully pulpit, but ultimately you can only
do so much exhorting. In some ways I think he's almost
reached the limit of iL”

Certainly that is what Senator Bob Dole is counting
on when he tries to turn his own inability to articulate a

vision into a plus by criticizing Mr. Clinton as all talk.

Some of Mr. Clinton's aides argue that in this

overamplified age a Presidential speech works like a
bank shot in billiards. The President makes a speech.
The speech redounds and mobilizes public opinion. And
public opinion moves another secior.or society to act.

They point to Mr. Clinton's discourses on the V-
chip, noting that after he spoke repeatedly about how it

would allow parents to control what their children
watch and then summoned entertainment executives to

the White House, the executives agreed to produce a
voluntary television rating system.

But that downplays the fact that telecommuncia-
cions legislation that Mr. Clinton had signed contained
another prod; if the industry didn't come up with a
ratings system, the Government would.

There is also a question of whether a speaker Is

leading public opinion or following it. The historian

Doris Kearns Goodwin notes that when John F. Ken-
nedy in a campaign speech called for the peace corps,

“people came forward and wanted to join this non-
existing organization. There was something out there, a

chord he was touching, but he gave it a name.”
Was Mr. Clinton doing the same thing last week

when, appearing before a conference of governors in

Palisades, N.Y., he spoke out against "social promo-
tion” in schools and called on the states to use compe-
tency tests? Or was he, as a number of Republican
governors charged, simply usurping an idea that they
had already agreed on, giving it his own imprimatur?

Even if that is the case, the public is not objecting.
“The first years of the Clinton Presidency one did

not see him using his rhetorical power," said Kathleen

Hall Jamieson, the dean of the Aimenberg School fox
Communication at the University of Pennsylvania.
"You now see him using the rhetorical power of the
Presidency."

She added, “The notion that you need topass things
as an indication -of leadership, is an archaic notion in an
age in which the premise of the' Republican Congress is
that less government is better"

A Man of His Words
President Clinton's speeches over the lastyear have
announced new roles for himselfand new themes for
his Presidency. A sampling

:

Dallas, April 7, 199S : “We have entered a new era.

For years, out here in the country, the old political

categories have basically been defunct and a new
political discussion has been begging to be born. It

must now be so in Washington as well. The old labels

of liberal and conservative, spender and cutter, even
Democrat and Republican are not what matter most
anymore. What matters most is finding practical,

pragmatic solutions— Ideological purity is for

partisan extremists."

Georgetown University,July 6: “We can't restore
the American dream unless we can find some wayto
bring the American people closer together. There-
fore how we resolve these differences is as impor- =

tarn as what specific position we advocate. I thinkwe
have got tomove beyond the vision and resentment
tocommon ground. We've got togo beyond cynicism,
to a sense of possibility.”

Houston, Oet.17: "And wedon’thave fo go back'to
the time where we say to an elderly couple, ifthey’re.

‘

lucky enough to both live andbehappyand they're
way up in their 70’s and 80‘s and they’re still togeth-
er, but theydon't have much money and one of them
needs togo into a nutting home; yon*ve got to sell
yourhouse, you’vegot to sea your car, you've got to

'

clean out yourbank account or yon spouse can'tget
*

any help. Doyou reallywant tp give those people -

chat choice? I don’t'Wtfdon'tbave to.Jt*s in their
budget, butwe don’t need it imbalance the budget
And I’m going to fight it It's not right It's not rigu.**

:

Long Beach, Calif, Feb. 24, m praisenfschool -

uniforms: ‘ ‘They slowlyteach our young people one V
of life s most important lessons— that what really *

counts is whatyou are mid whatyou can become oc'
the inside,notwhatyou are wearing oh the outside:And atleast onthat score, I thiificyou cannraheaW -
nous argument that thisschooluniformbenefits the - -

aSueâ as much as it benefits -

tte t^drenof poor families, because^hatis* lesson
that all our childrenjieed to learn.’’
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ivided

By CRAIG It WHITNEY

- PARIS
_— European Union, is deep in crisis,
|‘ ^perhaps the worst of .the decade. It is

: hot about beeS, the problem that pre-
occupied leaders of its 15 nations

Friday iir Turin, where they had' planned to
kick off a conference on how to handle
expected expansion, but about the one thing
that truly unites them: unemployment

.
That has. now reached a European-wide

average Of 11 percent, nearly double the
rate in the United States.

Pitting alienated European working-class

;

populations against unemployed farmfe
grants, “Dickensian” Britain against “so-
cially advanced* ’ continental welfare states,

chronic unemployment has undermined the
optimism and self-confidence ihat created
European unity after World War IT. .

:
It is. the. one problem, this generation of .

European leaders seems to be able to dp the
least about undermining the-confidence of

younger generations in unity as their best
guarantee of peace and prosperity in the
future. Germany, Uneconomic engine of the

continent, is as severelyaffectedas the rest.'
:As in America, Use employment pattern

has had to adjust tq increased competition
from low-wage manufactures from abroad.
In Europe.-.in addition; theproblem is com?

:

pounded by sodal; regulations that include

heavy payments.'for health insurance, pen-

sions' and unemployment, insurance, and
such strihgentprotectawk^inst dismissal

that companies think long and hard before

hiring anybody. :

;
.

Many economists are banning to argue,

therefore, that wfia* the European welfare

state- produces most efficiently is jobless-

ness. They say Europe simply has to consid-

er lowering the minimum wage, shifting

some burdens of paying for social benefits

from payrolls to tax rolls and changing
work habits that now put five- and six-week
vacations ahead of productivity growth.

'

'
.- A.passion for productivity can complicate
the job market if it turns into a passion for

downsizing, as it has in the United States,

but at least small businesses generate mil-,

liocs of jobs there. Not the high-paying kind,

however, that Europeans think of as a right
“French workers don’t want to live like the

Anglo-Saxons,’’ union leaders warned dur-

ing last December’s strikes against the

French Government's first attempt to whit-
tle down the welfare state.

The leaders at Turin didn't set out to do
that France’s President, Jacques Chirac,

pressed them to reaffirm support for a high
level of social protection, rather than see a
spiral, of competition to attract employers
by undercutting wages and benefits.

Trains dr Beef

He also wanted them to get oh finally with

a series of large-scale construction projects

on trans-European rail anfi communica-
tions networks that have long been dis-

cussed as potential job generators. But with
' billions needed to solve the spreading beef

crisis, there may be little money left for

construction projects.

Unable to do much about their problems,

European leaders often take to denying they
exist Meanwhile, last month, Germany re-

corded a post-World War II record of 11.1

percent unemployment And if its economy
slumps, France, where 11.8 percent are job-

less, is almost sure to follow. The two are

each other's biggest trading partners.

Ojudine Dour> •

Unemployment has left youths in France, like these unemployed young men in Marseilles, deeply uncertain about the future.

Throughout the European Union, govern-
ments are all strapped and paring budgets

to reduce debt built up by years of unem-
ployment benefits for millions of people.

Nobody knows of a simple solution except
demagogues like France's Jean-Marie Le
Pen, who wins ever larger vote shares by
saying unemployment would disappear if

immigrants — a disproportionate share or

the unemployed — were just chucked oul
Many Europeans, like Americans, blame

cheap labor overseas or immigration for

their unemployment troubles, even though
many big European companies have fol-

lowed Volkswagen's example and agreed
with labor unions to cut work hours and save

jobs rather than dismiss employees.
European leaders met in Bangkok earlier

this month hoping to create new jobs by
stimulating trade with the booming econo-

mies of Asia, and employment ministers

will meet with American. Japanese and

Canadian counterparts in Lille this week to

discuss global unemployment.
Still. Britain felt it necessary five years

ago to opt out of the European Union’s
"social charier.” a codification of its wel-

fare-staie labor practices.

A Corrosive Influence

The longer unemployment continues to be
chronically high, the more corrosive the

effects on self-confidence. In France, one
recent survey of 500 people between 18 and
25 years old. taken by the Sofres organiza-
tion, showed that more than half expected
to be living less well in 20 years than they
did now. compared to only about one in four
Germans surveyed last summer by the Em-
nid organization.

Little wonder that French youth today are
more worried about jobs than any genera-
tion since the !930's. "1 have grown up

surrounded by young people who can’t find
work when they finish their studies,” said
Veronique Ridel, a 22-year-old university
graduate in Rheims. “They live with their

parents, they can't collect unemployment
benefits, they've never had jobs. If it

weren't for my father. I'd be out on the
street.”

When French university students went on
strike last fall, they were not trying to bring
Marxism back or the Government down.
They wanted the Govern ment to spend more
money on building better classrooms and
hiring more professors, to give them a bel-

ter shot at what jobs there may be.

Alienation is as much a part of European
culture today as in the days of Jean-Paul
Sartre and Albert Camus. But in an era of

bewildering technological change, the new
existential question is how to bring jobs
back. Without an answer to that, the whole
idea of Europe could be in trouble.
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Living Helpless and in Hope
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Its Not Easy Being ‘Jose’
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cans below the Rio Grande, hot in

-the heat: of sin American' election

campaign they often are-redoced to

cliches,

Ftir the American who fears for his job,

there Is jnsr '‘Jose,’* a malevolent and

suspicious partner wha would take what

the United States has. For the business-

man who worries, about his investment,

there is only a coirrupt and indifferent

Mexican system tor be wary of. For a

candidate who plays on fears, there is

nothing but an Lmwelcomeneighbor whose

very language and colture are threats.

The truth is that even for the Mexicans

themselves, these limes are a puzzle. But

in trying to understand the complexity of

their lives, there is perhaps one good place

to start: the perpetual coexistence, for

most, of both hope and helplessness.

Consider the experience of a small

group of women in this shrimp-catching

port on the central Pacific coast.

These are hard times for Mexicans, as

they struggle through feroefous economics

and poisonous politics, and it berame espe-

cially so last Sept. 14 inMazatlan, when the

luck of the shrimp men just ran oul

It was the season when men bet their

lives against the weather to make the first

Mexicans face storms

and the Government,

both indifferent

catch. Which provides 70 percent of the

yearly harvest they export to the United

States. Last September a tempest called

Ismael sent to the bottom some20G men on

50 boats, one Of them called The Hurri-

cane. Survivors said a government weath-

er warning came too late.

Six months after the storm, some of the

widows have formed what is probably the

first women’s fishing

co. They have petitioned the Govemraeai

to turn over three old shrimp boa^5?^:
rated in drug raid* The^women wdl rely

on relatives to do the actual

But now they have to contend wth *e

infamous Mexican sy^em - which is m

deed corrupt and indifferent. AndtoJ
what fcSficuH for pwpte

Grande to understand. TheMW®^
pie tolerate this system, but they do nm

Trust iL It is. in a way. part of their fate to

wait for theboate

.S3

3

E«S3£

^amiMherc are nrany shrimp." Mauri-

Keith DanaemlUer/SABA, for The New Vurit Times

Rosario Gonzales, left, Rosalina Sanchez Perez, center, and Maria de Jesus

Miramontes set out to inspect hoped-for boats (right).

cio told her. A good catch could bring

$3,000 — enough for the washer and to

finish the small house they are building.

"Many, many shrimp.”

And then they were gone.

Anyone who has seen a Mexican con-

struction site, where men dressed in rags

scamper up rough ladders Shouldering

five-gallon tin cans of wet cement, knows

that Mexicans accept hardship. In some
Indian communities, corn stalks must be

bent during the rainy reason so the rain

slips off the husks and does not rot the

corn. This is made into a lesson for life: In

order to survive, a person must accept

hardship and be willing to be bent

. So now, surviving on a SSO-dollar-a-

month pension, Casilda Rodriguez and her

five remaining children expect little help

from outside their family or the extended

family of the shrimp cooperative. She is

not surprised that the Government is drag-

ging its feet on the legal process of giving

up the three boats, which are docked at

Mazatldn under Navy guard.

“We stupidly support the party at elec-

tion time and then afterwards they forget

us Completely,” said Rosario Gonzalez,

another shrimp women whose husband

was trapped in an air-bubble in his over-

turned boat but died when a diver, con-

tracted by the government, cut open an

escape hole and let the air slip out

Not Expecting Weifare

So these are women who have learned

not to expect the Government to solve

their problems; at best they hope for per-

mission — as with the three confiscated

boats — to help themselves.

It is hardly the stereotype so often pre-

sented in the United States of Mexicans

seeking to pour across the border to take

advantage of welfare. “Look, if we could

one day have relationships among citizens

in the States and citizens in Mexico, we
would both be surprised at what we are,”

said Vicente Fox, a central state governor

and prominent opposition politician. “Un-

fortunately, the only relationship now is

through politics, and that's completely de-

viated from what we really are.”

Outsiders often say that Mexico is hard

to understand; a European ambassador
here says serving in revolutionary Iran

was easier than being in Mexico the last

four years. For the sense of tragedy itself

is complicated. Forged in the clash of

Indian warriors and Spanish conquista-

dors, and unable to declare either side

winner or loser, the Mexicans have from
the beginning seen defeat as unavoidable,

but not permanent.

A National Depression

And the Mexican character today is not

simply stiff upper Jjps and valor. There is

corruption and indolence, and an almost

primitive violence in much of life. And
after more than 15 months of the worst

economic depression in 60 years, some
prominent Mexicans, like the columnist

Raymundo Riva Palacio. think Mexicans

suffer from a national depression.

These heirs of Mexico’s revolution have

taken this crisis calmly. For over the

decades they have been lulled into accept-

ance by an overpowering triumvirate : sin-

gle-party government, milquetoast labor

unions and the powerful television network

Televisa, which finds reporting on real

crime distasteful even as it fais soap

operas with rape, murder and betrayal.

There may be no more practical symbol
of the way Mexicans understand the rela-

tionship between hardship and hope than

the block-and-concrete houses in which
most poor Mexicans live. The walls of the

ground floor go up first, and then steel

bars are set in concrete to form comer
posts. The bare extend several feet above
the roof line and are capped with Coke
bottles to keep them from rusting.

These are called “los castillos” — the

castles— and they represent a hope, not in

the system or the Government, but simply
in the possibility that someday things will

get better and that there will be enough
money to build a second floor.

Casilda Rodriguez's husband left that

September morning promising her that

this would be the year to finish their house.

The Communist Out
Continued'from page 1

'

readers take it for granted. But respected

newspapers like Izvestia that are labeled

democratic (as opposed to right-wing or

left-wing) and that have been critical of the

Yeltsin Administration until now, have
switched their focus — and their undis-

guised hostility — to what they view as the

greater evil, Mr. Zyuganov.
There is an undercurrent of revenge in

the non-coverage of his candidacy. Since the

Communists did not play fair when they

ruled the country, the "democratic” news-
papers figure, why should we?

It is fairly obvious why the state-con-

trolled networks ignore Mr. Zyuganov —
their directors have made it clear they

serve the President’s interests firsL But the

privately-owned network NTV has been just

as reticent. Stanislav Marmitko, the deputy

news editor of NTV, explained, "We didm
have a bureau nearby. So what if it is his

first campaign trip, we're not obliged to

cover iL”

The Russian networks are doing some
things that would be terrible breaches of

journalistic protocol in the United States. It

would be unthinkable for the president of

CBS to formally advise the Clinton cam-
paign; but Igor Malashenko, NTV's chief

executive, will work as a top adviser to the

Yeltsin re-election campaign.
Izvestia has recently published several

pieces reporting rumors of splits within the

party leadership, as well as more investiga-

tive stories about the Communists' econom-
ic programs. All major non-Commums

i

newspapers have rur. passionate editorials

warning against .Mr. Zyuganov's election.

But the candidate's speeches and trips are

barely covered.

Igor Golembiovsky, ih* managing editor

of Izvestia, explained his decision noi to

send a reporter to cover Mr. Zyuganov:
"First, we have no correspondents in that

area. Second of all. Zyuganov doesn't like

Izvestia reporters. Third, we're not interest-

ed in iL As a leader 3nd as a person — we've
already got his number."
The Russian press evidently feels that u

is better to ignore the candidate than to give

him free air time and publicity. But there is

a self-defeating aspect to such attitudes.

Without close, daily scrutiny. Mr. Zyuganov
can easily fudge facts and distort history

with impunity. While every mistake and
gross exaggeration of the American candi-

dates on the campaign trail gets scrutinized,

here they slide by undetected.
• Trying to appeal to nationalist sentiments

by stressing his respect for the Russian

Orthodox Church. Mr. Zyuganov told his

audiences that Hitler told Nazi occupiers

that to subdue the Soviet nation they would
have to install Protestant clergy in every
village. An adviser to Zyuganov laLer cheer-

fully admitted the canididate was taking

"poetic license” with the facts. Without a

truth squad to examine his statements, Rus-

sian reporters are giving Mr. Zyuganov
license to spout a lot more than poetry.

Reuwrs

At a Moscow rally, a Communist supporter holds a picture of Gennadi Zyuganov.
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Ideas&Trends

On Trying to Name Famous Living Poets
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN

T
OMORROW, according to T. S. Eliot,

begins the crudest month. Its sweet

showers shall pierce March's thirst

(Chaucer), its days shall promise
uncertain glory (Shakespeare) and it shall

arrive as if it possessed sweet, small, clum-

sy feet (e.e. cummings).
But this year April will also return the

bardic compliments. It has been bluntly

dubbed National Poetry Month. And among
the sweet, small, clumsy steps that will

mark the celebrations and promotions are

readings, book displays, donated ad space in

poetry and trade magazines and a contest to

describe a new perfume, "Poeme.” The
American Academy of Poets, whose idea it

was. is spending $130,000 (all but $40,000

raised from grants and gifts). Publisher's

Weekly wryly noted the tendency toward

marketing by quoting Robert Frost:

No wonder poets sometimes have to seem
So much more businesslike than business-

men.
Their wares are so much harder to get rid

of.

Big at the Movies
But at least on Che surface, poetry would

hardly seem to need much of a hard sell.

The morie “II Postino’’ (“The Postman")
may not have won the Best Picture Oscar
last week, but it surely says something that

an erotically and politically charged poet

like Pablo Neruda should be celebrated on
the big screen. Miramax's big push for this

Italian movie included a CD of the sound-

track that also presents Neruda’s poetry

read by an unlikely group of fans, including

Wesley Snipes. Andy Garcia, Julia Roberts
and Madonna.

"II Postino" also joins a small tradition of

recent films chat have tapped into a public

fascination with poetry. A collection of Au-
den's poems became a best seller after an
elegy was read in “Three Weddings and a
Funeral." In 19S9, in “Dead Poets Society,”

Robin Williams tried, to persuade a class-

room of rich preppies that poetry offers

liberation from hypocrisy, militaristic regi-

mentation and academic blather.

And while the number of poetry books

published yearly in this country has dropped
from a high of nearly 1.400 titles in 1979 to

less than 900 in 1990, the figure is climbing

again. Nightclubs are turned over to partial-

ly improvised poetic riffs and beat-revival-

ist declamations. Workshops thrive. Bill

Moyers has celebrated poetry’s diversity on

television and in print. The series of annual

books of Best American Poetry, edited by
the poet and critic David Lehman, are now
printed in editions of 30.000 to 40.000 copies.

In the film “11 Postino,” the poet Pablo Neruda (Philippe Noiret, left) reveals the power of poetry to a postman (Massimo Troisi).

“We are in an incredibly fertile period in

American poetry." Mr. Lehman says, in

which the quality of recent work by senior

poets — James Merrill. John Ashberv, Rich-

ard Wilbur. W. S. Merwin. Mark Strand —
"matches any in this century."

But there is a sobering undercurrent to

this enthusiastic embrace of the an form.

When Joseph Brodsky died early this year,

his fellow Russian poet Tatyana Tolstaya

wrote 3 moving tribute in The New York
Review of Books. “Joseph, will you come to

Russia?*’ she asked him during a brief

meeting in 1988. Mr. Brodsky demurred.
“Don’t be coy!” Miss Tolstaya remonstrat-

ed. reminding him of the acclaim that would
be his. “They won’t leave you alone," she

said. “They'll carry you through the

streets." The poet would be borne aloft to

Moscow, to St. Petersburg, “on a white

horse, if you like.” she added. Miss Tolstaya

pleaded for his readers — the librarians,

museum workers, poor communal apart-

ment dwellers, old ladies of the intelligent-

sia — to no avail. Mr. Brodsky may have
preferred the public anonymity here that

left him free to work.
For there is no poet here who could con-

ceivably be treated as Miss Tolstaya be-

lieves Mr. Brodsky would have been in

Moscow. For ail the appeal poets have in

movie theaters and hip clubs, there are no
contemporary poets who have an illuminat-

ed role in the national consciousness.

Dearth of Godheads
During the 19th century, such a condition

would have seemed unthinkable. Goethe.
Wordsworth, Byron and Tennyson loomed
over their eras like mythic godheads. Even
in this country, for a time, a poet could
represent the consciousness of a nation;

that was goal of Whitman and even middle-
brow poets like Carl Sandburg. But the last

truly public poet was Robert Frost, who
read at John F. Kennedy’s inauguration. In

the 1960’s, Allen Ginsberg or Robert Lowell

were figures of national importance, but
their constituencies were more narrowly
defined than Frost’s.

The most literate citizens today would be
hard put to name the last few poet laureates
of the United States (Robert Hass currently
holds the title). President Clinton even by-
passed the laureate at his inauguration to

give the incantatory role to Maya Angelou,
whose celebration of muUiculmralism was
more the point than the quality of her verse.

For all its supposed popularity, poetry has
much less centrality than it has had in the
pasL The appeal of the word has been
weakened by the age of the screen. The most

stuck-up boarding school where student as-

semblies are marked by banners proclaim-

ing adherence to tradition and discipline.

Robin Williams explodes onto die scene, an

embodiment of. the imminent countercul-

ture of the 60's. Be has the students rip out

an academic introduction to their poetry

texts; he declines to teach meter and em-
phasizes poetry as form of self-expression.

He inspires the students to meet secretly, at

midnight in a cave where Romantic poetry

is spiced with music and the sentiments of

the Beats..Poetry becomes a force for politi-

cal, personal and artistic liberation.

PopularRebels

,

The movie, for all its manipulation and
caricature, captured an allegorical truth. In

1959 these sentiments were indeed prelude

to nwatershed in hterary culture. The disci-

pline of writing and the study of literary

traditions — the brooding consideration of

image ami sound and reference — were
displaced by ideas of theater and perform-
ance, freedom and self-expression. These
ideas have survived in the more populist

varieties of. recitation. But others now play

the liberatkmist roles better than poets. It is

no accident that die “Postino” CD features

readings by movie stars and rode stars.

So the poet is left' in a peculiar position.

The old role of statesman and seer has
become outmoded; thenew roleof rebelhas
become superfluous. The public image of

the poet'then is more ambiguous. This was
even true in

M
Ii Posrino.” Neruda, like Mr.

Williams's character, is a personal am) po-
litical liberator.

But the film adds an element of irony.

Unlike the original novel, “Burning Pa-
tience,” by AntrmfoSkarmeta, which set

in Chile and ends with die postman’s arrest
by the military junta following the assassi-

nation of President Salvador AIlende Gos-
sens, the movie is set in Italy and makes the
postman's Neruda-inspired conversion to

Communismseem much moretragic. Neru-
da himself seems careless about the effect

he has upon die postman, even a bit frivo-

lous in his attentions. The film loves lan-

guage but also raises doubts about its im-
pact; it celebrates the poet as an imposing
figure but also worries over his influence.

So the romance of the Dead Poets Society
is replaced with something a bit more frail

.andhuraan—- whichmay; in the long run, be
helpful. Rebellious heroes and liberationist

successful.public examples of new poetry ^
may be those that adopt the ideas and :-

techniques of pop culture. And as in the
other arts, ethnicity and politics have creat-
ed poetic subcultures.

Consider “Dead Poets Society.” which
unintentionally showed why the position of
the poet has changed so dramatically since

Frost. Its story takes place in 1959 nr a’

doctrines have, become die stuff of nop
culture and prattling verse. Mr. Broqpky
raay^have Had it right: his public role was
just to tend to his craft.

Others agree. In- the midst of ah. those
multiplying worktops and well-advertised
readings are readers and writers engaged
in difficult, solitary pursuits, at the margins
of American culture; waiting for signs ofan
early spring.

Right to Die

Life After Quinlan

By JEFF STRYKER

T
WENTY years ago today, the

New Jersey Supreme Court

issued its landmark 7-0 ruling

in the case of Karen Ann
Quinlan. The court found that the

constitutional right of privacy was
broad enough to encompass a per-

son's decision to forgo life-sustaining

medical treatment in certain cir-

cumstances. It also said Joseph
Quinlan, her father, could make the

decision on her behalf.

For the Quinlans, the court’s rul-

ing was a step in a painful odyssey
that began on April 14. 1975, the day
Karen Ann Quinlan inadvertently

ended her sentient life by consuming
a combination of Valium and gin.

For the nation, it was the beginning

of the right-to-die movement.

Away From Home
As recently as the 1950’s, more

than half of American deaths took

place in the home. Today. 80 percent

of the.roughly two million American
deaths a year take place in a health

care institution, with doctors con-
trolling the manner and timing of

death. Improvements in medical
technology now not only extend life,

they also prolong dying. And they

can maintain the bodies of people

who are permanently unconscious.

There are now 5,000 to 10,000 per-

manently unconscious people in this

country. The longest coma on record

is that of Elaine Esposito, who died

in 1978 after spending 37 years and
111 days unconscious following an
appendectomy at the age of six.

But the most famous case is still

Karen Ann Quinlan. Once the court

had ruled that she could be discon-

nected from the respirator, six

weeks passed before the the doctors

unplugged it. Then Ms. Quinlan con-

founded the experts by breathing on
her own for nine more years, without

regaining consciousness.

In the last third of her life, she

bore little resemblance to the young
woman pictured in her high school

Jeff Stryker is a health policy

analyst in San Francisco.

yearbook — the picture that became
an icon of the right-to-die movement.
Her weight dropped to 65 pounds, her

body curled into a fetal position and
her eyes wandered at random. She
died on June 1 1, 1985.

Since then, a number of bizarre

cases have drawn national attention

to people whose bodies are main-

tained by machines but whose minds
have disappeared Most recently, a
29-year-old woman who had been

comatose for 10 years and was raped

at the nursing home where she lived

in Brighton. N.Y., gave birth on
March 18 to a healthy baby boy.

Before that, there was Gary Dock-
ery. the Tennessee police officer who
woke up on Feb. 12, some seven

years after being shot in the head.

His awakening was not as miracu-

lous as it originally sounded. He had
been in a “locked in” state — at

times aware and able to communi-
cate by blinking.

Such cases have raised questions

about the role of medicine in the

twilight between life and death, and
have given a concrete meaning to an
abstract question: “Where is their

I?"
This question was raised by Ala

Auersperg, both of whose parents
became permanently comoiose. Her
father slipped into a coma after a
car accident and died 10 years lat-

er; her .mother. Sunny von Bulow,

lapsed into unconsciousness in 1981

after an overdose of insulin and is

taken care of at Columbia Presby-
terian Hospital In Manhattan.
This ill-defined region between life

and death is now a hotly contested
area. Some are arguing that death
should be redefined to include people
who have lost the higher brain func-

tions that permit thought but retain
brain stem functions that permit
breathing and swallowing.

The Indignities

Others are fighting to allow people

who are merely severely brain dam-
aged to die. In 1987 Michael Martin
was paralyzed and brain damaged
by a car accident. His wife, Mary, is

seeking permission to remove his

feeing tube, saying he would not

have wanted to suffer his situation

(including being dressed up as an

M&M for Halloween). But the Michi-

gan Supreme Court ruled that the

tube should not be removed. And last

month the United States Supreme
Court declined to hear an appeal.

For some, the Quinlan case was a

high water mark in the right-to-die

debate. For others, it is a precipice

below which there is a giant slippery

slope leading to out-and-oul murder.

Recently, much of the debate has

shifted from the issue of whether
treatment should be withdrawn
from the permanently unconsious to

the issue of whether active meas-
ures should ever be taken to end the

lives of the terminally ill. (Dr. Jack
Kevorkian’s physician-assisted sui-

cides are the best-known cases,)

Still, the courts are grappling with

the rights, status, proper treatment

of the permanently unconscious. And
health care analysts are toting up
the cost of keeping them alive. A 1994

New England Journal of Medicine

report estimated the costs of caring

far the thousands of permanently
unconscious people at between SI

billion and $7 billion annually.

The human costs are even more
devastating. Could any parent not

see what compelled the Quinlans to

make the 37-mile drive to visit their

comatose daughter thousands of

times, or understand their practice

of leaving a radio on in her room?
Karen Ann Quinlan’s legacy is evi-

dent in two decades of court cases

involving the withdrawal of life-sus-

taining treatment. She still provides

a touchstone for the families whose

own dilemmas about dying have
plucked them from obscurity and
landed them in the public spotlight.

Thoroughly Modern Scare:

The Logic of ‘Mad Cow’
Continuedfrom page l

announcement of a suspected link between a fatal

brain disease in cattle, bovine spongiform encephalop-
athy, or B.5.E., and a similar one in humans, Creutz-
feldt-Jakob disease. Scientists tracking the diseasehad
turned up 10 cases of a new variant that uncharacteris-
tically afflicted young people.

The story was not new: for six years there had
been speculation about a link between the two. The
story of mad cow disease was an on-again, off-again
staple of the tabloids. But the problem was always on
the periphery. The Government denied the link, and
many disregarded the reports as they dug into the
traditional Sunday “joint,” or roast

Not so this time. Sales of beef plummeted 70
percent cattle markets were deserted and the Euro-
pean Union imposed a ban on its export worldwide. Mr.
Major blamed “hysteria” and said it was whipped up
by the press and opposition politicians.

But truth was, there was not hysteria loose in the
land. What there was was deep concern, a calculated
decision to stop eating beef until the situation clarified,

and a sudden, total lack of confidence in what the
Government or its scientific experts were saying. The
suspicions that had been building up for six years
suddenly reached a critical mass and die result was a
spontaneous boycott. Hamburger chains stopped serv-
ing British beef not because it was deemed unsafe but
because people refused to eat it.

On a practical level, there was some reason for
skepticism. The Government said beef products cur-
rently on the market were risk-free because a 1989 law
forced slaughterhouses to dispose of the bovine offal—
brains, spine and related parts — thought to carry the
infection. But people know chat laws are one thing and
obeying them another. Surprise random inspections in

September showed that half of the slaughterhouses
were in violation of the regulations.

Keeping Secrets
The problem began, many believe, when feed

containing infected sheep remains was fed to cattle as
a protein supplement; farmers were supposed to dis-

pose of the Infected feed, but some ofthem undoubtedly
used up their remaining stock. Up until 1990 the
Government paid a farmer only 50 percent compensa-
tion for a cow afflicted with B.S.E., so there was an
incentive for fanners to keep the disease hidden. Last
week a farmer went on trial in Dunster for 34 offenses
of alterating declarations that claimed — falsely —
that his herd was free of B.S.E.

The Government's denials were not believed in
part because many feel that its machinery of enforce-
ment was not up to the job. The general lack of
confidence in what Government officials were saying
applied as well to what its inspectors and enforcers
were doing. Scientific advisers were asked to quantify
the risks of eating beef, or coming down with the

disease from having eaten beef;before 1989, and they
were stumped. How were they to know if the 10 cases
represented a blip from an unusual and minor disease
strain orthe begtanmgs ofa massive epidemic? Some
stamraered inarticuiateiy— wliich was itself taken as
a sign of covering up — and others blurted out night-
mare scenarios.

Few understood that when it comes to-safety in

food, the perception of risk is not mathematical. It’s

psychological One young man who gave up beef ex-
plained his decision this way: ‘They say the risk of
getting the disease is one in a millionorabout the same
as winning the lottery. And that may be true. But every
week I play the lottery.”

. .
A psychologist in a London suburb, who served

American guests fish last Sunday instead of the tradi-f

tional roast, said she thought the beef crisis crystal-
lized “all our tears about what goes into food, about
hormones and chemicals and genetically engineered

The British were gripped
not by hysteria, but by a
crisis of confidence. =

tomatoes and an. the other things in the environment
that we can't control.”

In other words, lunavray science itself was on -

trial It was undoubtedly a coincidence in timing; but
onlytwo weeks before the stare over mad cow disease
which is thought to have originated inthe centuries-oid
disease in sheep called scrapie, the front pages of
newspapers carried photographs, of two identical
sheeP- ™y were clones produced from a laboratory-
grown cell, and occasioned a rerfam amount of cluck-
ing about the abominations that man. is peroeiratinn
upon nature. . .

*

— — uiucr tattle — may jdramatic enough_ to resting consumer
without it, British bee£ and so Britain itself is lai

. .
A* 0* Thne~> editorial put it: “Other nation;bad their metaphorical mascots in nature threaAmenta has wen foe bison leave the prairies:

redwoods felled and the bald eagle face extinctio
Russians have seen the sturgeon, whbse esiEd*m«l imperial greatness al^ure^^

t0 PoUution. The French savines which furnished their finest7 Droduct M
sumciracy has always beep more urgently soont

nattodshas suffered a bfaprecipitately, to its esteem as Britaln'this week.
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. 1 Vendor of Playthings Plots a Comeback
ByJENNIFERSTEINHAUER

Toys R Ds store in Santa Moni-
ica^Calif., far above the ^-ndtess
^racks. of Monopolygames, Barbie
<toUs *nd coloring books, Diane-

Summers Craig was very much alone.
“Hello? Hello? Is anyone here?" Ms.

Craig called out as she perused a deserted
aisle of computer software.
- 1 Al^ a derlf wandered over to helpher,
but actaiowledged that she did not really
snow the. differences among the computer
programs for sate. The clerk added with a
polite smae, "Someone will be here in a-
minute to Kelp you.*’ FmstrateCMs. Crate':
mumbled something ' about not having- a
minute, but waited tor several of them any-
way.

,

-

Another cterk came,/but help was not
forthcoming. "No. one here really knows
anything,” huffed the mother of. two.young
children before turning on her heel ami
leaving. ,,

Wall Street has known for quite a while
that the world’s largest toy retailer is trou-
bled. After 16consecutive years of uninter-
rupted growth, the company’s earnings took
a 72 percent nose dive in the fiscal year that-

ended on Feb. 2. to $148 million, largely due
to a hefty restructuring charge.

Further, in a bull market in -which the
Standard& Poor’s 500-stock index has risen
more than 40 percem since the beginning of

:

1995, the stock price of Toys “R’r Us has
declined abort 11 percent (tompaiiy-share,
which went for; $41875 at the end of 1993,
stagnated in the $20’s for most of 1995, and
closed Friday on the New York Stock fix-

'

change at $27, down 25 cents. Add it up, and
the company has lost a .staggering $5J2

.

billion in market value, weighing in at $7.5

billion from a pinnacle of $12.7 billion.

Michael Goldstein, the chief executive o£ -

Toys "R” Us, has i>lg" plans to stem the

bleeding. But he is caught in die classic

quandary of the turnaround artist; if he
spends too much on revamping his stores,

be could wreck his already shaky profit

margins; if he spends too little, bis efforts

may come to naught _

The company's fall from grace didn't

happen overnight. In 1990, retail analysts
treated Toys “R" Us as almost sacrosanct,
projecting earnings growth of 25 percent a

-’year.
: Yet the company has come close to that

target anfy once in the last six years— and
then only after two lackluster ones.

•’ Analysts give a variety of reasons for the
reversal of fortune at Toys "R” Us, which
just over a decade ago was rolling over its

competition like a Tonka truck lumbering
down a grassy suburban hillside
They, speak of discount stores like Wal-

Mart' and Target ratcheting up die competi-
tive pressure; of a dearth of creative new
toys; of tbe fadtag popularity of the Power
Ranger action figures, which accounted for

.
huge sates the previous year.

. v- Butttisperhapsthose retail analysts with

. children, the ones who have made a Satur-
day. afternoon venture into that dizzying

•' landscape of bikes, bath toys and a ubiqui-
tous giraffe named Jeffrey, who know what
parents indifferent to issues of market cap
have known for years: while Toys **R” Us
haswbat they're looking for, getting it can
come at a cost to their sanity.

“I don’t know a single retailer about
which I hear as many complaints as Toys
“R” Us,” said Barry Bryant, an analyst at
Rodman & Rensbaw and the father of a 3-

year-oldsan. "You never know where any-
• thing is, and there is no one to help. And to

make mattersworse, children are enticed in
' there as if they were walking through one
long candystore All of these things combine
to.create a uniquely unpleasant shopping

^experience for the parent”
The supermarket style of selling play-

things has always been the Toys "R” Us
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trademark. Shoppers squeeze through
charmless, colorless aisles, and pick

through rows of crayons, doll houses, video

games and action figures, strung togethei

like so many sausages, displayed often with-

out care or accessibility.

Merchandise is often piled so high it is

impossible to reach, particularly white hold-

ing a wailing 3-year-old whose eyes are
wildly fixated on Mr. Potato Head.
And if a sales clerk can be unearthed,

chances are his or her job is to stock, not to

serve. "I usually feel like I am getting a
price break and a lot of selection,” said

Cindy Read, a program administrator in

Louisville, Ky... "But I don't look forward to

going in there, .seeing all these families

fighting over toys. People are tired, parents
seem annoyed — that is why 1 don’t take my
son there"
By offering a giant selection with very low

prices and plenty of inventory. Toys "R” Us
has been able to get away with this no-frills,

service-short shopping experience, and to do
so in a way that has made shoppers all

around the country abandon the competi-
tion, if begrudgingly.

But times are changing in the world of fun
and games, and parents have grown de-

creasingly tolerant of the lack of attention
and the chaotic arrangements at Toys "R”
Us, especially when they can find some of
the goods for the same price, or better, at
general discount stores.

Further, a growing number of so-called

educational toy stores have cropped up,

offering soothing worlds of purple carpeting
and television screens to plop children in

front of while mom and dad shop. And
nibbling away on the baby end of the busi-

ness is Baby Superstores, a 63-store chair

based in Duncan, S.C.

Toys "R" Us has caught on to all of this,

and is finally fighting back with new store
formats, including one with the sole mission
of challenging Baby Superstores. But can
the giant that built its war chest through
pre-emptive strikes do as well playing
catch-up?

When asked about his company's earn-
ings trouble during a recent interview in his

office in Paramus, N.J., Mr. Goldstein

looked a bit like a basketball coach who just

watched his team get pummeled in a play-

off.

"It hurt," he said of the recent profit

plunge. "Particularly for a company like

ours that never experienced a decline in

earnings. It was a rude awakening.”
Then the coach recovers and plays to the

fans. “But it energized us to do a better job."

he said, smiling. "We see a lot of options in

1996."

Toys "R” Us has enjoyed a glittering

history. The country's first category killer

— industry argot for giant warehouse-style

stores that offer- the most of one type of

merchandise..— it. toppled Child World, Kid-

die City Toys and countless regional stores

during ihe 1980’s. It now easily dominates
the market, with more than $9 billion in

annual sales and 650 stores in the United

States.

Even after the company’s expansion
slowed in the early 90’s, the prospect of

overseas growth kept investors’ hopes alive

Several analysts remember conference
calls in 1993 in which Toys “R" Us execu-
tives promised gains of as much as 50

percent in the company's international busi-

ness. But many of the stores have failed to

deliver. "We gave projections, and we didn’t

meet them," Mr. Goldstein said.

Each foreign market threw its own curve-

ball at Toys "R" Us: a sluggish economy in

Germany, a Christmastime strike in France
and strong local competition in Australia.

But while those forces were beyond its

control, the company also made some stra-

tegic missteps, like choosing poor locations,

and failing to negotiate prices on merchan-
dise and real estate.

With its fortunes sagging at home and
abroad last year, the retailer desperately

needed a hot Christmas. Instead, it got

slammed when no new video or toy products

arose to rival the phenomenal success the

previous year of the Power Ranger action

figures and the spinoffs from the Disney hit

movie “The Lion King." Worse, discount

stores slashed prices, forcing everyone to

sell toys at a loss.

After the disappointing holiday season.

Toys “R” Us announced that it would take

an after-tax restructuring charge of $270

million, equivalent to $397 million pretax, to

close 22 stores in the United States and

Europe and to consolidate distribution and

administrative offices. Company officials

acknowledge that the Charge includes other

sundry expenses, like inventory write-

downs. While the restructuring announce-

ment caused them embarrassment, the

charge makes it much easier for the compa-

ny to achieve its fiscal 1997 earnings tar-

gets.

A disclosure in January that the Federal

Trade Commission had targeted Toys “R”
Us in ah antitrust investigation only made
matters worse. The inquiry stemmed from
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complaints by wholesale clubs that the big

retailer unfairly used its marketing power
to discourage manufacturers from selling

popular toys to them.

Mr. Goldstein neither confirmed nor de-

nied the accusations.

Most analysts scoff at the investigation as

a Washington sideshow, but antitrust law-

yers are less dismissive. “It is quite seri-

ous," said Richard M. Steuer, a partner at

the law firm of Kaye, Scholer, Fierman,

Hays & Handler in New York. “There are

few categories where you have a retailer

with as much power as Toys is perceived to

have, so however it comes out is likely to set

a precedent for other categories."

The F.T.C. is expected to conclude the inves-

tigation within a month.

But Toys "R" Us has even larger themes

to wrestle with. Like many retailers that

enjoyed boom days a decade 3go. it must

find new ways to lure in 1990's shoppers who
have become accustomed to price wars and
their spoils, and who are eager for fresh

concepts and new merchandise. In the 80’s,

all a retailer had to be was big and omni-

present Now, it really needs to be clever.

This has sent the entire industry to the

analyst’s couch: Every retailer wants to

know what it has done wrong, and how it can

be better, more self-aware and more of a

participant in its relationships with shop-

pers. But seducing new shoppers does not

come by tweaking existing concepts — it

comes from reinventing them. This is the

challenge for Toys “R" Us.

To fend off interlopers and make its

stores more inviting. Toys "R” Us is fight-

ing back in three ways. First, it plans to roll

out new stores known as Concept 2000, in

both new locations and existing sites. These

stores will be an aesthetic antidote to the

current spaces, which have the charm of a

tenement basement
The 45,008-square-foot stores will have

wider aisles and lower racks, so shoppers

can see where things are and reach the

merchandise. Each store will have a sky-

light. Colored tiles will replace the current

gray floors, and fixtures will be festooned

with colorful toyland icons. Employees who
assemble bikes will do so in an open space,

Santa’s-workshop style, in the back of the

store The first of 16 Concept 2000 stores will

go up in Raritan, N.J., this year.

Then there’s Babies “R” Us. a superstore

devoted to the needs of the under-5 set

There will be furniture, clothing, diapers

and formula, complete room models in the

back and the all-important baby registry.

Eight to 10 of these stores will popup in 1996.

the first in Westbury, L.I.

Plan C brings together various ideas. In

1996, the company will put up two yet-to-be-

named megastores: 90,000 square feet of

toys and baby offerings that marry all of the

stores’ concepts, including Kids “R" Us,

under one roof. All Toys *‘R” Us stores are

meant to have better customer service.

In the front of the giant marts, there will

be a food vendor, most likely a McDonald’s;

a party room ; a haircut salon, and a photo

studio, all leased to franchisers. Elsewhere,

there will be entertainment centers, breast-

feeding rooms and a “castle" containing

little girls’ fitting rooms smack next to

traditional girls’ toys, intended to encourage

cross-shopping.

"This is a big change from what we have

been doing," said Mr. Goldstein, standing

next to models of the three stores that sit

alone on a table in a conference room. “We
think it is going to be great for us."

As Mr. Goldstein tells it, the fix he has in

mind doesn’t have to tie up a lot of cash and

wreck margins. But much as he would like,

he can’t have it both ways. If the roll-out is

so guarded and snail-like, how much good

can it really do and how long will it take?

“It is quite expensive." Mr. Goldstein

said, looking into the model of the Concept

2000. “We would like to remodel all of our

stores this way, but it depends on sales

increases."

He declined to say exactly how much this

will cost, but analysts estimate that the

company's capital expenditure budget in

the current fiscal year will run in the neigh-

borhood of $650 million, .welllover the $5S6

million the company spent last year..

How much the company ultimately

spends on the overhaul “is absolutely ma-
terial," said Peter Kupferberg. a portfolio

manager at Gofen & Glossberg in Chicago,

whose firm has slowly unloaded much of its

holdings in the stock. “If they can’t stick to

their numbers, that will only push margins
further."

At $27 a share, or 15 times next year's

estimated earnings, about equal to what the

overall market fetches. Toys “R" Us stock

is not worth buying unless the company’s
management can keep sales growing at

about 11 percent a year — and fatten net

margins back over 5 peicent, more than
triple last year’s dismal performance. This

will be no easy trick if the company is also

paying for expensive make-overs.

Many investors think that Toys “R" Us
has gone about as far as it can in the United

States, where it has captured about 23 per-

cent of the $23 billion toy-and-video market.

In their view, it will need strong interna-

tional growth to push earnings growth.

“They can put up these new stores, but

they are pretty saturated," said Greg Jack-

son, a portfolio manager at Yackrman Asset

Management in Chicago, which has invested

about $1.3 million in Toys “R" Us. “The
tremendous growth potential is internation-

al, particularly in Japan."

He said Toys "R" Us did not have a

Kmart or a Wal-Mart to do to it overseas-

what they did to it here. The company has 37
stores in Japan and will add 14 more this

year, putting it in a dominant position in that

market, too.

Another drag on domestic growth could

be shopper inertia. "The perception of bad
customer service at Toys was built up over

many years and I think even at places

where you've seen improvement, shoppers

may not see it right away,” said Sean P.

McGowan, a retail analyst at Gerard Klauer

Mauison.

Mr. Jackson said he was looking for the

shares to increase by about $8 to about $35

over the next 18 months as the company's
earnings growth rebounds. "If you compare
it historically, this stock is extremely

cheap." he said. “But we are looking at

slower growth rates for the future"
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Home Health Care Is Workable and Repairable

Russia’s Imperial Aspirations
The latest unwelcome detour in Russia’s transi-

tion from Communism to democracy is serious talk

in Moscow of reconstituting the Soviet Union or

some variation of it. It is alarming to find this idea

back in vogue so soon after the repressive Soviet

empire was broken up. Responsible political leaders

in Russia must strongly oppose the notion that the

Kremlin might someday seek to reassert control

over its neighbors.

For now, the possibility of a new imperial

Russia seems extremely remote. Moscow is preoc-

cupied with domestic problems. It lacks the wealth

and military power to reclaim the former territo-

ries of the Soviet Union, most of which fiercely prize

their newly won independence. The once feared

Russian Army is a gutted, demoralized force that in

15 months of fighting has been unable to subdue
even the irregulars of Chechnya.

Over the next few years. Russia may develop

benign forms of voluntary- economic and political

union with several of the newly independent states

on its border. On Friday. Russia, Kazakhstan,

Kyrgyzstan and Belarus signed an agreement to

form a common market The Slavic peoples of

Russia. Belarus and Ukraine share cultural, reli-

gious and linguistic- connections that draw them
together even as distinct national identities pull

them apart.

Belarus and Russia were already moving to-

ward closer ties and previously announced plans to

form a political union of sorts. Both countries may
profit if the partnership is balanced and they co-

operate in dealing with common economic and
environmental problems.

Yet even this relationship has obvious disad-

vantages for both Moscow and Minsk. With its

unsteady economy, the last thing Russia needs is

the burden of supporting Belarus's failing industrial

base. After decades under Soviet rule, Belarus

knows it must guard against partnership with a
country accustomed to dictating terms to its small-

er neighbors.

™-But over fheJnnger term, especially, if a

munist or nationalist is elected president of Russia,

the threat of Russian territorial expansion cannot
be utterly dismissed.

The loss of empire and superpower status ran-

kles many Russians. Several presidential candi-

dates, including Gennadi Zyuganov, the Communist
leader, have preyed on the resentment with vague
promises to restore Moscow’s dominion. The parlia-

ment, dominated by Communists and nationalists,

recently approved a non-binding resolution disavow-
ing the 1991 treaty that dissolved the Soviet Union.

Imperial aspirations are fueled by a wide-
spread view that Moscow must do something to

protect the interests of the 30 million ethnic Rus-
sians who remained behind in the former Soviet

republics when the union collapsed in 1991. Almost
overnight, Russians in places like Lithuania, Esto-

nia and Uzbekistan went from a privileged, protect-

ed elite to a scorned minority.

There are more than a few Russians on the

political fringe, mostly unrepentant Communists
and extreme nationalists, who believe that the col-

lapse of the Soviet Union was engineered by the
Central Intelligence Agency and other Western spy
services to open Russia's natural resources to out-

side exploitation. For them, Russian hegemony is a
birthright that must be restored.

Boris Yeltsin is navigating cautiously through
these rapids as he campaigns for re-election as

president. His endorsement of the proposed union
between Russia and Belarus and Friday’s common
market agreement were clearly designed to con-

vince voters that he can expand Russia's influence.

His quick denunciation of the parliamentary resolu-

tion rejecting the dissolution of the Soviet Union
shows he knows there are limits.

While his equivocal approach may seem politi-

cally shrewd, Mr. Yeltsin would do his countrymen
a favor if he addressed the issue squarely and made
plain to everyone that Russia undermines its own
interests by harboring territorial ambitions. Mr.
Zyuganov, for his part, should recognize that any
claim he makes to responsible leadership is discred-

itedjty his manipulation ofjthis issue. There is.no

place forVnew empire in Russia's future.

Mr. Starr’s Conflicts
As a practical matter, the work of Kenneth

Starr, the independent counsel investigating White-

water, is too far along to start over. That means it is

essential for Mr. Starr to take steps to clear up the

conflicts of interest that are hanging over his inves-

tigation. Such steps are especially important since

Mr. Starr has said he will make some public com-
ment on his investigations before the election. The
public has a lot riding on the quality of Mr. Starr’s

legal work, and he will fail in his public responsibil-

ity by clinging to the narrow reading of conflict-of-

interest rules that has allowed him to split his time
between his public duties and work at his law firm.

Mr. Starr’s appearance problems began with
the court appointment itself in August 1994. One
appointing judge, David Sentelle, had lunched with

two of the President’s chief senatorial critics. Mr.
Starr, a former judge and Solicitor General, had
done legal work for a conservative women's organi-

zation involved in a lawsuit against President Clin-

ton. At the time we called for Mr. Starr to resign

because we did not want the search for the truth

about Whitewater to go forward under a partisan

cloud.

Mr. Starr stayed on, and instead of distancing

himself from his $1 million-a-year law practice, he
has continued to dabble in big, politically jlavored
cases at a time when his public responsibility should
be his sole priority.

He represented a conservative foundation with
an anti-Clinton record in a school-voucher case
before the Wisconsin Supreme Court. He represent-
ed major tobacco companies against government
demands for their records. Then he refused to

Abortion Politics
In a move that seems as much a matter of

politics as principle. Congress has voted to outlaw a
particular type of late-term abortion method and
impose criminal penalties on doctors who use it.

Last week's vote in the House sends the bill to

President Clinton, who has threatened a veto. The
fact that the abortion issue is always volatile in a
Presidential election year should not prevent Mr.
Clinton from carrying out his threat.

The procedure to be banned, called a “partied
birth" abortion in the bill and by anti-abortion
groups, is used only after 20 weeks of gestation.
While statistics are hard to come by, the method
does not seem to be used often. About 13,000 of the
nation's 1.5 million abortions each year are per-
formed after 20 weeks, usually because of special
circumstances, such as a threat to the mother's
health or severe fetal abnormalities. Only a small
percentage of these late abortions employ the out-
lawed method.

As described in the bill, the procedure is one in
which the doctor “partially vaginally delivers a
living fetus before killing the fetus and completing
the delivery." Doctors found guilty of doing this can
be imprisoned for two years and fined up to $250,000.

But the description of the procedure is so vague
that the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, which opposed the bill, said it “em-
ploys terminology that is not even recognized in the

disqualify himself from decisions involving the Res-
olution Trust Corporation, an important agency in

Whitewater matters, after being notified that the

R.T.C. had sued his firm, Kirkland & Ellis.

The law firm eventually paid a settlement of

$325,000 in response to the R.T.C.’s charge that it

had provided negligent representation to a failed

savings and loan association. Mr. Starr was not

involved in the negotiations and did not know about

the suit at the time he was appointed as Whitewater
counsel. Mr. Starr’s ethics counsel, Sam Dash, the

former Watergate Committee lawyer, says there is

no need for Mr. Starr to distance himself from
aspects of Whitewater involving the R.T.C. even
though the agency accused his law firm of profes-

sional misconduct and he held a partner's interest

in the firm's finances and reputation.

We disagree. Once Mr. Starr shouldered a case

of this importance to the political process and, in

this election year, to the voters’ deliberations, he

assumed an obligation to avoid any possible appear-

ance of conflict and to devote his full energies to the

case. Instead, he is spreading himself ever thinner.

Witness last week's report that he has become a

lawyer for one faction in the dispute involving the

Haft family’s Washington drugstore chain.

It would be foolish to start the case over, but it is

not too late for Mr. Starr to assure the public of his

full-time energy and his fairness. He needs to turn

over all R.T.C. related matters to a senior deputy
prosecutor, and he should take leave from his firm

and all its cases until his Whitewater duties are

over. The case demands a prosecutor who is even-

handed and unencumbered.

medical community .
..’’ The bill does include one

exemption for doctors, co-sponsored in the Senate

by the majority leader. Bob Dole. The penalties

would not apply if the procedure was necessary to

save a mother whose life was endangered by a

physical disorder, illness or injury. But opponents of

the bill argue that this exception is too narrow,

ignoring, for example, cases in which the mother’s

life is threatened by the pregnancy itself.

Further, the exception may not satisfy the

requirements of Roe v. Wade, which articulated the

constitutional right to abortion. Roe and subsequent
decisions recognized the state's interest in imposing
some restrictions during the second and third tri-

mesters, but those decisions did not try to dictate

the methods that could be used. They also said that

while the state could prohibit abortions after the

fetus became viable, exceptions must be allowed to

preserve the mother’s life or health.

In a letter to Congress a month ago, Mr. Clinton

urged that the exception be expanded to allow

performance of the procedure if, in a doctor’s

judgment, it was necessary to “avert serious health

consequences" for a woman. Congress clung to its

original position, giving Mr. Dole and the anti-

abortion forces an issue they hope to use against

Mr. Clinton this falL Mr. Clinton can help himself

among the millions who believe in choice if he sticks

to his principles.

To the Editor;

The “experts” you cite who uige
reduction in Medicaid home care
services (front page, March 24) have
muddled issues to justify the reduc-
tions being made in New York state.

Here are some points:
• Transfer-of-asset problems do

not justify inadequate care. New
York law permits elderly and dis-
abled people to pauperize them-
selves to qualify for -1101x16 care serv-
ices; the law does not make adult
children financially responsible for
their parents. This may or may not
be a “problem”; but if so, the solu-
tion is to change theso laws, not to
reduce Medicaid services.
a Provider overbfiling is not

equivalent to patient overuse. If

there Is such overbilling, the solution
Ls to adjust the payments to provid-
ers, not to cut services to the needy.
• That New York City provides

more personal aide services than
elsewhere in the state does not
means that the city is overgenerous.
It is equally likely that the rest of the
state provides people less care than
needed to avoid mstitutionalizatlan.

Indeed, there are higher rates of
Medicaid nursing home placements
outside the city.

• The high cost of home care does
not show that the care is unneces-
sary. Medicaid provides different

levels of home care depending on
medical need, and only one level (24-

hour-a-day care) is more expensive
than nursing home care.

While nursing home care is appro-
priate for some, it can be a horror for

those who are able to remain in their

own homes. We must decide if- what

we want for those who are old and
sick Is tnminmm care to keep them,
alive or a levelthatvalues Individual

autonomy. TOBY Golick
New York, March 25,1996

The writer teaches law mid aging at

the Benjamin N. Cardoso School of
Law at Yeshiva University.

To the Editor:
Misuse of services and runaway,

costs should not detract- from the
success of New York's home care
program (front page, March 24).

However, reform is required.

Services that exceed need remain
in place because there is no trigger

to identify overuse. Discharge plan-

ductions in services so that the cor-

rect prescription is in place.

Home care can foster an inappro-

priate dependence. The discharge

plan could also require that as

a client’s health improves, he or

she receives servicesfrom theouepa-

tient divisions of hospitals or

geriatric centers. Such a require-

ment would encourage older people

to leave their apartments an a

regular basis, thus reducing the iso-

lation that often leads to deteriora-

tion. - Jacob Reincold
Rose dobrof

Bronx, March -27, 1996

The writers are. respectively, vice

chairman, Hebrew Home for the

Aged, and professor, Brookdale Cen-

ter on Aging, Hunter College.

rang .should be adopted as a gate-

.

keeper to prevent misuse of home
care service. A plan would be devel-

oped for each client specifying the
duration of service and requiring re-

Minimum-Wage Debate Shows G.OJP. Hypocrisy

To the Editor:

You report (news article, March
27) an how Senator Bob Dole evened
an extended debate by Senator Ed-
ward M. Kennedy on raising the

minimum wage. That was not the

first time Mr. Dole used his knowl-
edge of the legislative process to
block negotiation of bills he is unwill-

ing to debate. When the minimum-
wage issue was raised in the House,
Republicans there also took meas-
ures to block it.

April 1 marks the five-year anni-

versary of the last Federal minimum
wage increase. According to an NBC
News poll, 72 percent of Americans
back an increase in the minimum
wage.

A minimum-wage earner em-

ployed full-time earns $8340 before

deductions. The poverty level for a
family of two is $10,030 and for a
family of four, $15,150. Since two-

thirds Of m(nirnirm-arflg<» WOfkerS
are adults, and 4 in 10. are the sole

breadwinners in their families, the

minimum wage is not a living wage
for a family of more than one.

President Clinton supports raising

the minimum wage by 90 cents, to

$5J5 an.hour. It’sfunnybow Republi-

cans tout the importance of ending
welfare dependency: if they were
truly interested in getting poor
families off welfare, they would
be taking steps to make it possi-

ble. Nywa M. Velazquez
Member of Congress, 12th DisL, N.Y.

Washington, March 28, 1996

Deafness, Context and a Charge of Harassment

To the Editor:
, . . ..

Re Maureen Dowd’s “Baby-Talk
Censure" (column, March 28),on the

sexual-harassment complaint made
by a Senate staff member against a
Senate coffee-shop cashier for call-

ing him “baby":
Ms. Dowd writes that the superiors

of the complainant, Christopher

Held, said that he might be “particu-

larly sensitive because he is hearing-

impaired.”

I am getting my master's degree
in deaf education. A cornerstone of

my education is never to assume a
deaf student’s contextual knowledge.

It can be assumed that,most hear-

ing children have picked up on, say,

“Cinderella" along the way, not be-

cause they have read the story or

seen the movie but because they

have heard the story referred to by
friends and adults.

Many deaf students do not have
access to this incidental learning;

what they learn is what they are
taught.

Mr. Held may have encountered
“baby" only as an endearment in

a bedroom scene in a captioned mov-
ie. Ms. Dowd spoke only to his superi-

ors. It would seem pertinent to find

ctit why'hehimselfwas so disturbed

And why does his being hearing-im-

paired make him more "sensi-

tive”? Jenna Fechtrom
Madison, Wis., March 28, 2996

What Imus Deserved

To the Editor:

Re "Unexpectedly, the Clintons

Are Skewered at a Dinner” (news,
article, March 23):

The assault by the radio talk-show

host Don Imus on national political

and media leaders at the. Radio-Tele-

vision Correspondents Association

dinner illustrates the depth to which
political satire has sunk: Mr. Imus’s

diatribe was as devoid of genuine

humor as it was vicious and insult-

ing.

Did anyone object or walkout? Did
anyone threaten to punch Mr, Imus’s
teeth down his throat? president
Clinton just sat there.

Mr. Imus was allowed to say what
he thought. But we are also ,free not

to tolerate the intolerable, free not to

allow ourselves to be gratuitously -

assaulted. Denis Kenny
White River JcL, Vt, March 24, 1996

To the Editor:

Re your March 24 news article on

home health care in New York: Home
care provides services to twice as

many people as in nursing homes at

one-third Ihe cost to Medicaid. Fig-

ures comparing costs, with other

states include home- and community-

based services like Meals on Wheels,

artnir hay care ami transportation.
.

The figures also include New York
State expenditures for noninstitu-

rinpaj long-term-care services -but

not Medicare expenditures. Many
states listed in your chart . do not

spend Medicaid money on home care

but use Medicare as a substitute,

some providing patients with as

mtexy as 100 home visits. New York
averages 41 visits per Medicare pa-

tient. Carol a. Rodat
- PzesL, Home Care Assn, N.Y. Stale

Albany, March 25, 1996

On Social Security,

Proceed With Caution

To the Editor:

Your March 27 editorial on the

current enthusiasm for investing' So-

cial Security tax revenues in the

stock market wisely urges caution.

Before we make drastic changes in

Social Security, we must have confi-

dence that the expectations of our

work force till not be jeopardized

and our economy not disrupted

There are questions to be an-

swered. For example,would the Gov-
ernment undertake to guarantee
against market gyrations a level of

benefits to enable workers to plan

for retirement? Would the Govern-
ment’s borrowing costs rise If the

Social; Security surplus were not

available for that purpose?
How would our economy absorb

thisnew capjtal? Wopid it be invest-

ed in less risk?? Wue-eShpi and Index

stocks, driving up their market pow-
er as well a^ fheir price (and the

compensation of their chief execu-
tives)?

.
Sarah D. Galbraith

Washington, March 27, 1996

-To the Editor:

Re"A Fresh Look at SotiaLSecuri-

ty” (editorial, Martii 27)

:

As a Congressional Engineering
- and Science Fellow in the office of

RepresentativeGeorge E. Brown Jr.

in 1988,T and my colleagues were
concerned about diminishing support

for long-term research. One of us
conceived the idea of using 1 percent

ofthe annualSocial Security revenue
stream to make equity investments

in emerging technologies.

When we floated -the idea in Con-

gress* we received -zero support, a
typical comment being that retirees

would not consider moving from
“safe" Government investments.

This proposal needs to be- re-

considered ff long-term investments

in research were only 50 percent

as successful as the average
venture capital deal. Social Secur-

ity wotfid be self-financed by
2030.

.
Clark E. Johnson

. .
Minneapolis, March 27, 1996

CUNY, in Absorbing Budget Cuts, Doesn’t Slight Liberal Arts

To the Editor:

The Twin Crises at CUNY" (edi-

torial. March 27) focuses on the

board of trustees' March 26 declara-

tion of financial exigency based on
the proposed 1996-97 state budget,

the same action taken in 1995. This
declaration was brought on by as-

sessment of the impact of a $97 mil-

lion shortfall on the senior colleges,

and it begins a process of campus
consultation on contingency plans.

The declaration was necessary so
that faculty and student representa-
tives can participate in deliberations
before the spring semester ends. If

the proposed cuts are ameliorated by
actions in Albany, a reassessment
will take place, as in past years. The
board and the Chancellor will retain

oversight of this process to assure
the university’s long-term interests.

I am concerned by the charge that
the Chancellor and, by implication,
the board of trustees, is seeking to
limit the liberal arts in favor of tech-
nical programs. Of the 132 programs
closed or suspended since 1993 as a
direct result of fiscal stringencies,
only 37 — about a quarter — were in

liberal arts and sciences.
Since June 1993, 14 new degree

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-
er's name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short-
ened for 5pace reasons. Fax letters to
(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic
mail to letters@nytimes.com. or by
regular mail to Letters tx) the Editor,
The New Yorfe Times, 229 West 43d
Street. New York. N.Y. 10036-3959-

programs were approved in liberal -

arts and science programs.' -Only 7

percent of all retrenchments last

year were liberal -arts faculty, and

theywere restricted to two.academic
fields at two colleges. -

.

CUNY is committed to a strong

liberal arts core while maintaining

support for career-orioited pro-

grams. James P. Mciu»hy
Chairman, Board of Trustees

.City university of New York
New York, March 27/1996

To the Editor:

You express concern with the crisis

at CUNY (editorial, March 27>. How-
ever, your assertfon that “few people

dispute the need for retrenchment*' is

questionable. True, if we accept qby.

TheNewYorkTimes
Company

229 West 43d 10036-3969 .

‘

ARTHUROCHSSULZBERGER.Chairman
ChiefExecutive Officer

UiSCE3.F93tas,Preeident
ChiefOperating Officer. ..

DAVID L. GORHAM. Senior VicePresident

Deputy ChiefOperating Officer '

DIANEE RAK8B, Senior VJoe Pmddtnt
ChiefFinancial Officer

XATHAJUNE£ DAEKOW, Semor.Vk*Pratdatt

LAtIRA 4. CORWIN. Secretary

RICHARD G, THOMAS. Tretdmier-

George E. PatakTs fiscal gimmickry
and tax cuts that benefit the rich,

reliCTcfoneht^ is inevitable.
v But when I started working at
Brooklyn GaHegein 1981, 78O profes-

sors were serving 15,009 students.

Now,. fewer than 500 are serving
16,(HXlstudents. Is.there really a need

;to dismiss 50 additional professorsor-
evenmore? • David Arnow

Brooklyn, March 27, 1996
The writer is a professor ofcomput-
er science, Brooklyn College, CUNY.

• _

SUNY Hurts, Too '

To the Editor :

The Budget problems you report for
'

v file City -Unfrersily of New York
•<hews articlei, March 26) -are also
plaguing the State University.of New
York system. Without restoration of
.funds,we atSDNY will have to absorb
a $97 mfiHon -reduction in state 'sup-
port next year, resulting in the kiss of
more than. 24W0 faculty and profes-
sional staffjobs. Many students will
be forced to drop'out because of re-
dnpedtciltiofr assistance.

-

> • This shortfall^ Which is ptut at the
.
$3.9 billion deficit,projected for next

. year's state budget; results from the
effects of last year's cut in personal
income taxes ($1.4 billioti) and the
second stage of those reductions,
.scheduled to go lmp effect next week
($2.4 - billion). Cancellation of'‘next
week’s tax.,cut would- solve more
than half the current SUNY budget
problem. ; . >. Michael^weig

- Stray Brook; L.L, March 27,1996
The writeris a professor of'ecahdm-
ies;SUt{Y: .
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THOMAS LvFRIEDMAN

"i'Lr
'

'
WAfflaNGTON

'

IJmew an Israetf colonel- who had
congMfed Israeli trot^‘ to' both
.5®0*j£banon and die W&t Bank,
ahftLance asked him -what was the

.

„(^hregce between the~ two. Weli.be
^a,tE.lhe West Bank, because of
media apd .government Scrutiny,
“ywj ."have to explain' -every Dttle
riwve yoa’ make to io (ttfferent peo-
Irtfe’'

;
tot in. south Lebahort be sakC

.you couM-db whatever you wasted.
Or as he put-it: -'In southX^banon,

.
Almighty- The only question you 'ask
yourselfwhen you are going toblow
uf> someone's house is Whether to use
50 kBos of dynamite or 25 kHosT*

'

- - I was reminded of that conversa-
tion when' X read about the suicide
bomber from Hezbollah, who two
weeks ago killed an Israeli officer in
sooth Lebanon. In south Lebanon, the
IsraeU.Army has a completely free
hand: it can kick in any door, burst
into any Mosque. And yet, despite
that freedom of operation,- Israel
soldiers continue to die there, be-
cause they simply have no answer
for suicide bombers. As one Israeli
soldier involved in the latest incident
explained when asked why be didn’t

shoot the Lebanese suicide bomber
on sight: “We are not trained to

shoot people in civilian clothes,who

.

are crossing the street” .
.1' .

I raise this point now because Isra-
el's Likud Party leader* Bibi Netan-
yahu, and some Of ids tough-talking

colleagues like Ariel Sharon, areped-
dling the argument that if elected

they will know hem tip deal, with Pal -

estinian. terrorism better than, the'

Labor Government Nonsense. Israel

has not been.' abfc to etimtaate; tfWK

percent of terrorism-fram Lebanon,

where it has a totally free hand, and.

the Likud will do no better on the

West Bank.'

Mr. N«£miyahu is vague about Ids

plan, but it. seems to. go ifte this:

MiDtarfly. be says, Israeli troopswfll

Liberties

MAUREEN DOWD

Raffish andRowdy

Nancy Stahl

Bibi’s

mi.
•' ’

l>»u' be
-V7C.~ 5a£

l:«r? ireirli qugnlvhb .ejtooia >•

- ,
-
J
J 7 Wffi

'

'%k "it. v.«

Vwbtonecessaqsy,andsm®£»Hy
s pnt Palestinian miHiants al-

ly living under Palestinian con-

Poitocally, he says. Israel will

ze the- peaoe process at its

seat stage and affertbe Patestin-

;
permanent autonomy on the

t Bank— without flK removal of

igleJewishsetiJement andwith-

Mr. Netanyahu’s ever having to.

it Yasir Arafat
batapproachlsafahKHE illusion.

Mr. Netanyahu knows that Isra-'

silent majority warns there to be

eace process. He can’t just say

ling. So he has come tipwith this

tasy peace process, fbr winch

•e will never he any Palestinian

mens.

here is only one real peace pro-

5 and it is the one launched by
Oiak Rabin, based on Israel’s

dually ceding Palestinians con-

over their own lives and land in

irnfor Palestinians’ providing Is-

I peace and security. It may well

hat Mr. Arafat and the Palestin-

people are not capable of living

0 this deal That is legitimately in

Sdon now. But if that is so, then

peace process is over, and Israe-

jpHI have to man tne barricades. \

only hope that before Israelis •

sp for the fantasy peace process

:red by Mr. Netanyahu, or opt for

barricades, they will explore a.

d option — a better peace pro-

s, one that learns from the mis-

5s of the past year. That' is .a

cess that remains committed to

straiegic goal of Israeli-Palestin-

recondliation and separation, but

/es much more slowly, pays

ch more attention to Mr. Arafat s

jtership weaknesses and seriously

Is his feet to the fire on comph-

e with every peace
provision. But

1
fd«n a peace process that looks

more ways to help Mr. Arafat

rcome his weaknesses, without

emitting his authority, and does

re to help Palestinians create jobs

jaza and on the West Bank

istening to the debate in Israel,

can hear that many people don t

to abandon the peace Process,

ause that would mean a future full

resterdays. But Israelis don’t want

** played for fools either. 1 always

feve&.the real strength of Israeli

iety has been its ability to survive.

I
even thrive, amid the violence of

in the Middle East and through

Bps and downs of the peace -pr<>

s. 1 hope it isthat strength
Isr^us

r«Slor.«w- DM OK fantasy

eacewithout pain or.the

peace at all Hus s&raigth » en-

ewS best caprared after the lat

spate of suicide bombings, when

Israeli Government canceled the

4m holiday celebrations m
Mis^schoonxyaStedon

PurUn? These saK*)e bMnbMS
happen, but funm ong

Toc mnce a year.’’

- Byjames Boyle
/ ...

• T
; • ; . Washington

'e’ve got the

information
* age . all

..-.wrong.

Someone
who reads

today’s newspapers would conclude

that the four most important aspects

of the information age are cyber-

pom, -Windows 95, Newt Gingrich

and cybeiporn. This is like saying

that the. most important signposts

during tte rise of industrial capital-

ism in America were mass-produced
pornographic magazines. Warren
Gamaliel Harding and the Veg-O-

Matic.'--' :- V. •'

To understand the age we have

entered, we need more than a mo-
dem. the BiH of Rights and a sub-

scription to Penthouse on line. We
need to figure out how the world

changes when information becomes
one of ihe most important forms of

wfe®^H£tjj6^eri”when h^qahing .

from - the pattern of- purchases re

by taredtS'dkwhwfcdiWw me
paWhiMiifyourbNA can become a
b^teofmformation, to be bought and
srid 'kibe marketplace.

. Hie-flrsteffecc of this transforma-

tion '

is that intellectual property

rights 'become very impoitanL

Around the world, corporations are

lobbying their governments, de-

manding more expansive copyright,

patent,' trademark and data-base

rights. Governments are complying,

granting monopolies over informa-

tion and information products that

make the monopolies- of the 19th-

How robber

barons are

buying up the

information age.

century robber barons look like pen-

ny-ante operations.

InteEectuaJproperry rights are be-

ing expanded dramatically, some-

times in surprising directions. Even
human genetic information has been

privatized The gene that Indicates a

predisposition to breast cancer, for

example — called BRCA1— has

been patented by Myriad Genetics.

Harvard 'University even has a pat-

ent (No. 4,736366) on a mouse — the

Oncomouse — a transgenic species

engineered to be prone to cancer. But

beyond these examples, with their

Brave New World overtones, lies a

more general trend. We are in the

middle of .an information land grab

and no one seems to have noticed.

There is a reason for this apparent

blindness. The information economy

is unfamiliar territory. When private

parties are allowed to exploit Fed-

eral land, we can all work out the

politics of the situation. We know the

arguments (and the interest groups)

for and against But who wins and

who loses when the property at stake

is Intellectual and the straggle is

over the extension of a copyright

term or a software patent? As yet,

we have no politics of the informa-

tion age; we don’t, see the linkages

between issues or perceive a com-

mon interest in apparently disparate

situations.
. .

_

'

Who is affected by the politics of

intellectual property? Many groups

are, though they might not see it that

way. Some of the. most innovative

software engineers have objected to

the extension of patent'law to cover

' their products; they fear it will help

create an oligopolistic software mar-

james Boyle, a professor of law at

American University, is the author

of “Shamans, Software and Spleens;

law and the Construction of the In-

formation Society.”

Sold Out
ket and diminish inventiveness. Gay
rights activists, meanwhile, are told

there can be no Gay Olympics be-

cause the United States Olympic
Committee, owns the word “Olym-
pic” and won't permit its use. (After

all, what could be more foreign to the

traditions of ancient Greece than ho-

mosexuality?) Environmentalists

wish that some of the profits on pat-

ented pharmaceuticals drawn from
the rain forest could be returned to

protect their source. Religious or-

ganizations protest the patenting of

living organisms.

Each group is complaining about an

intellectual property system that has
expanded out ofcontrol Yet they don't

see those complaints, or their inter-

ests, as linked Part of the problem is

that we have not adapted our public

debate to the realities of the informa-

tion aga Censorship we understand

But the subtler forms of control im-

posed by ownership of information?

These are harder to discuss.

ingress is now consider-

ing the Clinton Adminis-

nation's proposal for in-

'leEecitlar property on
the Internet, aimed at

‘saving” this thriving

medium. Using a far-fetched theory of

what constitutes "copying." the pro-

posal would turn browsing an Internet

document Into a copyright violation. It

would effectively privatize much of

the public domain by transforming the

current law of fair use. It would make
on-line service providers strictly lia-

ble for their customers’ copyright vio-

lations, thus giving providers an in-

centive to monitor what you do in

cyberspace.

These proposals are extraordinari-

ly far-reaching. They have been criti-

cized by educators, librarians, writ-

ers, civil libertarians and entrepre-

neurs, who fear that the Net will be-

come a pay-as-you-go information toll

road And yet there is scarcely any

coverage of these issues in the press.

“Intellectual property" is presumed

to be too dry, too technical, an issue,

one mainly of interest to specialists.

The information land grab isn't con-

fined to the Internet. In fields ranging

from software to biography, biotech-

nology to court reporting, the general

tendency of intellectual property

rights has been to grasp outward, ever

outward Some might say, Isn't this

necessary? Information products are

expensive to create, after all and

cheap to copy; that’s why we need

intellectual property rights, right?

But the issue isn't so simple. Imag-

ine that you were the intellectual prop-

erty czar, charged only with creating

the most efficient, productive system

of property rights. You don’t care

about free speech, artistic integrity or

equal access. All you care about is

economic efficiency. What would you

do?
At first it might seem that you

would just hand out copyrights and

patents galore, and even expand the

scope of such rights to give innovators

a higher return on their investment.

The greater their incentive, the more

drugs, programs, data bases and gene

maps they will develop, right? Not

necessarily.

lough courts, economists

and United States

trade representatives

often talk this way,

the effect of intellectu-

al property restric-

tions on innovation is not so clear-cut.

Entrepreneurs have to be assured

that time spent developing new soft-

ware won't be wasted, that a profit lies

at the end of the tunnel. But they also

require an adequate amount of raw

material; there has to be an adequate

flow of information for the market to

function.

This is true even in literature. “Po-

etry can only be made out of other

poems; novels out of other novels,” as

the critic Northrop Frye famously put

it The same goes for computer pro-

grams, which build on the contribu-

tions of earlier backers, or for biotech-

nology projects, which rely on the

availability of unpatented cell lines.

and so on and so on. Every intellectual

property claim is a chunk taken out of

the public domain. If classroom copy-

ing is sharply curtailed, if we give

someone a software patent over basic

functions, at some paint the public

domain will be so diminished that fu-

ture creators will be prevented from

creating because they won’t be able to

afford the raw materials they need.

An intellectual property system has to

insure thaL the fertile public domain is

not converted into a fallow landscape

of walled private plots. We are in

danger of forgetting this.

Right now, the ground rules of the

information society are being laid

down by lawyers (strike one) em-
ployed by the biggest players in the

field (strike two), all with little pub-

lic debate or press scrutiny. This is

bad politics in the thrall of worse

economics. We need a politics and a

press of the information age. Access

to dirty pictures will be little consola-

tion, and speech anything but free, if

we let this moment escape our

grasp.

Washington
We’re no angels.

We are a noisy, imperfect lot strug-

gling to scribble what has been called

the first draft of history. The occupa-

tion has always had Its hazards. As
George Bernard Shaw wrote to ajour-

nalist: “Dear Sir, Your profession

hks, as usual destroyed your brain.”

But it is now so fashionable to bash

the press that an entire bottom-feed-

ing industry has grown up. There are

a slew of books about making newspa-

pers more civic-minded and a slew of

ideologues and burnt-out journalists

swarming about, calling themselves

journalism experts and reformers.

When James Fallows is about to

criticize someone in his book “Break-
ing the News: How the Media Under-
mine American Democracy," he
tends to give them two nice adjec-

tives. He describes me, for instance,

as "tart and witty," before indicating

that tart and winy descriptions of

politicians' foibles are not the best

way to help democracy.
I will return the favor. The slim and

earnest Mr. Fallows starts from a
false premise (the press used to be
better), sets up fake choices (you can
have stories on tactics or issues, per-

sonality or policy.), and comes to an
astonishing conclusion (“Instead of

describing rivalries on the White

House staff, the 'news' could treat the

Presidency the way it does the scien-

tific establishment, judging it mainly

by public pronouncements and not

looking too far behind the veil”)

The modem history of the Presi-

dency — from the Bay of Pigs to the

Gulf of Tonkin, from Watergate to

Iran-contra — illustrates why report-

ers must look behind the veil But the

veil is not especially democratic, and
journalism is supposed to be the oppo-

site of boosterism.

We don’t need Mr. Fallows’s ver-

sion of "public journalism." If you
want to appreciate the role of journal-

ism in democracy, go to the Vietnam
MemoriaL 1 walk along the black

wall, as it grows taller with names,

and 1 think about how the men run-

ning the country sent so many young
Americans to their deaths because

they were driven by ego to insist on

the veil, to lie and lie.

Mr. Fallows argues that Ira Maga-
ziner and Hillary Clinton should have

been allowed to develop their health

care plan in secret He suggests that

The Times's "honest” and “diligent”

Robert Pear impeded democracy by
telling readers what the health care

plan entailed.

But who decides what the public

needs to know? What makes the se-

cret deliberations of government

more democratic than the raucous

probings of the press?

It is odd, to put it politely, to have

Mr. Fallows righteously defending

the veil. In 1979, he resigned his job as

a speechwriter in the Carter White

House and proceeded to make his

reputation as a journalist by writing

“The Passionless Presidency," a long

attack on the personal failings of Jim-

my Carter and their consequences Tor

American politics.

Mr. Fallows’s rhetoric was wild:

"Like Marshal Petain after the fall of

France, he has offered his person to

the nation. This is not an inconsider-

able gift; his performance in the of-

fice shows us why it's not enough."

The new scolding Fallows would

probably find the old scalding Fallows

“cynical.” It is not "civil," after all. to

look so far behind the veil or “con-

structive” to betray the President

who hired you to help him communi-
cate with the public.

Americans did not become more
disillusioned because the press dis-

torted the workings of government
but because the press exposed the

workings of government
“Fallows offers a mistaken revi-

sionism that there was a golden time

In defense of a
pesky press.

in which the press did a better job

explaining government and policy

and politics than it does now,” says

Michael Kelly of The New Yorker.

"The press does a better job and the

public is hugely more informed about

what's going on in Washington than it

has ever been — and being hugely

more informed does have a tendency

to make one a little more cynical.”

Mr. Fallows romanticizes the past,

noting that in old movies "reporters

were gritty characters, instinctively

siding with the Common Man.”
He should check out "The Man Who

Shot Liberty Valance.” There is a

scene when the crusty, crusading

newspaper editor in the Old West is

asked to join a statehood committee.

He explains that his job is not to help

the pels, but to watch them to make
sure they stay clean.

Democracy and civility are not the

same thing. Z
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FILM

Debacle on the High Seas
By JAMES STERNGOLD

HOLLYWOOD

S
IORTLY before filming be-

gan on "Cutthroat Island,”

which quietly entered the

record books as the biggest

flop in Hollywood history

after its release last December, a

seemingly unrelated event set the

pirate picture off on its race to self-

destruction.

It wasn’t that the lead actor, Mi-
chael Douglas, had suddenly quit,

that the remaining star, Geena Da-
vis, was struggling to pull out, that

the producer, David Nichols, had
left, that there was still no real

script, or even that work had begun
in Malta on one of the most expen-
sive sets ever built, without clear

instructions from the absent direc-

tor, Renny Harlin.

The critical event, according to

several people close to the debacle,

occurred in the spring of 1994, when
the studio making the movie, Car-

olco Pictures, decided to abandon its

only other project, •Crusade,” an
action film starring Arnold Schwar-
zenegger. and take a painful S13 mil-

lion loss. In that instant, Carolco

effectively decided that no matter
what happened, it could not not make
"Cutthroat Island.” It was a telling

moment for Carolco's all-or-nothing

survival strategy and a vivid illus-

tration of the opaque financial rea-

soning that often puzzles moviegoers
but makes perfect sense to movie
makers.
Carolco was in deep trouble. De-

spite producing some of the biggest

blockbusters of all lime — up lo then,

its 23 films had earned, on average, a

remarkable SI 15 million each at the

box office — years of profligacy and
weak management had left the com-
pany with no options. On the day it

abandoned ” Crusade,” Carolco was
hanging on to life by the thin thread

of its pirate picture.

"We knew that if we shut it down it

was certain Chapter 11.” said one
senior executive close to the compa-
ny. ”If we made the film, there was
at least some chance we could sur-

vive. It was a classic case of going
forward when you have no other

choice.”

From that point on Carolco no
longer asked if it was feasible to

produce the S95 million swashbuck-
ler without a real star, or whether to

send hundreds of crew members to

locations in Malta and Thailand
without a solid script. The only ques-
tion was how to push the film to the

finish line — and. most important,

how to get someone else to pay for

most of the problems.

'•They had to make this movie,"
Ms. Davis said in a telephone inter-

view from Canada, where she is

filming her next picture, another ex-

pensive aciion thriller directed by
Mr. Harlin. her husband. 'The com-
pany was dead. Everyone knew that

one way or another, this was their

last movie."

As a result. Carolco. the red-meat
studio that had defined the megabud-
get action genre and had churned out

popular fare like the Rambo senes
in I9S2 and "Terminator 2" and
•'Basic Instinct" in the early 90’s,

ended up in bankruptcy. "Cutthroat

Island" had the dubious distinction

of becoming the film industry’s first

S100 million loser.

In hindsight, it may look as if a

siring of inexplicably poor judg-

ments caused the disaster. But Lhe

lesson behind "Cutthroat Island” is

that in this world of smoke, mirrors
and ketchup blood, not everything is

what it seems, because no one in-

volved seems to have suffered ap-

preciably. How could so many sea-

soned pros produce such a bomb?
Interviews with dozens of people

associated with every stage of the
movie, most of whom would speak
only anonymously because they still

work with some of the key figures in

"Cutthroat Island,” have made it

clear that from the start nearly ev-

eryone knew that they were working
on what was potentially a colossal

dud. But the truth was, going ahead
with "Cutthroat Island" posed little

real risk for Carolco Pictures or its

top executives, especially its chair-

man. Mario F. Kassar. Mr. Kassar
did not return repeated telephone
calls seeking his comment.

As several people connected to the

production explained, Mr. Kassar
and other executives could have
pulled in huge sums if "Cutthroat
Island” had managed to find an au-
dience. It was not a matter of seeing
a catastrophe coming straight on,

these people said, but of seeing a pot

of gold if a few problems could be
solved. Indeed, according to the

terms of his employment contract.

Mr. Kassar received a Si million fee

for seeing the movie to completion.
And Mr. Kassar and the other pro-

duction executives who worked on
•‘Cutthroat Island" afterward land-

ed on their feet, with high-paring
jobs elsewhere.

To a great extent the issues under-
lying the making of "Cutthroat Is-
land" have a lor to do with how
Hollywood finances films these days,
and even more with who covers the
rapidly escalating costs. The aver-
age cost last year for producing and
marketing a movie was $54 million,
which means that financiers barely
blink when those kinds of figures are
thrown around.

Carolco played a critical role in

pushing costs upward by paying top

dollar for actors, special effects and
sets. It could do so because it was a

shrewd judge of not just what would
sell in American theaters but what
would sell overseas, the fastest-

growing sector of the movie market.
Though Carolco did not invent it.

the studio perfected a financing
method known as pre-selling. This is

used largely by independent studios,

but even some major studios have
used it to help pay for expensive
pictures. In pre-selling, overseas
film distributors, principally in Eu-
rope and Japan, make up-front pay-
ments for advance rights to show the

movie in their territories. The pro-

duction company thus obtains capi-

tal and lowers its risks if the movie
fails, but it also gives up some of the

future profits if the film soars.

"Cutthroat Island” would not have
been possible without substantial

pre-selling. Carolco obtained more
than $50 million from its overseas
distributors, for a film no one had
seen. That money, along with the last

of Carolco's cash, allowed the execu-

tives to push ahead with the movie
despite the deep misgivings of many
of those who worked on the film.

The final tally was astounding.

The cost of producing, financing,

marketing and distributing "Cut-
throat Island” totaled nearly $115
million. About $18 million of that was
put up by MGM/UA, the company
that handled distribution and mar-
keting.

The result? The film, which
starred Ms. Davis and Matthew Mo-
dine, a last-minute stand-in for Mr.
Douglas, earned less than $10 million

at the box office and was pulled from

Things only got

worse for

'Cutthroat

Island. 1

theaters after a few weeks. The rap-

id death was a double calamity be-

cause it all but eliminated the

chance of big sales overseas. The
foreign distributors lost nearly all of

their 550 million.

According to Exhibitor Relations,

which tracks movie profits, the

roughly S100 million loss is a record,

and although the film will be re-

leased on video on April 16, there is

virtually no chance Carolco or its

creditors can recoup their heavy
losses.

Carolco itself lost about $47 mil-

lion on the movie, most of that borne
by the company's bondholders, and
it filed for bankruptcy bn Nov, 10,

about six weeks before “Cutthroat
island” reached theaters. A movie
company whose two dozen often vio-

lent. brawny aciion films earned
S2.66 billion in 13 years had managed
to run up more than $500 million in

losses. This was due in part to Carol-

co's having shared too large a por-

tion of its revenues with foreign dis-

tributors, and partly becaue of its

lavish spending.

To put "Cutthroat Island" in per-
spective. the movie previously cele-

brated as one of the most oversized
losers was Michael Cimino's 1980

film "Heaven's Gate." It ultimately

forced United Artists to take a then

staggering $44 million write-off. But
that film was the product of a direc-

tor’s obsessive vision. "Cutthroat Is-

land" was largely the product of a

financial imperative.

"You can’t get more dead than

dead" is how one person intimately
involved in the movie explained the

thinking. "Carolco was financially

dead, so it couldn't get any worse.

They had nothing to lose."

We hear lhe sound of a fiddle

placing.

FADE IN:

EXTERIOR. OCEAN - DAY
"A beauii/ui small sugarloaf is-

land sits like a jewel in the blue. A
gatteon, THE ROSE, flying the sfcull

and crossbones, rides anchor in its

lagoon.

MALE VOICE (OFF STAGE):
"Come on, Harry, you don't want to

die. Where’s your piece of the map?”

Those are die directions and open-

ing lines of the script that gave "Cut-

throat Island” its bright initial

promise. It was 1993, and Carolco,

though ailing financially, had negoti-

ated a deal giving it a new lease on
life with $112 million in fresh capital.

Carolco had lost $353 million in 1991

and 1992. But its biggest sharehold-
ers believed that it still had a chance
to make its "event" movies pay off.

The new money was put up by the

Pioneer Electronic Corporation of

Japan, Canal Plus of France, Rizzoli

Editore of Italy and Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, which is controlled by Credit
Lyonnais, the French bank.
For several years Carolco had

been interested in "Cutthroat Is-

land,”
.
and Mr. Kassar, the chair-

man. had persuaded Mr. Douglas to

look at the script. Mr. Douglas had
two well-known scriptwriters, Bruce
A. Evans and Raynold Gideon, re-

work iL They produced the version
that opened with the fiddle music
and a grizzled pirate. Black Harry
Adams, ready to walk the plank.

Mr. Douglas was to star as Wil-

liam Shaw, an occasionally bum-
bling con artist whose modest knowl-
edge of Latin helps Morgan Adams,
Black Harry's daughter, track down
the treasure while under pursuit by
her murderous uncle, Dawg Brown
(Frank Langella). Ms. Davis played

Morgan Adams.

That script won a commitment
from Mr. Douglas to play the lead, a
big break for Carolco and "Cut-
throat Island.” The fact that" he
would receive $13 million for the
part was unimportant, for in Mr.
Douglas they had snared one of Hol-
lywood’s most bankable stars.

The models for the film were the
Indiana Jones series, which com-
bined breathless action and campy
humor, and “Romancing the Stone.”
a Michael Douglas action film that

had the added spice of an attractive

female lead, Kathleen Turner. No
matter that pirate films had proved
disappointing in recent years; wit-

ness Steven Spielberg's "Hook" and
Roman Polanski's "Pirates."

"I was looking for a romp," Mr.
Douglas recalled in an interview,
"for a sort of positive change away
from the daric films I'd been doing.”

Carolco had also signed up a direc-

tor with a track record: Mr. Harlin.

Most recently, he had made the suc-

cessful "Cliffhanger" for Carolco
and was regarded as adept with the

kind of action sequences that sell

well in foreign markets.
Mr. Harlin. born in Finland, had

directed pictures like ’‘Nightmare
on Elin Street IV: The Dream Mas-
ters" and "Die Hard 2." And, in
September 1993, Mr. Harlin had
married Ms. Davis. Mr. Douglas, Mr.
Kassar and Mr. Harlin had agreed
on her as the female lead. Mr. Harlin

and Ms. Davis would each be paid
$5.5 million.

Like Mr. Douglas, Ms. Davis
hoped that the film would lead her in

a new direciioa She had won an
Academy Award for her portrayal of

a quirky dog trainer in the 1988 film

"The Accidental Tourist." But, de-

spite the success in 1991 of "Thelma
and Louise,” another film. “Angie"
did poorly after its release in early
1994. Ms. Davis said she was looking

for a strong, higher-profile charac-
ter.

In fact, she had fought to get the

lead role in another pirate film,

"Mistress of the Sea,” being devel-

oped by Columbia Pictures. But the

film's budget had mushroomed to at

least $70 million. Columbia dropped
the idea, but Ms. Davis did hol
Ms. Davis said the female lead in

"Cutthroat Island,” Morgan Adams,
was not very interesting in the initial

script, but she was persuaded to take
it on because of the presence of Mr.
Douglas. That is where some of the

early problems began.

The movie would include spectac-

ular chase scenes, brawls and sea
battles in an ocean setting meant to

evoke the Caribbean m the 17th cen-

tury. The fuming was to be done in

Malta, which has a big artificial

lake, known as a tank, where sea

borne films are often shot, and in

Thailand, with its azure waters.

But the writers had to create a
script with both a strong male lead

and a strong female role. Despite

numerous rewrites, it was proving
impossible to satisfy both stars, ac-

cording to people who worked on the

production. And Ms. Davis's part
was expanding relative to Mr. Doug-
las's. Even as a huge crew was being

assembled in the spring of 1994, in

Malta, Mr. Douglas was troubled by
the growing imbalance between the

lead characters. He felt that he was
being upstaged by Ms. Davis and
that he was unable to turn to the

director for support because Mr.
Harlin was her husband.

in July, the worst happened: Mr.
Douglas puUed out.

“They had a hard time searching
for who Shaw was," he explained. "I

just was not comfortable with the

parL The combination of not seeing

it on the page and not knowing where
it would go. I was feeling uncomfort-
able, and I wanted out."

He added: ”1 said to Renny:
‘Renny, you're married to the lead-

ing lady. Don't you think you have to

do something to make me comfort-
able with this?’ He agreed. There
had to be something there.

"Ultimately, comes one day, and
the director says. 'I'm happy with

the direction the script is going.’ And
I said: ‘God bless you. I'm hol*

”

One executive who concurred with

this version of events said: “We
spent money like crazy, and it was
being rewritten like crazy. But it was
becoming Renny's film for Geena.
Michael got upset when he realized

what was happening. But I don't

fault him. it was an impossible situa-

tion." Mr. Hariin declined to com-
ment.
Ms. Davis insisted she was and

remained friendly with Mr. Douglas
and that talk of upstaging him was
nonsense. But she agreed with a fre-

quently expressed view that Lhe

movie should have been stopped.
"1, of course, assumed the whole

project would be canceled,” Ms. Da-
vis said. "It was all based on Michael
Douglas's being in it. To my horror, I

learned not only would they not can-
cel but that I had a legal obligation to

go ahead, unlike MichaeL I tried

desperately to get out of this movie.”
She addkl: "The ludicrous thing

was that the only reason i was there
was because of Michael. I never
wanted to carry this movie.”
Now she was on her own. No other

well-known male star would touch
the role. A frantic search for a re-

placement brought hasty rejections
from actors like Liam Neeson, Ralph
Fiennes and Keanu Reeves, accord-
ing to people close to the production.

Finally, Matthew Modine, an actor
with a talent for offbeat or demand-
ing parts but not a recognized star,

was brought in to play Shaw,

Andrew cooperymom

Matthew Modine and Geena Davis in “Cutthroat Island”—The Sim made hardly a ripple at the box office.

“Let's be serious,” said one pro-

duction official who was on the set.

"Everyone wanted off this picture

when Michael Douglas fell out."

It was July 1994, and other serious

problems were cropping up. Friction

between Mr. Harlin and (he pro-

ducer, Mr. Nichols, contributed to

Mr. Nichols's hasty departure, just

before shooting, according to others

working on the film. Mr. Nichols

himself declined to comment His
replacement was Joel B. Michaels,

who had recently had success with
"Stargate." Mr. Michaels, for his

part, said he thought the worries

over Mr. Hariin’s relationship with
Ms. Davis and how the script was
changing were overblown.

"Naturally, anyone with good
sense would have been concerned
about a situation where file director

was married to the star of the film,”

said Mr. Michaels. “That's a pretty

strong union to be dealing with. But I

can’t compliment Renny and Geena
enough over how professional they
were.”
The casting crisis delayed Mr.

Harlin's departure for Malta. About
1,000 feet of buildings along the quay
in Malta had to have new facades

erected So it was done without him,
at enormous cost, and with the risk

that he would alter things when he
showed up, which he did.

Morale on the set was low because
of Mr. Hariin’s absence. Signs were
posted, reading, "If we build it, he
will come." To cheer up the crew,

Mr. Harlin sent a note laying out his

thoughts oh “Cutthroat Island":
"You all know what we are. going.

-

through in regard to a male star.

Simultaneously several depart-

ments seem to be having budgetary
problems and the final shooting
script is not yet ready.” He then
exhorted the crew:
“When the casting concerns have

been resolved and I arrive in Malta,
I want to see the most spectacular
and eye-popping sets, the mast inter-

esting and unusual props, and espe-
cially weapons and special effects

that leave the audience gasping in

awe and stums that no one thought
possible before. No sequence or set-

ting that you've seen in movies be-

fore is good enough. Any idea that

has been previously used has to be
reinvented and cranked up 10
times.”

Mr. Harlin showed up 4n August,
about sue weeks before filming was
to begin. But problems persisted, all

of them adding to the cost, which had -

shot up to S80 million from an initial

estimate of $65 million.

"Some of the problems seemed
disproportionate compared to other

movies, but that was just by virtueof
the fact that the movie was big," Mr.
Michaels said. Mr. Harlin was also

cooperating fully on the need to rein

in costs. Some scenes were cut, oth-

ers adjusted to make them less cost-

ly. "I can’t imagine anybody work-
ing harder to accomplish- the objec- ; backpacks sporting the

• five than Renny.” Mr,Mt'chaels Skid r fsfend** logo,
* • •

SHAKESPEARE ON-LINE

But costs keptrisingonce the crew
was flown from Malta to Phuket,

Thailand, in .early . 1995 aboard a

chartered jet People were brought
in from around the world — stunt

men from Poland, carpenters from
Italy and England. More than 2,000

cosmmes, 309 firearms, 620 swords,

250 daggers and 60. or 70 axes were
custom-made.

In Thailand, most of the produc-

tion was filmed on the ocean, an

unusually expensive undertaking.

The cost of “Waterworks” had shot

up to close to $200 tniliiaa. a record,

in large measure because it was
filmed oh the ocean. But Water-

worid” has earned back most of that,

with a total of $255 million in domes-
tic and international sales, accord-

ing to Exhibitor Relations.

For all the effort to coordinate this

.massive production and create
breathtaking action sequences, the

story was weak, many critics later

complained, and the dialogue was
wooden, because the script was con-
stantly being reworked. In the final

version, for example, as Morgan Ad-
ams was about to blow Dawg Adams
apart with a cannon, she exclaimed,
VBadDawgr :

.

The wrap party was held in Thai-

Iarid an April Foote' Day, 1995. Nei-

ther Mr. Harlin nor Ms. Davis was
there, but they left the remaining
crew with gifts —- orange leather

Cutthroat
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ACROSS
1 Work well together

5 Virgil genre

9 Ill-gotten gains

13 ” not amused"
18 “Now me down

to sleep"

19 Chute opening
20 Tashi’s superior

21 Crowns
22 Stir up
23 Boardwalk

purchases

24 VicDamoneV
But One Heart"

25 Perlman and others

26 Shakespeare's
lament upon
crashing? (“Henry
VUTI. f)

30 Many a "Star Trek"
alien

31 Like

32 Code carrier

33 Interjections of
doubt

34 Cowpoke
37 It’s far above

Cayuga’s waters

42 Shakespeare
reviews hypertext?
("Othello" III, 4)

47 Astrological aspect

48 Word with first or
foreign

49 Old film

studio

50 Less than regular

51 Dusseldorf dog
52 Bargain

54 Wife of Constantine 1 12 Sixth-centuiy B.C.
the Great author

57 “Brave Men" author, 113 1909 Physics
Nobelist

114 Tabled’

115 One that gets a leg
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1944

58 21st. e.g.

60 Foray

62 Soupv'on

64 Shakespeare's cry
when he can’t click
an icon? (“Twelfth
Night" 1. 51

71 Wings
72 Heaven, to Henri-

73 Fortuneteller's aid

74 NewMexico's
Enchanted

78 Rock’s Brothers

80 Characteristic
property

82 Carry (away)

83 School on the Seine
85 Schwarz
86 Writer Louise

Huxrable
87 Actress ZaSu
88 Why Shakespeare

logs on at night?
(“The Two
Gentlemen of
Verona" ITT. 1

J

94 Inti, humanities
agey.

95 Boo-boos
96 Kind of wheels
97 "I Rock"
99 LP's center?

100 Odd couple
105 Shakespeare on

planting a virus?
CAII’s Well That
Ends Wejrni.3)

up?
1 16 Ship to remember
117 Springy

118 One on-line

119 Hightails it

120 Queue
121 Sawbones
122 Caves

123 Grease, as one's
way

DOWN
1 Great amusement
2 Mr. Yale

3 Peabody Museum
site

4 Laughing one
5 Typification

6 Game with a
cross-shaped board

7 Companion of
Artemis

8 Lip
9 Iranian royal name
10 Israeli airline

11 Lap against as the
shore

12 Brute

13 Militarycourses

14 Eariy satellite

15 "Indeed!"

16 Printer’s

17 Start of North
Carolina'smono

20 Scripts, mostly
27 Habituate

28 Its symbol isF

29 28-Down, eg.
34 Youngest son of

Ivan the Terrible .

35 Beige

36 Old Oriental vehicle:

Var. .

38 Kentucky product

39 Kind of game
40 Tiny room.

41 tip to It

42 Cape Cod resort

town
43 Brahmanist

44 "The—-neari" .

45 Neb.-based defense

"

org.

46 Disfavoring •.

47

McAn shoes •

52 Saint Francis"of—-?-

53 That ishay-

54 Assimilate -_ . .

55 Together, musically

56 Goose genus - .

-

59 Teachers’ pig.

61 Old treasure chest

63 United annpetltion

65 Havinga curtain!ike
membrane -

66 Aquatic plant
‘

67 Rodrigo
.

Diazoe .

Bivar

68 Gaucho’s necesidad

69 1955's BestPicture ^

70 Youngnewfcs.. .. ..
;
-

74 Dishes

75 "College riiajor, - ' 93 Severe critics

slangSY A ; 98 —as things may
76Aportioh ; t seem../
77 "O^woer - ' 100 Bucolic bugler

m ^snem Nighr writer Wl; Lft

Joseph
. .

• • 102 Shinbone.
81 County offirials.for

.Short-

84 Settled >

86 Follow, as an
impulse ;

87 Miniature .

89 Very comfortable

9© Two-year-olds, ,

generally
. . .

91 Husky, e^g.
•'•

92 Bewitched' « .'

103 Film showings
104 1

“Siddftartha""

.. novelist .

105 Certain; foot

106 Syriip flavor

. 107 Govt, pubtititygrp.

108 Author . .

. .
Morrison
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Sexual pioneer
with a dark side

IolLtinn^c^L
1^ century's rev- This was dearly a woman who

be Dinned
^ amtu<ies could was not going to put up with an

FEATURES

Zlvij on 0ne person, it

Stkh^6
-

5^ f̂ r of
the Bnush Empire s first birth-con-
trol clinic.

th
Was a xxual Pioneer in

the 1920s in a world still bound by
we rigid mores of the Victorian
era.

The opening of the clinic just
over 75 years, ago was radical
enough, but it paled beside the
influence of Slopes s book Married
Love, published in 1918, which
preached the unheard-ofnotion that
women should enjoy sex.
But the humanitarian who vowed

to bring sexual fulfillment to the
masses had a dark side. Slopes was
also an advocate of eugenics - the
selective breeding of humans - and
treated her own husband with
astonishing emotional brutality.

Stopes has been credited with
transforming the sex lives of mil-
lions. To an ignorant male-domi-
nated world, when; women were
expected to merely endure sex,
Stopes introduced foreplay and
declared that a mutually satisfying
sex life was the key to the perfect

marriage.

Married Love was a huge suc-
cess. It was translated into“U lan-

guages and sold over a million

^ copies. In 1935, a group of
American academics ranked it one
of the most influential works of the
previous 50 years, ahead of
Einstein's Theory ofRelativity.
“We could arguably lay much of

the blame for our over-optimistic

expectations of marriage squarely

on her shoulders.” wrote a
reviewer of a recent biography of
Stopes.

What was most astonishing about

Married Love was that, at 37.

Stopes was a virgin when she wrote

it.

In a rare legal case. Stopes had

had her first marriage annulled in

1916 because it had proved sexual-

ly unfitlfiiling and was never con-

summated.

This was clearly a woman who
was not going to put up with an

unsatisfactory sex life, but it was
also an early hint of the sheer, over-

riding force of her personality.

Stopes was married for a second

time in 1918 to Humphrey Verdon-

Roe, an aeronautical pioneer whose
wealth freed her to devote her time

to writing and carrying on her mis-

sion.

But while preaching marital

bliss, Stopes herself was a cruel

and domineering wife.

She forced Roe to write, at her

dictation, a letter freeing her from
sexual fidelity because he was
unable to satisfy her.

Eventually Roe was banished to

the attic of the 18th-century man-
sion they shored and had to earn

permission to visit family rooms by
doing household chores.

The couple's son, born when
Stopes was 44. was equally domi-
nated, although adored, by his

mother, who was growing odder as

she aged.

Harry Scopes-Roc was forced to

wear either kilts or woolen trousers

as a child because his mother was
convinced anything else would
damage his genitals.

When Harry finally rebelled and
chose a bride for himself, his

mother objected furiously that his

fiancee wore glasses and that the

purity of her descendants could be

damaged by this tiny imperfec-

tion.

She wrote her son out of her will

and when she died in 195S, the

mansion was left to the Royal

Society of Literature and Harry

received the 13-volume Greater

Oxford Dictionary.

Slopes 's opposition to the mar-

riage may have been portly rooted

in possessiveness, but it was also a

potent display of her eugenic con-

victions.

She believed the human race was

in decline and that only selective

breeding among perfect individuals

- like herself- could save it.

She urged the sterilization of

From one Jew to 2,000

Maria Slopes, founder of the

British Empire's first birth-

control clinic, was also an
advocate of eugenics.

mothers with physical or mental

disabilities and described her birth-

control clinic as “a sure light in our

racial darkness.”

When a deaf-mute man wrote to

her for advice on birth control, she

rebuked him for even contemplat-
ing sex and then wrote to a charity

declaring that people with such dis-

abilities should not be allowed to

have children.

Recent critics have said she was
also a supporter of Hitler, because

she sent him a volume of her

poems. Love Songs for Young
Lovers.

Her son has dismissed the idea.

“It was a perversion to suggest

she admired Hitler. She was anti-

Nazi. Sending the poems was an

example of her ‘megalomania,'
"

said Szopes-Roe.

By the beginning of World War
II, Stopes had given up proselytiz-

ing and turned her attention to writ-

ing poetry and literature.

She was disgusted that she was
remembered solely as a birth-con-

trol pioneer.

“She was sick to death of us all.

She had taught the man in the street

to heave overboard die prurience

and taboos of centuries so that he
could soar up to the ultimate fulfill-

ment of bliss - and what had he

done? The oaf had used her gift like

an extra gadget in the lavatory,”

wrote one obituarist. (Reuter)

BEFORE World War n, the University of

Southern California bad a numerus

clausus, or quota, system for its profes-

sional schools, striking in its simplicity.

OneJewish student was admitted to the med-

.

ical school, one to the dental school and one to

the law school.

Those statistics have changed, as Dr. Steven

B. Sample, president of the private institution,

told Jewish community leaders he hosted at a

recent luncheon. Currently, the Jewish pres-

ence on campus encompasses 2,000 to 2^500

students, or 8-10 percent of the total enroll-

ment. and one-third of all deans and profes-

sors.

Perhaps not coincidentally, the academic

standing of USC - once known mainly for its

athletic prowess - has risen sharply in the last

few decades.

“The Jewish contributions have been

immense,” said Sample at a campus luncheon.

“Our ties to the Jewish community are as

strong as those of any other American univer-

sity.”' Founded by the Methodist Church in

1SS0 and long considered a WASP bastion

inhospitable to minorities, the USC turnaround

has been startling. As recently as the 1970s.

USC elicited howls of protest from the Jewish

community when it announced the establish-

ment of a Middle East Studies Center, funded
entirely by Arab oil money.
The center, delicately described by Sample

as “a misstep.” was stillborn and the money
returned to its donors.

The transformation of USC can be credited

to a number of factors.

USC, once a bastion

of the WASP
establishment, has
come a long way

from the days of its

antisemitib quotas,

Tom Tugend reports

from Los Angeles

One is the change in American society from
the pre-World War El era, when job listings in

the Los Angeles Times routinely carried the

proviso, “Only whites and Christians need

apply.” Another is the advent of a. more
enlightened leadership at USC. which was also

mindful that its Jewish alumni' tended to be
unusually successful and generous to their

alma mater.

Not least is the work of Josepb Roos, who
was hired IS years ago as a community rela-

tions consultant by the university.

The 87-year-old Roos, a legendary pioneer

in battling antisemitism and hate groups, was
honored at the luncheon for his “tireless dedi-

cation in fighting injustice and as a model for

service to the community.''

AMONG USCs current programs and rela-

tionships, noted Sample, are a J
^^Sares.

curriculum attracting 500
v̂J
B
acacternic

including many non-Jews,
nri«hbor-

exchaiiges and joint studies with

-g Hrtre.- Union

Sample hopes to extend to HUC s n
.

Cultural Center; and lies to the Hebrew

University of Jerusalem and Tel

^Sampleis working toward effl^shraent

of a Jewish studies center and firndraisme

under way for an endowed chair in Jewish

St

Ciraraa-school senior Joey Nussbaum cited

hU own career at USC as a good

how things look from the students perspec

It started when, as a lonely fj^hman.

Nussbaum was invited by campus Hitiel direc-

tor Rabbi Susan Laemmle to an Erev bhabbai

celebration, and he was on his way.

Now president of the USC Jewish Smdent

Union, Nussbaum worked with HiUel, fellow

students and faculty to found or strengthen an

annual Jewish awareness week, a Jewish film-

makers forum, the residential Bay it and

SChalom housing, both with kosher kitchens,

Rosh Hodesh celebrations for women, and

joint dialogue groups with Arab and black stu-

dents. . .

Also available are a study program in Israel,

a joint USC-HUC degree in religion, HiUel

activities and lectures and symposia on Jewish

topics.

“Whatever I needed Jewishly," Jhe graduat-

ing Nussbaum said, “it was there.”

EPA admits dioxin’s harmful effects

THE US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)
has acknowledged the

harmful effects of dioxin, a chem-
ical released mainly by paper
mills and incinerators.

According to a preliminary

report,- “low doses of dioxin can

cause cancer and infertility, and
even interfere with fetal develop-

ment, even at the background lev-

els that most people have in their

bodies.”

The final results of the four-

year study will be published later

this year.

It is the bleaching of paper prod-

ucts that produces so much diox-

in, contaminating air and water

EARTHLY CONCERNS
D’VORA BEN SHAUL

sources and the subsequent incin-

eration of paper products that pol-

lutes the air, say the experts.

For this reason, many people are

pressing for more unbleached
paper products in everything from
sanitary supplies and disposable
diapers to coffee filters.

Dioxin has been suspect for a

number of years. It now appears

that in order to cause harm the

dioxin must bind with a number
of receptors called Ah receptors

on cells. Just why this bonding
happens in some people and not in

others is not understood, butsome

scientists say that this may mean
that there is no level of dioxin low
enough to protect some people
from its effects.

In the meantime, the industries
'

involved have mounted a massive
campaign to try and show that

dioxin is harmless and that the

entire issue is a by-product of

what they terra “ecosteria" or. on
other words, ecological hysteria.

They have found new friends in

the Congress. After the last US
congressional elections, a

Republican-controlled Congress -
known for strong anti-environ-

mental stands — canceled tbe

appearance of a researcher sym-

pathetic to environmentalists.

Instead, the Congress invited

Michael Gough, a conservative

think-tank member from the Cato

Institute, and Kay Jones of Zephyr

Consulting in Seattle. Both are

known for their criticism of the

EPA report and their support of
industry. Both have worked exten-

sively for industries that produce
dioxin.

The EPA plans to release its full

report later this year. According to

Linda Birnbaura, one of its

authors, there will be more detail

about research, but the conclu-
sions will remain the same.

Inadmissible evidence only counts
when it makes a difference ATLAS= UA.=

In the Supreme Court, sitting as

a Court of Criminal Appeals,

before justices Dor Levin. Gavriel

Bach. Eliyahu Mazza. Mishael
Cheshin. and Yitzhak Zamir, in the

matter ofthe Stale ofIsrael, appel-

lant. versus Yoram Abutbul,

respondent fF.H.fCl ISO/ 94 1.

ABUTBULwas convicted in

the Tel Aviv District Court
of rape and other offenses.

He appealed to the Supreme Court

on ihe grounds that the inadmissi-

ble evidence of a polygraph test

undergone by the complainant had
been wrongly admitted at his trial

and could* have influenced the

result. The court, by majority deci-

sion. allowed the appeal ( The
Jerusalem Post. January 10. 1994)

and the court president acceded to

the stale’s request to order a

rehearing.

Justice Zamir analyzed section

56 of the Evidence Ordinance

1New Version ) of 197 1 . It provides

that nojudgment in a criminal trial

shall be based on inadmissible evi-

dence admitted by error or inad-

vertence: nevertheless, the judg-

ment shall not he invalidated by an

appeal court "unless, in the opin-

ion of the court, the accused would

not have been convicted if such

evidence had not been given, or

there was no other sufficient evi-

dence to support conviction.”

Justice Zamir wa* satisfied that

the trial court did not take the

inadmissible evidence into

account and that there was ample

other evidence to support the con-

viction. He proposed, therefore,

that the appeal court's first judg-

ment be set aside, that Abutbul’s

conviction be confirmed, and that

the Supreme Court pass sentence

afresh after hearing counsels' sub-

missions.

Justice Cheshin adhered to his

original opinion that Abutbul s

appeal be dismissed. He agreed

with the presumption that the trial

judse disregarded inadmissible

evidence. He differed from Justice

Zamir as to remitting the case to

the lower court being the most

desirable course.

LAW REPORT
ASHER FELIX LANDAU

JUSTICE BACH also adhered to

his previous opinion. He agreed
with Justice Zamir that any rea-

sonable doubt as to the judge's
having been influenced by the

inadmissible evidence worked in

the defendant’s favor. In the pre-

sent case, however, there was no
place for a reasonable doubt
His finding on this aspect was

not based only on the judge having
mentioned the polygraph test in

his judgment He referred to it

twice, in different passages, with-

out commenting that it was inad-

missible and that he had disregard-

ed it. Moreover, the judge stated

the complainant had apparently

undergone the test successfully,

the defendant had tried to mini-

mize its importance, and his coun-
sel had vigorously opposed ii.

Referring to all these features in

his judgment surely raised at least

a reasonable doubt as to whether
he did not rely on this evidence,

particularly in view of the sharp

conflict of evidence between the

complainant and ihe defendant.

It was important, in his opinion,

to direct judges that if they referred

to inadmissible evidence, they

should clarify that they disregarded

it in reaching their conclusions.

JUSTICE LEVIN concurred with

Justice Bach. The trial court, he
said, had no need to refer to the

polygraph evidence in its judg-

ment. That it did so raised at least

a doubt whether its purpose was
not to strengthen and explain why
it preferred the complainant's ver-

sion in rhe defendant's.

Moreover, the whole occurrence

was strange and the evidence of
both the complainant and the

defendant was full of contradic-

tions and surprising allegations.

The objective evidence too was
insufficient to dispel doubts as to

the defendant's guilt.

JUSTICE MAZZA accepted

Justice Zamir's legal analysis of

the principles involved. He also

accepted ,the presumption, that the ...

• trial eourf was not influenced by
the inadmissible, evidence, noting

that the strength of that presump-

tion depends on the circumstances

of each particular case. He also

commented there was no conflict

between the members of the court

as to the principles involved.

He also held that where there

was no other sufficient evidence to

support conviction, and there was
at least a reasonable doubt as to

whether the trial court had been
influenced by the inadmissible
evidence, the defendant was enti-

tled to be acquitted. On the other

hand, less than a reasonable doubt

on that point would not justify

invalidating the judgment
He agreed with Justice Bach that

judges should be directed to make
it clear chat ifthey referred to inad-

missible evidence, they did not

rely on it in any way.

Despite the judge's mentioning

the complainant's polygraph test.

Justice Mazza continued he was
satisfied the judge had not relied

upon it in convicting Abutbul.A

close reading of the admissible

evidence and the judgment
showed clearly that the judge
believed the complainant and dis-

believed the defendant.

Although the complainant's evi-

dence contained some surprising

passages, it was clearly, on the

face of it, far more convincing

than the defendant's evasive testi-

mony. In his opinion, therefore,

there was no justification for the

appeal court's invalidating the trial

court's judgment

IN THE result and by majority

decision, rhe District Court'sjudg-
ment was restored as decided by
Justice Zamir.

Yiska Leibowiu. former senior
assistant state attorney, appeared
for the state, and Prof. Kenneth
Mann and Shimon Shover
appeared for Abutbul.
The judgment was given on

February 28. 1996.
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Leading
indicators up

sharply

Osem Inv. posts 16%
rise in net profits

Jerusalem Post Staff

THE Bank of Israel’s index of

leading indicators rose 0.9 per-

cent in February, reflecting a

sharp rise in retail commerce, the

central bank said yesterday.

The index of leading indicators

integrates statistics on industrial

production, retail commerce,
imports, and business-sector

wages, and provides a barometer
of consumption trends.

The bank attributed the steepest

rise in the past 10 months to

increased import expansion and
“a sharp rise” in retail commerce.
While retail commerce expand-

ed 5.2% in February, and by 13%
over the preceding six months.

the industrial production index
declined by 1.1%, and remained
unchanged during the six months
up to February in comparison
with the corresponding period in

the previous year.

The Bank of Israel will today
present its annual report. The
reports will be issued under the

unusually sensitive circumstances

of elections next month.
Governor Jacob Frenkel’s term
expiring in July, and the econo-
my *s macroeconomic perfor-

mance becoming an increasing

concern due to the expanding
trade, budget, and current-

account deficits.

OSEM Investments completed
the year with a 16.3 percent real

growth in net profits to NIS 67-39
million from NIS 57.96m. in
1994.

Management emphasized that

the company achieved a rise in

profits despite the merger of affil-

iated companies, which suffered
tosses because of the introduction
of a new distribution network.
The increase in earnings was

primarily due to a sharp growth in
financing income to NIS 10.14m.
from NIS 663,000.

The rise represented an
increase in the company’s securi-

ties portfolio.

Sales turnover increased 17% to

NIS 1.1 billion from NIS 945.8m.
The real growth in sales reflects

an increase in sale of its tradition-

al products, entrance into the
frozen food sector following the

GALTT UPKIS BECK

purchase of Mili and Tfvall, and
the establishment of a marketing
and distribution network.
Local market sales increased

15J!% to NIS lb.

Sales to the overseas market
rose 38.2% to NIS 1023b.
Since the start ofthe year, Osem

has signed several agreements in

an attempt to increase its activi-

ties in the Far East
The company has reached a

partnership agreement with
Dabnr India to establish a food
manufacturing company in India
at a total investment of S3m.
Osem will have a 40% stake in
the company and directly invest

$600,000.
In China, Osem has estahiichairi

a snack producing company in
partnership with the BA1C group.

Osem has a 60% stake in the
company, according to the agree-
ment will invest S2.7m. in the
company’s capital and guaran-
tees.

On the local market, Osem has
signed an agreement with Paz to

establish a chain of shops at Paz
gas stations. The two companies
will have an equal share in die
company-
FTbi Holdings, the parent com-

pany of First International Bank,
yesterday reported a 6-5% drop in
net profits to NIS 74.2m- from
NIS 79.4m. in 1994.
Net return on equity on an

annual basis fell to 83% from
93%.
First International Bank’s con-

tribution to total eamingy was
NIS 673m^ while Dikia mutual
fund management company con-
tributed NIS 6.7m.

BUSINESSBBItfS

Sertfce center opens at Ere* checkpoint: A^cc^locbedt
items coming fromGaza and to answer

chants may have regarding exports to Israel will open today at the

Art for the

that will run theCeoter, said the establishment wfflease the econom-

ic difficulties caused by the continued dos^
manned by representatives of 1he Agriculture,

Security ministries. AD goods will be thoJtmghly a^^red b^ore

being sent into Israel.
JenniferFnedlm

Jordanian to fty to Israel; Royal Wingp. n subsidiary of

Royal Jordanian Airlines, is to begin flights between Ben-Gurion

Airport andAmman;on Sunday. There will be five weekly flights in

a Dash-7 on Sundays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and

Fridays. _
The fare is to be $70 one-way and. $120 roundrtop. Some of the

add-on fares, according to Galilee Tours, which represents Royal

Jordanian in Israel, are: Bangkok, $650; Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, or

Singapore,-$690; Karachi, $475; andNew Delhi £575-
- Haim Shapiro

Gulf Investment’s *95 set profit up 86%: Gulf Investment

Corporation (GIC), owned equally by six Gulf Arab states, has

reported an 863 percent rise in calendar 1995 net profit to $115.9

million. Kuwaft-inscd GIC said in a statement issued after a gener-

al assembly meetiqg it would distribute a dividend of $523m. in

1995. In 1994 it distributed $373m. Reuter

Sales at kibbutz industries grow
at double the national rate

Kibbutzim report 16% increase to NIS 9.5 billion

I

' ••
•

Tadiran registers $35m. in

capital gains following issue

of subsidiary’s shares

SALES at the kibbutz industries'

400 companies increased 16 per-

cent last year to NIS 93 billion,

compared to an 8% national

industrial average real growth
rate. Kibbutz Industries

Association chairman Micha
Hertz said yesterday while pre-

senting the group’s annual perfor-

mance.
Hertz, who would not disclose

figures concerning profits/losses,

used the opportunity to attack the

Bank of Israel’s high interest-rate

policy, which he said is harming
the kibbutz industries, which are

dominated by plastics and rubber,

food and metals.

The kibbutz industries' exports

rose 26.6% last year to SL04 bil-

lion from SS21b., coiifigsccLto a

GAJJT UPIGS BECK

national average real growth rate

of 9%.
Eighty percent of the kibbutz

industries' export growth was in

the three leading branches.

The kibbutz industries exported

35% of their production, com-
pared to a national average of
about 25% of sales.

Hertz attributed the improve-

ment to a rise in raw materials,

especially plastics, and a growth
in demand - particularly in infra-

structure.

Commenting on the kibbutz
debt arrangement plan. Hertz said

the delay in the signing of the

arrangement has discouraged
potential investors from investing

in the kibbutz sector.

Hertz said Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel’s interest

rate policy is wrong, particularly

with regard to his policy on the

exchange rate.

Frenkel, he said, keeps refer-

ring to the rise in exports, but last

year their growth was lower than

in the previous year, and in 1996
it is expected to be even smaller.

“Exports have turned into the

Bank of Israel’s punching bag,"

he said.

“Things can't remain this way.

There will be a significant drop in

exports if the foreign currency
rate isoolchanged.” •

AccQnHhg3a~:Hertz, the nearly
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The Government of Israel

Through the Government Companies Authority

hereby announces

that it is considering to sell ail the shares held by the State of Israel (hereinafter the State Shares") in:

“Naphta Israel Oil Petroleum Corp. Ud.” (hereinafter “Naphta”)

The State Shares include:

A Shares constituting approximately 21 .23% of the issued capital of Naphta.

B. Shares remaining (should the said share or part of them continue to remain) in the hands of the

State of Israel after November 1 , 1996 (being the last day for the conversion of the convertible

bonds Issued against the said shares), from the shares constituting as of 1 7.3.96 approximately

22.88% of the issued capital of Naphta

Parties (other than ‘Governmental Corporations" as such term is defined in the below-mentioned
Sale Procedure) Interested In purchasing all the State Shares, shall be entitled to apply to the

Government of Israel through the Government Companies Authority (hereinafter "the Authority") as
specified in this advertisement

The necessary application forms and documents. Including the Procedure for Sale of the State

Shares (above and hereinafter "the Sale Procedure”), may be purchased - for a sum of NIS 5,000
(which shall not be refunded), payable by a banker's cheque - from Messrs. Han Avrahaml and
Natan Treftel, Government Companies Authority, Ministry of Finance, 1 Kaplan St., 7th floor. Room
721 , Jerusalem; Tel. 02-317567, Fax. 02-611660.

Pursuant to the conditions set forth in the Sale Procedure, the final date for submitting applications is

16:00, Sunday, April 21, 1996. The Authority may, by way of public announcement, extend the date

of the deadline tar submission of applications, as well as change other dates and terms in the Sale
Procedure, at its sole and absolute discretion.

in order to participate in the sale, the applicants will be required to demonstrate economic and
financial resources as specified in the Sale Procedure.

The State shall be entitled, at its sole and absolute discretion, to select from among the applicants,

the candidates who best satisfy foe requirements foal the State shall set in foe sale procedure.

These candidates shall continue to participate in foe sale and shall be invited to forward an offer to

purchase the State Shares, if and when the State shall decide to sell the said State Shares.

The sale of the State Shares is exempt from foe obligation to hold a tender, under foe "Obligation of

Tenders Regulations - 1993” and will be implemented as an open competition between bidders.

In order to remove any doubt, it Is hereby clarified that this advertisement does not constitute an
invitation to the general public to purchase foe State Shares, nor an offer or undertaking on foe part of

foe State of Israel to sell foe State Shares. The purchaser of foe State Shares shall be determined on

foe basis of inquiries and possibly on foe basis of negotiations which the State may, at its sole and

absolute discretion, conduct with any party, if it shall decide to proceed with said sale. The sale of the

State Shares Is subject to the prior approvals of the Antitrust Authority and of the Finance Committee

of the Knesset.

frozen exchange rate reduced
industrial firms’ total profits by at

least five percent last year. He
emphasized that the kibbutz sec-
tor was one of die worse hit,

because of its high export orienta-

tion.

The Kibbutz Industries

Association called on the Bank of
Israel to adjust the foreign curren-

cy rate upward to reach the diago-
nal band.

The Bank of Israel’s policy is

worrying in light of the trade bal-

ance, said Hertz.

Commenting on the inflation

rate. Hertz said Agriculture
Minister Ya’acov Tsur should
receive credit for the lowering of
the raze, as opposed to Frenbetr
who attributes its decline to-his •

monetary policy.

It is impossible to fight infla-

tion using interest rates as the sole

tool, said Hertz.

Reading between

the lines...

you have time for

trading action

until 11 PM.

TADIRAN has registered capital

gains of $35 million following the

issue of 20 percent of subsidiary

Tadiran Telecommunications
shares through a global offeringm
the US, Europe and Aria at the

end of last week.
The company raised S75m.

from the issue of five million

shares. The shares were issued

according to a company valuation

of $385m. The shares were sold

for $15 per share.

Management said the proceeds
of the sale will be used to expand
the company's activities.
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The underwriters of the issue,

beaded by Lehman Brothers, have
an option to purchase an. addition-

al 750 shares at the issue {nice

within 30 days. Assuming die

underwriters exercise their option,

Tadiran will raise an additional

$1135.
Capital market sources said the

offering was very successful m
light of the recent weakness of
Israeli stocks traded in New York.

.

Following die sale, Ihrtiran shares

jumped 5%.

The issued shares are traded on
foe Nasdaq market in the US and
on the Automated Quotation
International Stock Exchange m
London.
- TadiranV decision to issue-

Tadiran Telecommunications was
in the framework of foe compa-
ny’s policy to raise capital and
encourage foreign investors to
invest in its subnnnuies. .

.

Next in line, Tadiran manage-
ment plan to find-a strategic part-

ner for the - Qi i»nnifoiByt>ftM

SystemscoD^nayaadalsoapari-
ner for ite batteries division.

Postal banks ready for expanded service

JOIN IDB TWJEBANK ' f
DIAL 0341291 11 FROM8AM 70 11 PM.

|

Shulamk ' AjonL^'^esteMayr
instructedPostal Authority £rec-
tor-general Ran Levin to get the-

Postal Bank ready to provide

expanded services.

The 700 postal banks located

in postal branches and mobile
post offices around the country

will thus be able to provide many
services when the commercial
banks dose down on Friday.

Levin and Postal Bank director

Baruch Tepper said that now -
after Aloni and Supervisor of
Banks Ze’ev Abeles gave their

approval - they would ready the

postal banks for such services.

This will indude many finan-

cial and banking services linked

on-line to the commercial banks.

Additional postal bank branch-

es will be put on line with the

Postal Bank’s central computer.

In addition, this central com-
puter will be linked to the com-
mercial banks, just as the

Transport Ministry computerhas
already been booked up to foe

postal branches to facilitate vehi-

cle ownership transfers.
.

'

i
jfeBEtriBfflifc

faSrpQLaqn to asnfctffrwifothe

:
bwlfs, hut Ife ypift)!.

er banks will boost access to the

pub&c through foe postal bade
without investing ra buildings.
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Social Insurance Agreement
Between Israel and Denmark

As of today, April 1, 1996, the social Insurance agreement between Israel and
Denmark goes in effect

Under the terms of the agreement, anyone sentfrom tsraeiby an employerto Work
In Denmark will be exempt from paying a double Insurance fee. Thte reciprocity will

also extend to old age pensions, survivors pensions,.general disability benefits,
employment injury benefits, and mothers’ and children's allowances. ry r

All those interested in submitting claims for insurance benefits within the framework
of this agreement may send an application in writing fo the National Insurance
Institute, Main Branch, Liaison Office for International Conventions, 13 Wefemann
Blvd., Jerusalem 91909.

»
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ft' Key Represents•ve Rates

USD0Bar WS 3.1110 %

Stertn9 NIS 4.7488 %

Maril
N1S2.10B5 %

Second Japan bank fails,

but damage called limited

High rates push

shares lower

Gold
futures
close
lower

COMMODITIES
ROUNDUP

*

i.V

COMEX gold futures came under
pressure on Thursday, caused by a
drop in petroleum prices as well
as concerns that the market may
be effected by recent Belgian
Central Bank sales.

Traders also blamed fund long
liquidation and end of the quarter
book squaring for the lower clos-
ing.

June gold settled on Friday
$1-30 lower at $398.40 per ounce.
May silver closed up 1.0 cent at

$5.54 an ounce, after heavy loss-
es on Thursday. Traders noted a
slowing decline in Comes silver

warehouse stocks.

Recent declines in LME ware-
house stocks, reflecting purchases
by China, helped copper prices to

close slightly higher on Friday,
with the May futures contract up
0.25 cent at 116.50 cents per
pound.

Cbm futures closed substan-

tially higher on fund buying,
spurred by a favorable report by
the US Department ofAgriculture

on US stocks and prospective

plantings. May com futures

closed up 93/4 cents at $4.09 per

bushel.

The sharp increase in com
prices causedCBOT soft red win-

ter wheat futures to close firmer,

with the July contract hitting a
new high of $4,733/4 per bushel.

The contract finally dosed at

$4,703/4 per bushel - up -33/4

cents.

The USDA report showed no
surprises for wheat and had little

effect on the market
Fund buying pushed CBOT

soybeans to a much higher dose
on Friday, boosted by the rise in

com prices - leading to specula-

tion that farmersmay switch from
planting soybeans to com instead.

Soy-pricdsWere-also“buoyedby-
Britain'-g ' vnfec£ ^cow” ‘dilemma/-

May soybeans ended up 12 cents

at $751 per bushel.

May cotton futures closed 030
cent down at 8336 cents per

pound on Friday. Trading was
mainly technically inspired.

1

Heavy rains in Argentina and a
Texas drought will be drawing the
attention of market players in the

near future.

May world sugar closed 0.11

cent higher at 11.79 cents per

pound in a mainly technically dri-

ven market with little fundamen-
tal news.

CSCE arabica coffee closed
sharply lower on speculative sell-

ing. sources said. The most active

May contract dosed down 5.95

cents per pound at 115.45 cents.

CSCE cocoa prices dosed high-

eron Friday, on positive technical

signals as well as higher prices in

London, traders said. The May
cocoa contract settled up $29 at

S1306 a tonne - the highest close

since February 20.

Courtesy of Michael Zwebner,

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Sweden
plans
budget
cutback

j_STOCKHOLM (Reuter) -

Sweden's Social Democratic gov-

ernment is planning budget con-

solidation measures of about six

billion crowns ($900 million) in

1997, Prime Minister Goran

Persson said over the weekend.

“I am more uncertain about

1998. As for 1997 we are in the

process of budget work and have

to decide how much... I would say

it is in the range of five to six tuJh

tion crowns," news agency it

quoted Persson as telling party

mcmbfifS- L . * .

Daily Svenska Dagbladet

reported earlier that savings or tax

increases amounting to 18 billion

crowns in 1997 and 1998 were

being planned to meet the target

of budget balance by 1998.
.

The proposals, under which six

hillioa crowns would be consou-S” while 12 bm.cn

crowns would be taken in 1998,

would be put forward by Finance

Minister Erik Asbrrnk to parlia-

ment on April I5,tiiep^smi

Stockholm’s other major terty

Dagens Nyheier also said further

cub in the Mget were h«mg

planned and mentioned

Eon crown figure on the front

•page of its Saturday
issue.

The paper said measurw woul

include cutbacks m
fits, including a plan to

90 days’ leave with 60 crowns

paid per day.

TOKYO (Reuter) - Japan woke
on Saturday to only its second
bank failure since World War Q,

butthe shock was tempered by the

relative small scale and increasing

signs that the country’s economy
was reviving.

The latest victim of Japan’s

problem loans was Taiheiyo

Bank, a regional bank in metro-

politan Tokyo, which the Finance
Ministry announced late on
Friday would be liquidated.

Under the liquidation plan, a

new bank would be established to

take over Taiheiyo’s deposits and
healthy assets under the guidance

of four of the countty’s so-called
main banks.

The plan's main aim was to

protect depositors to head off a

run on the institution when its

doors open again today.

Last August, Kobe-based
Hyogo Bank became the first

bank failure in postwar Japan,

setting off a rush by depositors to

withdraw their money.
Banking analysts said

Taiheiyo’s failure was not as dra-

matic as Hyogo’s bankruptcy.

because its effects bad already

been virtually discounted since

the institution had been struggling

to get rid of huge property-related

problem loans since 1989.
‘This issue would probably be

notdeveloped as an issue to renew
fears about the stability ofJapan’s
financial system,” said Yasuo
Ueki, Nikko Securities’ general

manager.
The size of the bank’s problem

loans was not as big compared
with the collapse of some other

financial institutions in the past

year, and big commercial banks
have already said they are deter-

mined to protect Taiheiyo’s

depositors."

Hyogo Bank collapsed- with

unrecoverable loans estimated at

790 billion yen.

The size of irrecoverable loans

at Taiheiyo was much smaller,

with the central Bank of Japan
estimating Taiheiyo’s net liabili-

ties at 130 billion yen, mainly due
to irrecoverable loans of about
170 billion yen.

Government statistics

announced only boors ahead of

the Finance Ministry’s midnight

statement on Taiheiyo showed

industrial production was up 2.0

percent in February from the pre-

vious month and the country’s

unemployment rate for February

fell for the first time in nine

months.

There is no doubt that the

economy is on an upward trend,

but 1 think we have to wait until

around May, when April [industri-

al] output figures will be released,

to confirm the stability and

strength of the recovery,” said

Yasushi Okuda, an economist at

Barclays de Zoete Wedd
Securities (Japan) Ltd.

.

The four banks involved in

Taiheiyo’s liquidation - Sakura

Bank Ltd, Fuji Bank Ltd, Tokai
Bank Ltd and Sanwa Bank Ltd -
put together the plan at the request

of the Finance Ministry.

Deposits at Taiheiyo will be
transferred entirely to the new bank
and protected by the four commer-
cial banks, each of which already

has a 5% stake in Taiheiyo.

In a statement. Finance
Minister Wataru Kubo said

Taiheiyo’s liquidation was needtxl

to protect depositors money.
He said the bank will continue

ordinary basiness until the. new
bank is created from capitaiput up
by the four banks.

In the past 18 months, four
credit unions have collapsed
under property-related problem
loans because of the burst of the

so-called 1980’s babble economy
of inflated land prices.

Banking analysts say Taiheiyo
may not be the last financial insti-

tution to collapse because the

banking industry, battered ‘ by
problem loans, is struggling to

survive in coming years.

“Because of the problem loans

weighing on the banking industry,

we might see more financial fail-

ares this year, possibly six or so,”

Merrill Lynch Japan analyst
Yoshmobu Yamada said

Among the nation’s 21 biggest

banks, 17 banks — including the

four supporting Taiheiyo - have
announced in the past week they
would post losses in 1995/96 in

order to dispose of problem loans

as quickly as possible.

Two-Sided Index

STOCKS opened the week with

losses yesterday, as investors

were drawn by high interest rates

toward savings accounts and
bonds and away from shares.

Shares in Tfcva Pharmaceuticals

sank 13 percent after the compa-
ny’s CEO Eli Hurvitz was indict-

ed on charges of tax evasion at a

former subsidiary.

The charges relate to tax eva-

sion at drug company Promedico,
which was a subsidiary of the

Petah TDcva-based Teva from
1980 to 1986.

The Maof Index fell 0.81 per-

cent to 203.43 and the Two-Sided
Index dropped 0.69% to 193.92.

Of 993 issues trading across the

exchange, nine shares fell for

every five that rose.

Almost NIS 62 million worth of

Maof Index

shares traded.

Analysts had been expecting

share prices to rise yesterday,

after Maof Index options expired

Thursday. Many options hivesjore

bad pegged the index at 2UU.

about three points lower than its

current level.

Analysts assumed that declin-

ing prices last week were prompt-

ed by options holders selling

shares in order to push down

index’s level.
f

The announcement that leva s

CEO Hurvitz had been indicted

“doesn’t help” share prices.

Teva’s shares fell after nsing as

much as 03% in early trading,

following gains in Teva’s

American Depository Receipts

traded on Nasdaq Friday.

(Bloomberg)

Britain to promote
insurance schemes

for elderly

Japan oil reform puts pressure on gas prices

HARROGATE (Reuter) - Britain

plans legislation to encourage
people to take up private insur-

ance schemes to cover them for

nursing care in their old age.

Health Secretary Stephen DoneU
said yesterday.

He said the government would
offer to protea more of people’s

savings in their old age provided

they took up one of the schemes.

At present, many Britons have
to sell their homes to pay nursing

home costs and the government
steps in to help them only when
their assets are reduced to

£16,000.

Done 11 said one scheme being

considered was to protea peo-

ple's savings up to the amount for

which they were insured.

However, final details on die

exact working of the new scheme
bad yet to be worked out, he told

BBC radio.

The principle of it is an insur-

ance-based system-, in the form
of a partnership. We shall offer

further protection for those sav-

ings in return for people con-
tributing to an insurance

scheme," he said.

Asked whether there would be
legislation before a general elec-

tion, due by May 1997, he said:

“We certainly want to move as

fast as possible on this.”

But he said the legislation

would not force people to insure.

T think it is sensible to encourage

people to do it, and we are look-

ing at ways in which we can do
that,” he said.

Done 11 was speaking in the

northern English town of

Harrogate where the ruling

Conservative Party’s Central

Council met over this weekend.

TOKYO (Reuter) - Japan’s relax-

ation of gasoline imports today is

unlikely to open the flood gates,

but is likely to turn the tap enough
to put further pressure on already

low retail prices and oil refiner's

beleaguered bottom lines.

“Gasoline imports are expected

to account for only three percent

of domestic demand,” said Akira
Takahashi, managing director of
Japan's Chi Information Service

Center, an energy think-tank.

“However small, the impact
imports will have on gasoline

prices will be great,” Takahashi
said as oil refiners braced for

today’s onset of oil industry

reforms.

Takahashi said few countries in

Asia have excess gasoline sup-

plies for export at the moment
And in tire future most regional

refineries would service their own
domestic markets.

Oil industry deregulation will

cost Japanese refiners their virtu-

ally exclusive rights to import

, gasoline, kerosene and gas oil

products by opening the market to

more competition. From today,

industry groups, trading houses
and consumer groups will be able

to import from anyone.
The prospect of wider gasoline

imports has already shaken the

refining industry by depressing

prices at Japan’s 60,000 gasoline

service stations.

In February, Japan's average
gasoline price was 109 yen a liter,

down almost 8% from 118 yen
last year, CHI Information Service

Center data show.
The nine-yen drop translates

into a loss of about 450 million

yen for Japan’s oil industry, which
sells about 50 million kilolitres

(3143 million barrels) a year at

home. The government takes 60
yen in taxes on each liter.

The old system effectively

allowed refiners to set the price of
major oil products in Japan.

in the 1970s, refiners poshed up
the price of gasoline, which was
deemed to be a luxury item, in

line with government guidelines.

The prices of kerosene, used for

heating, and gas oU, a basic trans-

port fuel, were kept low because

they were deemed necessities.

Blit now trading houses, agri-

cultural cooperatives and oil com-
panies have moved to secure

small supply deals with South
Korean refiners to test quality,

supply stability and prices.

"Refiners as well as non-refiners

want to have an idea of bow much
gasoline supplies titan are and what
the quality is like, should they need
to import in the future,” one o3
company official said.

Toshhtori Itoh, senior analyst at

Daiwa Research Institute, said he
did not expect prices to take anoth-

er dramatic tumble after the coun-
try's much-protected market is

opened wider. Many prices had
already slipped far enough, he said.

“Gasoline imports will force

prices lower in regions where
prices are still relatively high,

helping iron out the wide retail

price differences throughout the

country,” be said. The national

average gasoline price is likely to

slip to around 104 to 105 yen [per

liter].”

Domestic prices have dropped

the most in highly-competitive

regions.

The lowest average retail price in

February was 95 yen a liter in sub-

urban Tokyo, while in Shrmane pre-

fecture, southern Japan, the price

was 124 yen. Oil Information

Service Center data said.

Imports should not push
depress prices further in areas

where they are already low, but

they should pressure them in
higher-priced areas, Itoh said.

He added the chances for a
price recovery were dim unless

gasoline stockpiles were kept
tight

“It will be difficult for refiners

to cut gasoline supplies, because
even with throughput levels at

80%, which is not very high,

gasoline production is more than

20% higher than it should be,”

Itoh said.
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Hapolm __ 9033 8033 m-^iu
IndBUg 345 0.7 160000 347 -Oft 49558
Isramco — 1.7 -3,0 P0QOOO 1.7 -5.03852778
IwCorpl - 21685 0.7 1680 21794 -Oft 896
isrCorp5 .._

—

__ 18930 -2.0 18930 -2-0 123
isCham 250 -12 510000 254 0l4 87709
IQB 1191 -02 209100 1194 33879
iDBDev 5663 22 26250 5649 2ft 3171
HOC __ 951 6000 851 11 B89
JaJ-ora 911 -1.7 911 -1.7 9561
JEC 701 701 7800
JOEL 90.0 Oft 22000 88ft 118992

KastJanS .

—

339 -1.7 339 -1.7 15240
Ktan .._ 575 02 575 Oft 2506
KOor 28231 -1 ft 8820 29678 3493
Leumi 361 -22 693000 385 -Oft 22570
MaMoaati 1792 22 23400 1600 02 6896
MaUbuS 744 -1.0 744 -1.1 15000
Uamon -_.... 538 536 5242
Maritl _... 1318 -05 3000 1299 -2.0 1068
Maahw 298 -8 ft 36000 293 -10.1 12144
Uahadria... 7688 02 460 7686 -Oft 474
MeMfci* 536 536 5830
Mlshkan 29213 -3 ft 385 28076 -7ft 187
Mhrtah 1479 1479 5100

929 •3.0 929 -3 ft 1585
NatoflDS 2.8 2ft 606123
Nk»i 4111 4111 2723
Ocff ___. 7B5B 12 440 7782 220
Onnat 435 435 5442
Osem 1867 -07 18000 1881
Pm*ar 6177 -2ft 1050 8261 -1 ft 445
Poridas 2014 02 2014 Oft 3570
Patitham.__ 1696 -2.0 1693 •2 j0 10468
PbVWi 8283 522
Polgaia — 173.5 36006 173ft 60345
Boffaski— 1777 07 2250 1777 0.7 9860
Secom 248 0.5 150000 249 -04 11847
SelaPump__ 24.6 9.5 24.6 Bft 85312
Shitofi 10534 -22 600 10534 -2ft 550
Steel 213 -02 56000 214 23437
Sup*rtlB 7439 0.7 44800 7476 Oft 9676
Tamboue __ 662 -12 18000 660 -1 ft 1651
Tempol .... 1177 -12 1177 •1 ft 3800
Tewa 117860 -1 ft 1948 119655 480
TAT5 1600 07 44000 180.0 •Oft 67469
Urdan 0 461 1.0 3800 461 1.1 31211
Ylong 787 2200 787 68305

UartftzCZ
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Worid’s biggest

bank to open today
TOKYO (Reuter) - The worid’s

biggest bank symbolically opens
its doors today in a timely
reminder that Japan’s battered

banking system is still a formida-
ble force.

The union of Bank of Tokyo
(BOT) and Mitsubishi Bank into

the Bank ofTokyo-Mitsubishi Ltd
creates an institution wife assets

of 72 trillion yen, nearly equiva-
"

lent to the gross national produa
of China.

It also dwarfs any other single

bank in existence at the moment;
or even a theoretic combination of.

foreign banks like the US’s

'

Citicorp and Britain’s National

Westminster.

Mitsubishi, oue of the oatiou's

venerable institutions and Bank of
Tokyo, one of the symbols of
newly efficient Japan, have each
managed to avoid the worst
effects of the Japanese banking
crisis by careful lending in the

past allowing them to go into the

future without significant bad
loans on their books.

They also seem a perfect fit as

Mitsubishi is strong at home,
where it makes most of its money,
with 350 branches nationwide,

while Bank of Tokyo is strong
abroad having branches in 45
countries from where it makes 75
percent of its income.

“It’s an .offensive rather than a

defensive merger,” said David
Threadgold, senior analyst at

BZW Securities.

But the cost of becoming num-
ber one is high. Yushiro Ikuyo,

first vice president at Smith
Barney International, sees basic

merger costs of at least 40 billion

yen to 50 billion yen.

In an era when communications
are crucial for success, the new
bank will also need to spend 50
billion to 80 billion yen over the

next five to 10 years to make its

computer systems compatible,

said Brian Waterhouse, senior

analyst at James Capel Pacific.

The first task for the new man-
agement is cutting costs and ratio-

nalizing operations, difficult tasks

in a country where lifetime

employment still holds sway.
Through natural attrition and

curbing new recruitment, the new
bank hopes to cut 2,000 jobs in

the first three years after the merg-
er, reducing the workforce to
about 18,000.

The banks will also merge
branches and units overseas, and
review the domestic branch struc-
ture. The new bank will start with
a total of 84 overseas branches
and subsidiaries, while the two
banks together have over 120
branches and units abroad.

“There will also be a problem
overlapping customers/of

BZW’s Threadgold added. BOT
and Mitsubishi share some 4,000
corporate customers and “most
sensible borrowers do not borrow
too much from one basket,” he
said.

S. Africa’s new
finance minister

pledges simpler taxes
JOHANNESBURG (Renter) -
South Africa’s new finance minis-
ter says he will stand by the ruling

ANC’s promise to simplify taxes

and broaden the taxpayer base.

Trevor Manuel, who takes over

as finance minister from Chris

Liebenbeig on Thursday, said in

an interview published in the

Sunday Times yesterday that he
supported proposals by a govern-

ment-appointed tax commission

to simplify the tax structure.

The Katz Commission propos-

als are aimed at increasing the

number of taxpayers, simplifying

the tax stincture and ensuring

more efficient collection. “The
reward would be a higher yield,

which gives you the maneuver-

ability that does not exist at the

moment,” Manuel said.

Manuel, the former trade and

industry minister and the coun-
try’s first black finance minister,
said South African business
would have to adapt to having a
finance minister who is from
President Nelson Mandela’s rul-
ing African National Congress.

Manuel succeeds Liebenbere, a
former banker; who was appoint-
ed as a non-partisan minister to
smooth the country's transition to
democracy.

The new finance minister said

?anges to toe run-
ning of South Africa’s finances
outlined by Uebenberg whe2“c
presented the budgetfim^

he

The changes included the set-
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3 expenditure evalua-

govemment b^r̂
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Mac. Jerusalem
staves off relegation

LONG-SUFFERING Maccabi

Jerusalem players and their fans

finally got something to smile

about last night. Led by Joe

Dawson’s 22 second-half points

and the outstanding all-around

play of Assaf Bamea. Jerusalem

took a large step towards avoiding

relegation to the Second Division

with an 82-75 victory over
Maccabi Rama t Gan in the capi-

tal.

Elsewhere around the league,

Maccabi Tel Aviv avoided a scare

in Safed by winning there 76-71,

while Hapoel Tel Aviv continued

its fine run of late by stopping

Bnei Herzliya at Ussishkin, 81-

74, and Hapoel Hoion won a

meaningless away encounter with

Hapoel GvaL 83457.
Maccabi Jerusalem 82
Maccabi Ramat Gan 75

Jerusalem's season has included a

coaching change, replacement of for-

cignplayers. and a financial crunch

that makes sending the team's laun-

dry out a luxury they can hardly

afford. Bui last night, faced with a

do-or-die situation. Maccabi ’s fine

collection of home-grown players

gave it their all and Dawson recap-

tured some of his glory days to

reward some 1.500 fans who came to

[end their support for the other

Jerusalem basketball club.

The seven-point differential was
also important, since it means that any
lie between the two clubs would end
up in Jerusalem's favor, since the

overall point differential between (he

ARYEH DEAN COHEN

teams in the two games between them
this season is in Jerusalem’s favor.

Ironically, it was former Maccabi
Jerusalem coach Gudi Kedar wbo was
beaten by his former club, thanks to

superb defense by Motti Levy on
Travis Mays, Barnea's all-around

game, and Dawson's timely second-
half scoring. Adonis Iordan focused

on tunning the offense, while Uri

Cohen-Mintz also contributed some
important minutes. While Jerusalem

is not completely out of the relegation

woods yet, last night's victory was
certainly deserved in light of the

club’s difficult season and the extra

effort given by every player on the

court.

Hapoel Tel Aviv 8J
Bnei Herzfya 74

Coach Moshe Wfeinkrantz contin-

ues to do miraculous work with
Hapoel Tel Aviv, thanks largely to

Nanad Markovitch. Markovhch com-
pletely took over the final minutes of
his club's game against Herzliya,

scoring the final 12 points to pull out

yet another victory for the rejuvenated

Tel Aviv squad.

Herzliya, playing without guard

Korea Amisha. spent too much time

arguing among themselves and too lit-

tle scoring in the final minutes.

Although they managed to come back

bom a 41-52* halftime deficit to lead

65-64 with three minutes to play, they

lacked the teamwork to stop Tel Aviv,

which also got a fine performance
from Meir Tapiro. Tapiro bad 20
points and hit almost every shot he

took as Tel Aviv moved closer to

assuring themselves a home-court
advantage in the Lower Playoffs and a
possible ticket to Korac Cup play next
season.

Maccabi Tel Aviv 76
Hapoel Safed 71

As has become its habit of late,

Maccabi played just well enough to

win, turning on die gas when neces-
sary, thanks to Brad Leaf, to triumph
despite the uninspired play of Radjsav
Curcic and Tomer Stemhauer.
Maccabi, playing without Tom

Chambers, bailed 55-48 with 12 min-
utes to play in the game before a
three-pointer by Leaf turned things
around, giving Maccabi a 57-55 lead

they dung to the rest of the way.
Doron Jamchi scored 15 points in

the game, leaving him one shy of the

10,000 plateau. Tbe loss was a seri-

ous blow to Safed, who fell closer to

tbe red line of relegation despite a

fine game by Steve Panovka (16
points).

Hapoel llolon S3
Hapoel Gvat 67

Crvat, once again playing without
foreign players, was no match for

Holoo,which was able to give its

starters a rest. Yariv Yatzkan led

Hoion with 14 points while Menahem
Atlas had 19 for doormat Gvat.
Tonight, Hapoel Galil Elyon and

Maccabi Risbon Lezion dash in a bat-

tle that could well determine who
takes the last Final Four spot, while
Hapoel Jerusalem hosts Hapoel Eilat,

with the capital squad aiming to moke
it two wins in two nights for

Jerusalem teams at Malha. A victory

would pretty much lock up second
place for JenisaJem.

Kentucky, Syracuse win semis
EAST RUTHERFORD. New
Jersey (API — Kentucky beat top-

ranked Massachusetts' SI -74 in

the national semifinals Saturday,

winning the right to take on
Syracuse tonight for the champi-
onship of American college bas-

ketball.

Syracuse beat Mississippi State

77-69 in the day's other semifinal.

After winning its four NCAA
tournament games by an average

'f 28 points, Kentucky’s Wildcats

ere finally tested as .the

Massachusetts Minutemen closed

a IS -point second-half deficit to

73-70 with one minute to play.

Mark Pope made two free

throws with 52 seconds left to

take Kentucky ahead by five and
Antoine Walker's dunk 14 sec-

onds later - after a missed 3-

pointer by Edgar Padilla - had the

Wildcats on their way to achance,

at their sixth national champi-
onship. second onlv to .UCLA’s
11 .

The teams had met in

November, when Massachusetts

came away with a 92-82 victory.

The Wildcats won their next 27
games until losing to Mississippi

State in the championship game
of the Southeastern Conference
toumamenL

Earlier, Otis Hill dominated the

first half and John Wallace took
command down the stretch as

Syracuse pushed past Mississippi

State 77-69.

Mississippi State was playing in

its first Final Four and it showed.
The Bulldogs committed 21
turnovers, leading to 25 Syracuse

points. The Orangemen, mean-
while. had just five turnovers -

resulting in only five State points.

Syracuse, unranked at the

beginning of the season, and
Mississippi State, rated ninth,

were the surprise teams in the

Final Four. The Orangemen, after

finishing fourth in the Big East
Conference behind Connecticut,

Georgetown and Villanova, barely

escaped the round of 16, beating

Georgia 83-81 in overtime on
Wallace’s 3-pointer with two sec-

onds remaining.

SYRACUSE 77, Mississippi STATE 69
MISSISSIPPI STATERS-# Walters 5-9 04 10, Jones 6-IG 2-2 16. Dampier 46 4-4 12

, Bul&d 4-900
11. Wilson 7-1600 20, Itjtfws00DO 0, Washrolon 0000 0, Hyche 0000 0 Totals 205660 69.

SYRACUSE(20a)
Burgan 6-11 5-6 19. Walace 6-14 6-10 21, HD 7-11 1-2 15, Skna 3-5 4-4 if, CtppOto 30 2-2 9,

fleaisrr/tier 1-3002. Jareias 02000. Totete 26-55 202477.
- -

Halftime - Missssippr Stale 36, Syracuse 36. OPoH goals - Mississippi Stale 11-28 (Wtor 013,
BuflanJ 3-7. Jones 2-8). Syracuse 012 {Burgan 24, Wallace 1-1, Sans 1-3, Cippola 1-3. Janufc 0-1).

Fotfed out -Waters Rebounds -Mississippi Stale 4| (Danper 14), Syracuse 21 (Burgan 7). Assists

-

Mssissippi State21 (BuOanJ?). Syracuse 15(Sms 9). Total fwis-lfesissippi Slate 18. Syracuse ii.A-
19229.

KENTUCKY 81, MASSACHUSETTS74
KBITUCKYP02) Anderson 1-3406, Wafter 5-104-5 14, McCaty4-6 008, Deft 7-165-920, Eros

36 007. Pope 1-2 &6 8. Sheppard 2-2 3-4 7, Turner 1-2 00 2, Mercer 4-601 9, Edwards OO00 O.TOtefc

2355 22-30 81. MASSACHUSETTS^ Dingle 46 00 8, Bright 7-14 1-2 15, Camhy 9-18 7-9 25
EPajflte 2-10 1-2 6, Travieso 3-7 2-2 10, Weeks 02 1-2 1 , Gate 1-2 1-23, Norvle 1-1 OO 2 Nunez 00
00 0, G.Pacffla 24 004. Totals 2964 13-19 74.

HalKme- Kertucky 36. Massachusetts 2a 3-Foint goals -Kertucky 3-9 (Mercer 1-1. Epps 1-2. Deft
14. McCarty 01. Anderson OI), Massachusetts 39 (Travieso 24. EPadtia 1-3, Bright oi. Camty OH.
Fated out - Bright E.Paflla. Rebounds - Kentucky 38 (McCarty 10). Massachusetts 35 {Bright 91.

Assists -Kentucky 20 (Anderson, Wader. McCarty. Epps 4). Massachusetts 19 (EPattta 12). Total fouls
-Kentucky 20. Massachusetts 24. A -19229.

Wallace scored 21 points

Saturday, including six in a row
that turned the momentum in a
back-and-forth game to Syracuse's

side for good. The Orangemen
were leading only 50-48 when
Wallace hit a pair of free throws, a

turnaround jumper in the lane and
two more free throws to give

Syracuse some breathing room.
Jason Cipolla delivered the final

blow to the Bulldogs when he
broke up a pass at one end of the

court and then hit a 3-pointer at

the other lo give the Orangemen a
64-55 lead with 3:58 remaining.

At the end, Wallace held the ball

high over his bead and flipped it

to Lazarus Sims, who hurled it

into the Syracuse contingent in

one corner of the arena.
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Rabkin
takes

silver in

world
bowls
NORMAN SPIRO
and agencies

MEETING OF MINDS - Manchester Omted’sAndy Cole and Fhfl Neville revel In their team’s 2-
1 FA Cup victory over Chelsea. - . (Remerj

Cantona-inspired Utd. beats Chelsea
Liverpool downs Villa in day’s other FA Clip semi
LONDON (AP) — Eight-tune titlist Manchester

United fell behind to a Ruud Gullit goal but beat
Chelsea 2-1 in an Eric Cantona-inspired fightback
yesterday to reach the FA Cup final for the third sea-
son in a row.

in the final at Wembley May 11, United will meet
five-time winner Liverpool, which downed League
Cup titlist Aston Villa 3-0.

Gullit’s 35th minute header gave Chelsea a half-
time lead. But Cantona’s header set up an equalizer
for Andy Cole in the 55th and, a minute after David
Beckham had fixed United ahead, he tamed up as the
last line of defense to head John Spencer’s goalbound
shot off the line.

Made United captain for the day in the absence of
injured central defender Steve Bruce, the Frenchman
also volleyed against the post and bad a late header
brilliantly saved by Chelsea goalkeeper Kevin
Hitchcock.

In a high quality semifinal at Villa park, United,
which lost to Everton in last season's final, hit the post
twice and Chelsea struck the bar in the first halt
In the fourth minute, Beckham’s first-time shot

struck the foot of the Chelsea post. Ten minute later,

Chelsea defender Michael Duberry moved up to curl
a left-footed shot against the crossbar with United's
Danish goalkeeper, Peter Schmeichcl, motionless
and beaten.

Ryan Giggs missed two chances before Chelsea
broke out to score 10 minutes before half time.
Former United star Mark Hughes bundled past two

defenders and darted into the left side of the Chelsea
area. His accurate cross found Gullit completely
unmarked and the Dutch striker powered a header

past Schmeichcl from no more thap four yards.
Three minutes before half time, Cantona almost

produced an equalizer out of nothing, when be opted
to volley at goal from 25 yards' and his shot thudded
against the right hand post
But the Frenchman played a major part when the

equalizer came 10 minutes into the second halt
Fullback Philip Neville beat a defender wide on tire

right and crossed deep for Cfrntona to head into tire

danger area. Cole was perfectly placed near the post to
stretch out a leg and turn the' ball in from a yard out
Four minutes later United was ahteufr thanir* to a

calamitous error by Chelsea defender Craig Burley.
His sloppy, volleyed back-pass from just inside his

own half went straight into lire path of advancing
United midfielder Beckham who raced dear, of tire

rest of tbe Chelsea defense to slide tbe ball past
unprotected goalkeeper Kevin Hitchcock.
Cantona rescued united with an amaring goal-line

clearance a minim- later.

After Schmeichel had raced off his line to beat out
a volley from Gullit, tire ball fell to Chelsea’s John
Spencer. His follow-up shot had the goalkeeper beat-
en but Cantona, was back as the final line of
to head the ball off tbe line.

Robbie Fowler netted two of Liverpool’s goals
against Aston Villa at Old Trafford to take his telly

for the season to 33. But the scoreline did little jus-
tice to Villa, which kept Liverpool pirated back in its

own half for much of tbe second halt
Fowler’s first in the 16th minute was a toronfafr

,

low, diving header from Jamie Redksapp’s crass
from tbe right, the 20-year-old striker aiming the ball

just inside tire near post

ENGLAND’S Tony Allcock

retained iris world singles title,

oiyfclfrsgiiig sorprise finalist Jeff

Rabkin of Israel as England also

wen tbe fours gold medal yes-

terday at fire world lawn bowls

championstiips-
AJIcock, 40, winner in

England in 1992, outplayed Iris

opponent 25-15. Rabkin had
pulled off the upset of the tonr-

narnmtwIkh he beat Scotland’s

Richard Corsie in a semifina l.

Rabkin gave a crowd-thrilling

display with outstanding dri-

ving shots, but coold not bold

Allcock who was in unbeatable

form.
Tbe Israeli champ was able to

stay with the Allcock, early and
then recovered from a six-shot

deficit ret 5-11 to trad by one
shot after L3 ends of pUty.

Bat ABoock seemed to cope
better with the difficulty of

playing on a East green and
added shots, on each of the next

nine ends before Rabkin could

scone again.
“I tightened up, I felt like f

had to force oh every end,**

ABcock said.

“I stopped looking at the

scoreboard. It was so extremely

difficult oat then - a fingernail

too much and yon were three

yards heavy - so I was playing
as tfeway end vodd deride the

Rabkin returns home with a
s3ver medal as world No. 2, fol-

lowing his bronze in 1992.

In the fours (Inal, England
trounced Wades 20-9 in a one-
sided encounter.

The English double-win yes-
terday was notenough to eclipse
Scotland Tor the Leonard
Trophy. awarded to the winning
nation overall, encompassing
the smglea* doubles, triples and
fours. Ansfcrafiafinhfeed third.

; The tournament featured
players from31 countries.

Hap. RG blamed in i

HAPOELRamat Gan was the only club impli-

cated in referee Sfaabtai Nahmias’s post-match
report following Friday afternoon's events in

the Second Division match with Hapoel Taiba
in Givatayim.

The Taiba players and their supporters are

not seen as the culprits, rather, tire victims in
this incident and the LFA is to take no action

against the dub finom theArab sector.

The referee had stopped the maids in the
70th minute after one of Ramat Gan’s players.

OR1 LEWIS

Yuval Naim, who had previouslybeen shown
tiie red card, charged at the linesman,and head-
butted him.
Ramat Gan was leading the match 2-0 at

halftime, and dub officials had claimed that

Taiba Mayor Rafik Haj Yihye had gone to the"
referee’s dressing room at halftime and made
comments about his calls. Ramat Gan officials

had said the comments were racist, but there

was no mentionof thisin Nahmias’s report
The IFA’s disciplinary, committee has sum-

moned Naim, coach Reuven Cohen, manager
Four Ashkenazi, ami chairman Ronnie Abiri to

appear before it tomorrow evening.

A mandatory 2-0 winwtH awarded to Taiba,

while serious prarishmest is certain-to be dealt

to Ramat Greer and its officials.

Tbe.HA has chosen not to take any action

against Haj. Yihye, who bad to be protected on
leaving tire field.

RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AU rates
include VAT
Single Weekday • NIS 96.45 for 10 words
[minimum}

,
each additional word N/S 9.94

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), eacii adcS-
bonal word NIS 1 5.21.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
(minimum) .each additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each additional
ward - NIS 31 59.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50
for 10 words (minimum), each additional
word NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays; 12 noon the day
before publication: for Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thureday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before pubfication; for Friday
and Sunday. 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Hatfa.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233. Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-911745,
Fax: 02-618541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS
3, 1ST FLOOR, FURNISHED and

jipped + piano, behind Israel Museum.
" 2-330205.

PLEASANT HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
for rent in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, besl lo-

cation, Tel. 03-9662070,03-9660512.

RENTALS
REHAVIA, 4 ROOMS, ELEVATOR,
store-room, parking, shorWong term, Tel.

02-661101.

SALES
NEAR JERUSALEM THEATER, 2.
large salon. 70 m., renovated, parking,
wen-lit, 5232.000. TeL 02-610456.

FIVE SPACIOUS ROOMS, quiet, cen-
tra) (Shai Agnon)., Luxurious building,
elevator. Tel. 02-619659.

FRENCH HILL. 3 ROOMS, exit 10 gar-
den. quiet, urgent sale. 5160,000. Habitat.

Te: 02-611222.

CLASSIFIEDS
GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet central,

20 sqm basement, garden, underground
parking, Imrmxfiate. ’ISRABUILD’ Tei 02-

666571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, cen-
tral.new building, parking, balconies. IM-
MEDIATE- ’ISRABUILD* Tel 02-666571

.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

age, parking, $495,000.’ ISRABUILD*, Tei.

02-666-571.

HOLIDAY APT. BEAUTIFUL, 3 + port,
near Jerusalem Theater. Roman Realty,

Tel 02-634077.

JEWISH QUARTER, PRIVATE en-
trance, ground floor, 130 sq. m.. magnifi-
cent living room, dining room, modem
kitchen, huge master bedroom, second
bedroom, derfisleaping area, 1 1\2 bath-
rooms. ctosets\storagfl areas, private 41
sq. m. yard. Asking $580,000. Call Abra*
movrtz. TeL 02-271112, Fax - 245360.

OLD KATAMON (ALRO'EH). 3 1\2.
view, well-lit. spacious, quiet, elevator,

'

'ng. Exclusive lo Shiran through Anglo
l. $460,000. Tel. 02-251161.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

ON KING DAVID, PENTHOUSE
APARTMENT, 4 rooms, access to garden,
6th floor, with elevator and parking. Tel.
03-6955515.

HOLIDAY RENTALS
BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES BET-
WEEN Gan Ha'lr/near the sea, tourists/

businessmen, short/long-term. Tei. 03-
696-9092, 050-356-972. -

RENTALS
NORTH TEL AVIV, PENTHOUSE, 4
i\2 rooms, large roof, new kitchen, park-
ing, facing park, S1400. Tel. 03-5242846

DIZENGOFF TOWERS, 2, fully fur-
nished, immediate, tonaVahert term. Tel.
03-6312356.

IMMEDIATE, LARGE STUDIO, Gor-
don St-private, high standards, central lo-

cation. Tal. 03-6471843, 052-784960.

SEAAND SUN, 5 quiet, seavlew; NEVE-
AV1VIM. 4, spacious, furnished. "Yaer Re-
aftor* (Maldan). Tel . 03-64262S3.

SALES
EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH of Tel
Aviv!! Penthouse, 200 sq.m, on a level +
46 sq.m, on roof + au pair unit + pool.
Si .650.000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-
9968.

EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH of Tel
AvMI Penthouse, 200 sq.m, on a level +
46 sq.m, on roof +• au pair unit + pool.

SI ,850,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-
9988.

EXCLUSIVE!! ZAHALAI! 1,000 sq.m,
plot 160 sq.m, built. $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. Tei. 03-523-9988.

EXCLUSIVE!! ZAHALAI I 1,000 sq.m
plot. 160 sq.m, built. $1,200,000- K
HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-9968.

HERZLIYA, 4 1\2, HEATING, PARK
ING, hot water, stunning view, S275.D00.
Tel. 03-311211.

KING DAVID'S TOWERS - pool, guard
3, 4, 5 room apartments + penthouse.
Neve. Tel. 03-52204487.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SALES

BetBEAUTIFUL HOUSE IN Herzli

+ large office. $1,100,00. Tel. 09-

CAESAREA! LUXURIOUS HOUSE!
View to sea! + pool + air-conditioning + va-
cuum system. Tel. 06-363261; 050-
231725.

CAESAREA, NEW HOUSE, 300 m~
built + 550 m. property, comer lot, beauti-
ful. pool, covered parking, near golf
course. Ready 7\&G. Tel. 06-343777.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURY villa

with swimming pool, and separate unit.

Hamapaiim Street- 350 sq.m, built area.
ILTAM REAL ESTATE. Tel. 09-589-611.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS
house, pool, breathtaking view to sea. TbL
09-540994, 050-231725.

HERZLIYA PITUAH. NEW house, quiet
street. 4 bedrooms, basement. ILTAM
REAL ESTATE Te!. 09-589-611.

REALTY
EUat and South

PLOTS
VILLA WITH 2 APARTMENTS + base-
ment, targe property for development
near Yoser

COMPUTERS
General

TOSHIBA 48L LAPTOP, 4MB RAM.
120 MB hard drive + modem. Loads of He-
brew/English software Including Word and
spread sneers. Cafl Dan, 02-874-013.

HOUSEKEEPERS PAIR, FOR work
in house in Amona, Jerusalem. Tel. 050-

300907, 052-405075, 02-731941.

SALES PERSONNEL
~

TELEMARKETING SALES: PART-
TIME, 20-30 hours a month. English a
must Jerusalem Poet Circulation Depart-
ment. Tel. David, 03-6390333, or Stanley,

02-315609.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Avfv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Call

HHma ra. 03-9659937.

FORGET THE REST! I We are the
bsstll The biggest and oldest agency in

Israel. For the highest quality five-in fobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
LIVE-IN, good conditions, from central

S75O-58G0 TeL 03-688-9868/9.

HOUSEKEEPING + CHILDCARE,
every day, UveJnVouL TEL 03-5496755,
050-566079.

OFFICE STAFF

AMERICAN COMPANY SEEKS ex-
perienced secretary,

fluent English. Fax
resume to 03-6392054.

DYNAMIC SECRETARY. PC knowl-
edge, fluent Engttsh. Tel. 03-5622422.,
Marie.

PART-TIME SECRETARY, S work-
days, mother tongue English, Hoion of-

fice, Tel. 03-r

—

SITUATIONS VACANT
Dan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SEEKING PLEASANT AU PAIR, $700
+ board and lodging, permanent position.

TeL 03-5242085

VERY HIGH SALARY for metapelet +
live-ln * experience. For warm and com-
fortable home. Tel. 03-560-9531.

SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
AU PAIR FOB a nice, young family.
Light housework and help with children.

Tel. 02-330346.

YOUNG ENGLISH FAMILY seeks liva-

out au pair, good conditions. Tel. 02-666-
830. NS.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
AU PAIR, LIVE-IN, IMMEDIATE,
housecleaning > childcare, $700, good
condiflona. Pardessia 09-646150.

OFFICE STAFF
ANGLO-SAXON RA'ANANA SEEKS
fluent HebrewlEngSsh secretary. Tel. 050-
255844.

es held
Street, off Ben-Yehuda
Tima 4 p.m-

VEHICLES
General

PASSPORT
COMPANY THAT BUYS (SELLS auto-

mobiles from passport to passport New
ImmigranteUoLnristmdlplomats. TbL 062-

433844, 060-566823.

RENAULT 19, 1-4, 1994, 32,500km.
loaded, excellent concfition. TW. 02-

SUZUKl SWIFT 1994, 1300,
.

to passport 20,000 km. fiat. 03-501

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ABIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:

SITUATIONS VACANT
EUat and South

HOUSEHOLD HELP

A FRIENDLY, YOUNG GIRL to help in a
warm friendy home with children in Elat
Great conditions and accommodations.
Cal addle - TeL 07-375784. 052-621129.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Tet Aviv

GENERAL
EXPERIENCED ENGUSH-LAN-
GUAGE EDITOR/PROOFREADER
available, Immediate work. Tel. 03-
5299655.

PERSONALS
Outside Israel

GENERAL
27 YEARS OLD goodfooktrig man, af-

fectionate, honest, loyal, caring, invites

correspondence from women,
educated, for a mear'
Write in English to: Si .

Men Chamber. 5th floor

piex,S.D Road, Secunderabad 3, INDUL-
Fax DOW -40-847513

MISCELLANEOUS
Tel Avtv

CHURCH SERVICES
~

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE (THE Re-
deemed Christian Church of God). Servie-

leaders to visit
HEATHER CHAIT

WHILE biaers top athletes are

moving Into high gear forAtlanta,

tiie Olympic Committee of Israel

(100) is giearingiip to host a con-
ference of European Olympic
officials to be held in Israel in
early May.

.

At a press conference yesterday.

President- of toe JOC^vYorain
Oberkovich described the signifi-

cance of.Israel's hosting beads
front 43 European countries as
well as representatives from the

International Olympic Committee,
from Atlanta and from Sydney, the
sire of tbe 2000 Games.

'

“This is indeed proof tbaMsiad
has become an -integral' part, of
European spent,” said Oberkovich,

“an excepraxial achievement”
Eleven anmtries bidding for tbe

2004 Games will alto be sending
representatives’ , to the two-day
conference.

Efraim Zinger; director-general

of the IOC, noted that tbe ton&r-
ence’s purpose is not only sym-

'

bolic; as the last meeting before
Atlantathere will be serious work

.

to be done.

Final ^ decisions on criteria to the
'

Olympics tod wildcard entries

.

Will be ditonssed, as well.as
explaining - the logistics of the
Olympic village. - *

Israel’s delegation to Atlanta will
be finalised - only in June ami is

expected to comprise between 20
'

to 24 spartspersons.

Itzik Ben-Melech, director of
tbe Elite Sport Unit at Wingate,
said that if6 to 7 athletes reach the

. final rounds, “this can be c
ered a success.”

Ben Melech singled out w
. Gncca.Chicfaiasfavfli, whow
bronze medal in last v
European Championship!
Israel’s major hope.
Other potentials are Yael

who is presently in good heal
shape but at age 29, is :

younger judokas and
Friedman, runner up in the
windsurfing championships
has shown streaks of brflj

interspersed with mediocre n
Yoav Brock has a slight c!

of making the final, said
Melech, but the relay
depends on Vadim Ale*
returning to full health. Ifhe
the team will be Brock, A1
and the two best swimmers
Eitan Orbach, Dan Kutlei
EranGerumi.

.
On the 'athletics field,

Jtnnper Rogel Nahmn and
vaulted Dany Krasnov have p
both Ate Olympic and Israel
riabut mnst mamtain their n
mance throughout the yean
means that Nahum has to ju
minimum 16.50 meters
Krasnov must clear 5-5Qm,
results they are likely to mam
Most of the athletes will ]

for the US 10 days before
Olympic? bnt will arrive a
Olympic village just 3 to 4
before their event Each brain
sport wW have one
tod accompanying the dele©

iwiu be a doctor and two mass

SCOREBOARD
NHL—
1; Mortal 3, Ottawa 1; Jbmpk Bay 2.
NBA - Steanhy’* taadte Cbk*go 1WLLA 3'

PUbd4pki. 105; Miami W,
Maw***#* Seatftnoe, Utah 98; devSaSJ **>
TESNtSr- Result of the wtenea’s singles final
tennis ttwrnameut tei Saturday: Siriw Cmr Mem CraTfCeroa,)^
BRAZILIAN GRAND PRK - Dnnon JOB ttteved into Utii place w the
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CHILDREN

1 \
‘ Helen Kaye

^^P Sraith Jws designed &e set and
^costumes

; for Miracles and Marvels-
‘ “CMassa Nissim Vcnifla^cK’’), so get set

:p- for -cotor and imagination as
v. V Smoking the wandering

: magician'-tells
- .the story of how Vardaleh was rescued

“ from tfeeL wicked witch’s cave. Tossi
f .

Camion wrote and directed this jolly
musical for the Cainen Theater. Today
and all through Pessah (except for the
holidays) at ZOA House at II a.m.

. .
(Hebrew.)

,

CUSSICAl MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

JONATHAN Webb leads the Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra, ffiA,

.
in., a

'lunchtime conceit tomorrow (1) at the
tHeniy Crown Symphony HaE id
Jerusalem. The program features the
overture to Vaughan Williams's The
Wasps and Borodin’s hardly ever per-
formed second symphony. Gabi
Lipkimj plays Haydn’s D. major cello He cl
concerto. playing

-
' MusicaT Pessah at Beit Daniel io

.Zichroa Ya’acov opens this Saturday
• and features five chamber-music concerts over an
' etfual number of days.- The opening conceit fea-
tures a duo with pianists Braeha Eden and
Alexander Tamir playing Schubert's Grand Duo
for piano as well as Shostakovich’s opus 134 vio-
lin and piano sonata performed by Vera Vaidman
and Emanuel Krasovsky.

TELEVISION

. j
Ruth Kern .

MARTIN Scorsese had written and directed two
movies within his now wen-worn urban wjse-gpy

. riff - Who's That Knocking at My Door? and
Mean Streets - when, in 1974’ he made a gentle,

mainstream picture the likes, of which be hasn’t

repeated. Alice Doesn^ Live Here Anymore, about

a newly widowed and broke mom, touched on a

nerve exposed by the emergence of-rn Whai now
seems a quaint aim of phrase— women’s libera-

tion. In its quiet way, Alice spoke to female inde-

pendence and the redi^tkm ofthe American
family. It was a Hollywood picture/however, and

; although Ellen Burstyn has to take * lowly wait-

ressing job to make endameeL, Kris Kiistofferson

; : is waiting discreetly in die wings to ket as a sexu-

al; emotional and ffnanciajiafety’net Watch for

'

Jodie Foster in r smallTOle as a scfcool-ageheU-

raiseL Alice will be broadcastQn Second Showing

The children’s musical ‘Miracles and Marvels’ is

playing at the Gamer! Theater throughout Pessah.

(Haramary)

at 10 p.m.

FILM

ADINA HOFFMAN

LEAVING LAS VEGAS - His skin sal-

low, jaw slack, basset-hound eyes pleading,

Nicolas Cage gives an enormous, excruciating

performance in Mike Figgis’s film, and one that’s

aD the more remarkable for its anguished attempts
1

at humor Until now. Cage has always played die

down —flexing his furry eyebrows and jutting his

soft chin to broad comic effect. Amazingly
enough, he does die same thing here as an alco-

holic Hollywood screenwriter who loses his job,
burns his belongings, and drives to Nevada where
he intends to dnnk himself to death. Adapted by
Figgis from an autobiographical novel by the late

~ John O’Brien, the movie is at once harsh and ten-

der, repellent and engrossing. And almost impos-
sible to enjoy. Indeed, at times Leaving Las Vegas

seems very much the brainchild of its aggressive-

ly sloshed anti-hero, tom between wanting the

. audience’s affections and shoving us rudely away.
Bat in its wake, a palpable ache lingers on.

Newcomer Elisabeth Shue is also poised as the

angelic hooker who fells in love with Cage.-

.(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Children
- under 17 not admitted without an adult)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS .

1 Retreat- when summer’s
over (4,4)

/

5 Bound to find water
underground (6)

9 1000PLO eyed aboutbang
in wade (8)

10 Calm down and pay ap (6)

11 Always on the increase (8)

12 Declare that a hairpiece ia

back tofront (6)

14 Recently packed as a
precaution (4,2,4) -

18 Drawback admitted by
rebel leader in humorous
verse (6,4)

22 Violent band capturing a
Guatemalan leader (6)

23 Silver-topped jpalanquin
glowing in the light (8)

24 Auntie became a Catholic

in the East (6)

25 Pious man served egg an
fish (8)

: 26determined to be pursued
(6) : _

27 Around noon top fighter

pilots attempt descent (8)

DOWN
1 Charge the Germain
wvnmnnwT (6)

2 Strode about quietly and
did the pruning (6)

3 Flourishes and prospers
without money (6)

-4 Give a standing ovation

with enthusiasm (10)

6 Agreeabfe requests by a
social worker (8)

.

a a
mmm
*1«»H

mmmmmm
"Si mmmummmm

. 7 Uncovered hair went
totally awry (&3,3)

8 Tries
_
to coniine male

abstainer in separate
quarters (8)

13 Stand erect, despite
shattering tninhap (io)

15 Use cajolery to have an
active social life (3,5)

16 Son gets a taking-off for

drinking too much (8)

17 Run into Miss Davis. Now
she's a dark one (8)

19 Bow over Anglican service

(6)

20 Witness is being examined
(6)

21 An unknown make of
liquor? (6)

SOLUTIONS

,
sanauaQaaas

a a Q s a b
ansa gEasasasI

a a a id a a is 0
BQ003QS00 HiUlIQSl
a a s 3 s a
nnanaa oasaosag
3 B H Q S
QI3EC3[3aC33 BaQL333
a a a h a Q ai
hnassa saanKSunaa
b s a a a an
asasBanss nanaal
a a a 0 a n hi

BaBasBaaoHa
Yesterday's Quick SofaUon

ACROSS; 1 Capitol. 5 Gain* 8
Tonga, » QxngB*. 10 DorebtiMV, 12

Gap, IS Hobart, 14 tfiacin, 17 Lea,

tfFlageolat.gOTariiaiak.glTtoop,

23 Nadir, 24 Trailer.

DOWN: 1 CStedL 8 Pan, 3 TtalUir, 4

Laffffed, 5 Genua, 8 mofuwl, 7

Sharpen, . 11 UnM»»*«d, IS

Halcyon, 18 Inertia, 18 Caafcst, 18

Faamr, IS Toper, 23 OiL

HlHfllf QUICK CROSSWORDMi lmm Sea

I^BiShb hbbhMg

ACROSS
1 Swift’s traveller

(8)

7 Not fresh (5)

8 Ofmany-sided
ability (9)

9 Dove’s call (3)

10 French resort (4)

11 Flatfish (6)

13 Ride fast (6)

14 Clergyman (6)

17 Cleaning doth (6)

18 Sport (4)

20 Girl’s name (3)

22 Imme£ately (9)

23 Kit out (5)

24 Machinery
designer (8)

DOWN
1 Donated (5)

- 2 Song-like (7)

3Saddam's country
(4)

4 Eatable (6)

5 egWaltz (5)

6 Compunction (7)

7 Earnest (7)

12 Wild flower (7)

13He mends
windows (7)

15«g Matthew or
Mark (7)

18 Trafalgarvictor

(6 )

17 Balk (5)

19 eg Bird or pilot (5)

21 Wise men (4)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News 6:45 Exercise Hour 7:00
Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8.-00 Cartoons 8:10 Our Friends 8:15
Kitty Cat and Tommy 8.-30 Fables of

King Babar 9:00 Mother Goose 9:30
Autato KfcOO A Clever Girl Like Lofta

1030 Kids Can Rock ’n’ Rofl 11:00
Lola and the Gang 11:30 Under the

Mountain 12:00 Maydaze 12:30
Zombit 13:00 Wonder Car 13:30
Stories about animals 13:40 Our
Friends 13:45 Kitty Cat and Tommy
14:00 Fables of King Babar 14:25
Mother Goose 15A0 Autato

CHANNEL

1

15:30 Land without Time 16:00 Rex
16:20 Atthe Tp of the Brush 16:59 A
New Evening 17:34 The Long
Journey 1&15 News in English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Sport magazine 19:00 News in

Arabic

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening - with Merav
Michaefl 20:00 Mabat News 20:45
Popofitica 22:00 Sanderson 23.-00

Backtrack - with Ehud Manor 23:30
News CKfcOO Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

IthOO Cinderella 11:00 The Earthling

(1 980) -A terminally ill teacher teach-
es a lost orphan how to survive in

Australian bush country. This was
WBfiam Holden's last film. (102 mins.)

12:40 Songs for the Festival 13:00
Sugar and Spice - Australian comedy
senes 14:00 All for One - adventure
series about a co-ed soccer team
14:30 Tick Tack 15:00 Pinocchio -
with Hebrew dubbing 15:30 Trick or

Treat - drama series about young
adolescents findng themselves 18:00
The Bold and the Beautiful 17.-00

News magazine with Raff Reshef
17:30 A Matter of Time - drama for

youth 18:00 Santa Barbara 19:00
Baywatch 20:00 News 20:30 The
Price is Right 21:05 Zebu Zeh Live

22rt0 Dan Shiton live 23:15 Sirens -
police drama 00:00 News 00:05
Sirens (continued) 00:20 Studs - dat-

ing game 00:40 Starsky and Hutch -

WHERE TO GO
Notices In this feature are charged at
N 1528.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
NIS520.65 per line, including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours ol the
Mount Scopus campus, in Engfish, daily

Sun.-Thur., 11 am from Bronfman
Reception Centre. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23. 26,

28. For info, call 882819.
HADASSAM. Visit (he Hadassah installa-

tions. Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AWV MUSEUM. Mlcha Oilman.
-'Drawings- 1994-5New -Horizons:
ScuiptureMicha Bar-Am - The Last War.
PhotographsTiranit Baralay, i&95Mir.am
Cabessa, PaintingsYaaccv Dcrchin -

Blocked WeflFace to FaceThe Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART.
Sophie Calls, True Stories. Hours:
Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tue. I0a.rn.-10
p.m. Fri. 10 am-2 p.m. Sat 10 - 3 p.m.
Meyerhoff Art Education Center, Te!.

6919155-8.
W1ZO. To visit our projects call Tel Aviv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa
388817.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Lelb Yafie,

731901; Balsam, Salah e-Din.

272315; Shuafat, Shuafat Road,
810108; Dar Aldawa, Herod's Gate,

282058.
Itef Aviv: Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-
Yehuda, 522-3535; Kupat Holim
Maccabi. 7 HaShla, 546-5558. Till 3
a.m. Tuesday: Ben-Yehuda, 142
Ben-Yehuda, 522-3535. Till midnight:

Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein. 641-3730; London
Ministore Superpharm, 4 Shaul
Hamelech, 696-0115.
Fta’anana-Kfar Sava: Avner Gilad,

34 Welzmann, War Sava, 426826.
Netanya: Trufa, 2 Herzl, 828656.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Simtat

ModlTn, Kiryat Motzkin, 870-7770/3.

Haifa: Balfour, 1 Massadda, 862-

2289.
Herzliya: Clal Pharm, Beit

Merkarim, 6 Maskit (cnr. Sderot
Hagalim). Herzliya Prbiah. 558472,
558407. Open 9 am to midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev

Hair Mall, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to

10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Kerem
(internal, surgery, orthopedics, oph-

thalmology); Misgav Laoach (obstet-

rics); Bikur Holim (pediatrics, ENT)-
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center

(pediatrics), ichilov (internal,

surgery).

Netanya; Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
tn emergencies efial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(English) in meet parts of the country, in

addition:
Asftdod* 551333 Ktar Sava' 9022E
ABhlnion 5S1332 Nahanya" 912333
BmaMba- 274707 Netanya* 0)4444
Balt Shamssti 523133 Petati 'nwa* 9311111

Dan Rartorr 5793333 hahovar 451333
EtaT 332444 flehtn* 9642333
HB9a* 8512233 Sated 920333
Jerusalem* 523133 Tel Aviv* 5460n 1

KamrieT 9965444 Tiberias* 792444
* Mobto Intanshe Care Ural (MICU) service in

8m ansa, around Thedock

Medical help for tourists (in English)

177-022-8110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205, lor emer-
gency cans 24 hours a day, for tnformafion

ifi caso ot Doisordno.

Eran - EmotionaT Rret Aid. Jerusalem
610303. Tal Aviv 5461111 (chiWran/youth

6961113), Haifa 8&72222/S, Beerehaba
281128, Netanya 625110, Karmiei

9988410. Klar Sava 7674555, Hadera
346789.
Wta> hotlines tor battered women 02.

6514111, 03-5481133 (also tfi Russian),

07-378310, 08-550506 (also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours!. Tef Aviv

5234819, 5449191 (men), Jerusalem
255558. Haifa 8680111, Bat 31977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel
Cancer Association telephone support
service 02-247676. gory}.

Netanya: Laniado.

pofice series 1:35 Passing through (he
Night 2:00 On the Edge of the Shelf -
authors read from their own worte
3:15 Poem of the Dav

JORDAN TV

15:00 Bonkers 15:30 Richie Rich -
cartoon 16:00 Bush School 16:15
Pfayabout 16:30 Bustin' Loose 17:00
Animals of the Mediterranean 17:20
TAO 18:00 French Programs 20:35
The Nanny - comedy 21:00 Baby tfs

You- documentary 21:25 The Bold
and the Beautiful 22:10 Temples of

Ihe Gods - documentary 23:00 News
in English 23:25 P.S. I Luv You 00:10
Taurus Rising 1:00 Ellen - comedy

MIDDLE EAST TV

14:00 The 700 Club 14:55 Treasure of

Makuma - a stranger searching for

hidden pearls brings danger and
chaos to a tropical island. (78 mins.)

16:30 Dennis the Menace 16:55 Mask
17:20 Fables of ihe Green Forest

17:45 Another Life 13:10 Sea Quest
19:10 The A Team 20:00 World News
Tonight (Arabic) 20:30 CNN Headline
News 21:00 The Bill Cosby Show
21 :30 Diagnosis Murder 22:20 Snowy
River 23:30 700 Club 00:00 Special
Program

rTV3(33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 Royal Tears
18:30 Panorama with Zaidan Atshe
19:00 News in Arabic 19:30 Songs
We Loved 20:00 Mabat News 20:45
Opening Shots - young artists 21:15
Century (1995) - A young doctor at

the turn of the century fails in love with

one of the assistants at the clinic

where he is doing his research until he
discovers something about the past of

the clinic's director. (100 mins.) 23:00
The Big Game: US vs USSR - docu-
mentary 00:00 Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad 16:00 Cape Rebel
17:00 Gulliver's Travels 17:30 Time
Out 18:00 The Herodian Kingdom
18:30 Family Relations 19:00 Basic
Arabic 19:30 Reflection- in Russian
20:00 A New Evening (with Russian
subtitles) 20:30 Preparabon for

Bagrut 21:00 Medicine Demystified

21:30 The Human Race 22:30
Revolutions m the modem era

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 FaJoon Crest {rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 TTie Young snd the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 10:55 WKRP in Cincinnati

11:25 Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors
(rpt) 12:35 Perry Mason 13:30
Starting at 1:30 14:05 The A Team
14:55 Falcon Crest 15:45 Melrose
Place 16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Models
Inc. 18:00 One Life Io Live 18:45 The
Young and the Resiiess 19:30 Local

broadcast 20:00 Celeste 20:50

Mamed with Children 21:15 Nanny
21:40 Mad About You 22:05 Frasier

22:30 Murphy Brown 22:55 Young
Plus 23:20 Mad About You 23:45
Sisters 00:35 Counter Offensive 1:25

Knots Landing

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Sinbad - cartoon (81 mins.)

(rpt) 12:00 Lady of Burlesque (1943) ~
A stripper sets out lo catch the man
who has killed several of her col-

leagues. Staring Barbara Stanwyck
13:30 State Tutti Bene (1990, Italian)

- family drama of widower and five

adult children (120 mins.) (rpt) 15:35

Man Against ihe Mob (1969) - a lone

police detective confronts the orga-

nized crime of Chinatown (94 mins.)

17:15 Fire, Ice and Dynamite (1990)
(q?r) 19:00 Brother From Another

Planet (1 984) - Science fiction / social

fantasy. Black slave from another

planet turns up in Harlem. Starring Joe
Morton (107 mins.) 20:45 Cinema
News 21:00 My Girl (1991) - Drama
of adolescence starring Anna
Chlumsky, Dan Aykroyd, Jamie Lee
Curtis and Macaulay Culkin (98 mins.)
22:45 Eat A Bowl of Tea (1989) -
Ethnic comedy of Chinese-American
who brings his bride over after WW11.
<98 mins.) 00:25 Highlander II (1991)
- space action film (rpt) 1:55 The
Indecent Woman (1991)(rpt)

ffi CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 10:00 Six in the Spring
- Open Studk) 10:10 The Heart 10:45
Power Rangers 11:15 Sweet Valley

High 11:45 Growing Pains 12:20
Growing Pains 13:00 Muddling
Through 13:30 Hugo 14:00 Surprise
Garden 14:30 Six in the Spring (rpt)

14:40 The Heart (rpt) 15:15 Power
Rangers irpt) 15:45 Sweet Valley High
(rpt)' 16:1 5 Growing Up Strong (rpt)

16:50 Growing Up Strong (rpt) 17:30
Muddling Through (rpt) 18:00 Hugo
(rpt) 18:35 Alvin and the Chipmunks
19.-00 Detective Boogie (rpt) 19:30
Three's Company 20:00 Married With
ChDdren 20:25 Step By Step 20:50 My
Big Brother Jack 21:20 Cheers

a SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:C0 Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore (1975) - A newly widowed
housewife doesn't know how to cope
with her new situation - nor with a new
man who enters her life. Starring Ellen

Burstyn, Kris Kristofferson, Harvey
Keiie! and Jodie Foster. Directed by
Martin Scorsese. (107 mins.) 23:50
Billy Budd (1962) - Herman Melville's

moral parable of an innocent ship

hand accused of mutiny. Starring

Peter Ustinov, Terence Stamp and
Robert Ryan. Directed by Peter
Ustinov, ill7 mins.)

S DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Man and
Nature (rpf) 13:00 Beyond 2000 (rpt)

14:00 Open University 16:00 Man and
Nature (rpt) 17:00 Beyond 2000 (rpt)

13:00 Open University 20:00 Wild

West 21:00 Travel Magazine 21:30

Floyd on Uaiv 22:00 Gang Wan

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Trie Kingdom (part
*
1 ) 5 •'+ The Ktngdorii (pert 2) 7 -iS *
Edinburgh Is (tot Waiting For P.tc JSO
-Priest

' -

10:30 G.G- GIL JfrTuan'sm Mai’

(Ma&ia) = 788443 CopycatoTweive
Monkeys*Get Shorty 11.30 a.m ,4:^
7:15, 9:45 * Dead Man Walking 7: 15. 9.45

Smurfs (Hebrew ifclegue) 11.30 2.rr.

4:45 * CaanoOHeat 7. IQ * Maya Ihe

Bee (Hebrew dtatogue)9~nvt Golden Mall

Gang (Hebrew dialogue) 11:30am.. 4s5 *
Leaving Las Vegas 7:15, 9 45 * Mr.

Holland’s Opus 4:30, 7:15. 10 * Golden
Eye 11:30 am.. 4:30 JERUSALEM
THEATER 20 Marcus St. * 617167
Leaving Las Vegas 9:30 * Antonia’s Line

7, 9:30 RAV CHEN 1-7» T9Z7S& Credit

Card Reservations* 794477 Pav-M?crier

BuflcSng, 19 Ha'oman SL. Talpot Toy Story

fEnglish dialogue) 7:30. 9:45 * Broken
Arrow 11 a.m., 1.5, 7:30. 9.45 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 a.m., i. 5 * Mighty
Aphrodite 5 . 7:30. 9:45 * Sense and
Sensibility 4:30, 7:15. 9:45 * Brave Heert

6, 930 * Star Man 730, 9.45 * Ace
Ventura 11 am., 1. 5, 730. 9:45 * An
Indian tn the Cupboard 11 a.m.. 1 *
Operation Dumbo Drop 11 am. 1 *
Santa Clause 11 am * Dangerous
Minds 11 am, 1 ,

5

ATELAVIV
CINEMATHEQUE
2 Sprinzak Si. rr 5772000
On the Edge 5. 7:30. 9:30 Voyage to

Cythera 7 M 10 DfZENGOFF Leaving

Las Vegaa 11 am.. 1. 3, 5. 7:45. 10; *
Show Ctirts 10:45 am. 1,3:15, 5:30, 7; .45.

10: * A Man erf No Importance 11 a.m.,

1, 3, 5. 7:45, 10 DRIVE IN American
President 10 * Sex FHm 12 midnight
GLAN HAIR e 5279215 71 Ibn Gabirol SL
Priscilla 2:30, 5, 7:30, 9:45 GAT Sense
and Sensibility 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 GOR-
DON Eat, Drink. Man. Woman 5:30,

7:30, 10 HAKOLKOA a 6953341 26 ltn

Gabirol St The Haunted Soul of a Woman
Artist 9:45 G.G. HOD 1-4 w 5226226
Hod Passage, 101 Dizengoff SL Twelve
Monkeys 1130 a m, 2. 5. 7:30. 10 * Mr.

Holland’s Opus 430, 7:15. 10 + Clueless

11 30 am, 2 * Dead Man Walking 5. 730.
10 * Smurts 11:30 am. 2 * Casino
5:15.6:30 * The Golden Mall Gang 11:30

a.m., 2 LEV 1-4 « 5238288 Copycat 11

am. 1 30. 4:45. 7:30, 10, * Antonia’s Una
12 noon. 2:15. 5. 730, 9:45; * Farlnelli 12

noon, 2:15, 5. 7:30. 10: * Heat 11 :30 a.m..

3, 630, 9:45; G.GL PE*ER Copycat
1130 am, 5, 7:30. 10 * Get Shorty 11:30

am., 5, 730, 10* Heat 1 1 30 am, 7. 10 *
Casino 11:30 am., 530. 9 * Mr. Holland's

Opus 11:30 a.m., 4:30, 7:15, 10 RAV-
CHENw 5282286 Dizengoff Center
Broken Arrow 11 am.. 1, 3. 5, 7:30. 9.45 +
Toy Story (Hebrew cfatogue) 11 am.. 1 . 3.

* 7:30. 9:45

Seven 7:15, 9:45 * The Usual

Suspects 7:30. 9:45 * Operation Dumbo
Drop 11 am., 1. 3. 5 * Pocahontas
(Hebrew dialogue) 11 am., 1. 3. 5 +
Dangerous Minds 11 a.m., 1,

3

.

0

RAV-
OR 1-5 » 5102674 Opera House Brave

Heart 23a 6. 9:30 * Mighty Aphrodite
230. 5. 7:30, 9:45 * Blue in the Face 9:45

* D PostinoBStar Man 230. 5. 7:30. 9:45

* Toy Story (English dafocue) 2:30, 5,

7:30 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 « 5177952 2

Yona Hanavi St Underground 7, iQ »
Dead Man WaBting 7:30. 10 GLG. TEL
AVIV « 5281181 65 Rnsker SL Twelve

Monkeys 5. 7:30. 10 Casino 620, 9.45

* Get Shorty 5. 7:30. 10

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAUI a 325755
American President 7:15. 9:15 * Smoke
9:15 * Passover Fewer 7:15 ATZ1WON
1-5 s 673003 Copycat©Dead Man
Walking , 4JO. 7. 9:15 IVrelve Monkeys
. 4:1 S, 7. 9.15 * Casino . 6* Heat 6, 9:15
CINE-MA CAFE MORIAH * 242477
Antonia's Una 7:30, 9:30 ORLY Sense
and Sensibility 6:30, 9:J 5 PANORAMA
1-3 » 382020 The Golden Mail
GangTagemastertWom and Jerry 11
sun., 4.-30RAV-GAT 1-2 * 674311 [OS]

Broken Arrow 4:45, 7. 915 *• Brave Heart

5:30, 9 RAV-MOR 1-7 w 416899® JOS]
Sense and Senstoffity 7, 9:30 * Ace
Vtintura 11 a.m., 1, 5, 7;15, 9:30 * Santa
Clause 11 am. 1.5* Stave Heart 5:30,

9

* Broken Arrow 7, 9:15 + Toy Story

(Ehgfisri Qfeipgue) 7:15, 9:30 * The Usual
Suspects 7. 8.30 * Mighty Aphrodite 7,

930 * Operation Dumbo Drop 11 am. 1.

5 + An Indian In the Cupboard 11 am . 1

* Tby Story (Hebrew tfahgue) 11 am, 1,

3 * Dangerous Minds 11 am.. 1 . 5
Broken Arrow 11 a.m.. 1:15. 4:45 RAV-
OR 1-3 * 248553 [OSf Mighty Aphrodite
7, 9:15 * Toy Story (English dialogue) 7.

9:15 Toy Story (Hebrew efiatogue) 11

am., 1,5* Ace Ventura 11 am.. 1. 5, 7.

9:16 * Operation Dumbo Drop tl a.m. 1 ,

AFULA
RAV CHEN Copycat 7. 5£3 * Broken
Arrow :i am.. 5 ", * Toy Story'

ISr;: sr. T * To>- Story
C 3 or-c *Acc Ventura 11 am E

ARAD
STAR - 9EC53*! Copyaat 5. ?:3C. 10 * A
Goori; Movie eziogue) 11.50 am.
+ Ace VenturaMGel Shorty 11:30 am.. £.

7:30,

ASHDOD
G.G. GIL Casino 6:3*5. 9:45 * Broken
Arrcw 11:30 am. 5. 7:30. 10 * Dead Man
Walking 10 * Ace Ventura n:30 am., 5.

7.30 + Leaving Las VegasMGet Shorty 5.

7.3C. 10 * CSclden Eye 11:30 am. *
Batman Forever J7.30 am. G.G. ORf
1-3- r*.i£23 Toy Storv . Heareiv dialogue;

r- .3C am., o. 7-30, * Heat 4. 7. 10 *
Copycat 11:33 am.. 5. 7:30. 10 * Smurfs
II am. 4

ASHKELON
G-G. GIL CopycatCTwelve Monkeys
11*30 3.m., 5. 7.30, 10 * Get Shorty 5,

7:30. 10 + Heat 4. 7. 10 +
Smurts9Golden Eye 11:30am * Casino
6:30. 9:45 * + The Golden Mall Gang
11:30 am.. 4:30 RAV CHEN *711223
Toy Story (Emhsh dialogue) 7:30. 9:45 *
Dangerous Minds*Ace Ventura 11 a.m..

5, 7:30, 9:45 * Broken Arrow 7:30, 9:45 *
Sense and Sensibility 7:15, 9:45 *
Operation Dumbo DropWToy Story
(Hebrew cfiatoguelOSanta Clause 11 a.m„

5

BAT YAM
RAV CHEN = 5531077 TWetvB Monkeys
7:15, 9:45 * Broken Arrow 11 am, 1,

5: 15. 7:30. 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew efia-

Ioqm) 11 am, 1,5* Ace Ventura 11 am,
1.5, 7.30. 9:45 * Copycat 6:15, 9:30 An
Indian in the Cupboard 11 a.m., 1 * Toy
Story lEngferi dialogue) 7J3K). 9:45 * *
Operation Dumb Drop 11 am. 1. 5. 7:30

* Mortal Kombat 11 am. 1 . 5 *
Dangerous Minds 11 am. 1,

3

BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Copycat 11 30 am., 5. 7:30. 10
* Heat 6: IS. 9:30 * * The Golden Mail

GangeFree Wlfly 2 11:30 am. 4:30 *
Casino 6:15. 9:30 * Get Shorhr 5. £30,jn

0

* Golden Eye 11 ;30 a.m. RAV-NEGEV
1-4 S' 235278 Broken Arrow 9:45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am.. 12:45, 5

* Ace Ventura 11 am, 1, 5. 7:30, 9:45 *
Sense and SensibBity 7:15. 9:45 * Toy

Story (English dialogue) 9:45 * Toy Story
{English dialogue) 7:30 * Operation
Dumbo DropoSama Clause 11 a.m„ 1, 5A
11 a m. * Broken Arrow 7:30

EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT Toy Story 11 am, 5, *
Broken Arrow 7:30. 10 5. 730. 10 *
Copycat 7:30. 10 5. 7:30. 10

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Copycat 12:30 pm., 3 . 10 7:45,

10 * Toy Story (Hebrew diakxue) 1030
am, 12:30. 4:45. 6'30 + Heat S45 * Ace
Ventura 10:30 cm. 12.-30, 4:45, 6:30, 8 *
Broken Amity 10.30 a.m., 445. 7:45. 10 *

Toy Stcrv rEncHsh dtsloguet 7:30, 10 *
Mortal Kcmbaf 10:30 a.m„ 12:30. 4:45

[HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) e
6902666 Sense and Sensanaty 11 am,
5 45. 8:15. 10:30 5:45. 8:15, lft30 * Star

Man 11 a.m., 6, 8. 10 6, 8, 10 STAR*
5K0G8 Ace Ventura 11 am. 1 . 4-30, 6:15

11 am.. 4:30. 5:15 + Copycat 6.30. £45 *
Father of the Bride llll a.m.. 1:15. 4:30 11

am. 5'30 re 7:45. 10.15 re Toy Story

,£rgush dialjguei 8:15. 10:15 * Toy Stoiy

(Hebrew diakKiuel11 a.m.. 1. 4:45. 6:30
11 a.m., A:46, 6:30 DANEL HOTEL
Mr. Holland’s Opus 7:15. 10 Father of

ttieBride(lii.
,3Gam.,5

KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3« 887277 Broken Arrow 11

am. 5. T. 9:30 7. 9:30 * Heat 0:15 9:30 *
Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. 5 *
Toy Story (Engfesn dialogue) 7, 9-30 re Ace
Ventura 11 a.m.,5,7 7

KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL Copycat 1130 am., 5. 7:30. 10

1133 a-m.. 5. 7:30. 10, 12:15 * Heat 7. 10
re Operation Dumbo Drop 11:30 am,
4:30 Tw story (EngBsh cSalcgue) 7 30.

10 * Toy story {H&xew dialogue) 11 am,
5 re Twahre Monkeys 11 am. 4:30. 7:15,

10 11:30 am. 4'30, 7:15, 10. 1230 + Mr.

HWiamfS Opus 30. 7:30. 1230; U.30
am. 5. 7.30 11:30 am. 5. 7:30, 12:15 *
Casino 7. 10 * H:30 am.. 5. 7:30. 10.

'.2 30 * The GoWen Llall Gang t^0 am..

5 re Get Shorty 5. 7:30. 10 7:30. 10. 12:15

re Smurfs ll:30am
KIRYAT BfAUK
G.G. KIRYON tr 779166 Twelve

Monkeys 11 a.m . 4:45. 7, 3:30 7. 9:30. 12

* Mr. Holland’s Opus 7, 9:30 £30. 12 * A
Gcofy Movie 11 am, 4:45 re

Copyca»Get Shorty n am.. 4:45. 7, 9:30

7, 0.*33. 12 re Leaving Las Vegas 7. 9 30

Blowup in Little Rock - documentary
23:00 Wild West 23:50 Open
University

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 The Artist and the

Professor 7.*0Q Beverly HiltUIPes 7:30
Look and Cook 8:00 Video Fashion

News 8:30 Gabrielle 9:30 Santa
Barbara 10:30 The Bold and the

Beautiful 11:00 Oprah Winfrey 12:00
Remington Steele 13:00 Look and
Cook 13:30 Video Fashion News
14:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

14:30 Small Wonder 15.-00 The Black

Stallion 15:30 Batman 16:00 Home
and Away 16:30 Entertainment Tonight

17:00 M'A*S*H 17:30 ATouch of Frost

19:30 The Bold and the Beautiful

20:00 Santa Barbara 21 :00 Hard Copy
21:30 Hearts Afire 22:00 Grace Under
Fire 22:30 Bamaby Jones 23:30
Entertainment Tonight 00:00 Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Hard Copy 1:30 Home
and Away 2:00 The Suflrvans

CHANNEL 5

9:00 US College Basketball - semi-
finals from yesterday 10:30 Israel

National Soccer League 11 :30 Israeli

Volleyball playoffs 13:30 English Cup
Soccer 16:00 US College Basketball -

.

S
islerda/s semi-finals 17:45 English

up Soccer 19:45 Name of the Game

Soccer League 23:30 US College
Basketball - yesterday's semi-finals

EUROSPORT

9:30 Diving: Europe Cup from
Germany (rpt) 11:00 Challenge
sports: parachuting, bungee jumping,
sail-gliding 12:00 Internationa/ Motor
Spoils Magazine 13:00 Motorcycle
racing (rpt) 14:00 Formula 1: car rac-

ing (rpt) 15:00 Car racing 16:30 Free-

style lumping: World Cup from France
17:30 Funboard 18:00 Snow crawling
19.-00 Sea styles 19:30 Formula 1: car
racing (rpt) 20:30 Soccer Eurogoals
21:00 Fast World - Motor Sport
Magazine 22:45 Sport Magazine
23:00 Car racing 00:00 Eurogbit

PRIME SPORTS

6:C0 Cricket 12:30 PGA Golf

Tournament 15:00 College Basketball,
semi-finals irptl 17:00 College
Basketball, semi-finals (rpt) 19:00
Cricket 19:30 Cricket 20:30 Car rac-

ing 22:00 PGA Golf Tournament 00:30
Chinese League Soccer

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 Omnibus -
the Indian Film Industry (rpt) 1(h00
Omnibus - the Indian Film Industry

(rpt) 11:30 Top Gear 12:30 Food and
Drink (rpt) 15:05 Correspondent (rpt)

16:15 Workl Business Report 16:30
Asia-Pacific News 17:30 Time Out;
Q.E.D. 18:05 Omnrbus - the Indian

Film Industry (rpt) 19:05 World of the

Future (rpt) 22:05 Omnibus - the

Indian Film Industry (rpt) 23:30 Time
Out: Holiday 00:00 World Business

9:30 re Santa Clause 11 a.m.. ~~5 7 re An
Indian in the Cupboard r a.a» . - " *
HestflkCasino 6-3? 9:15

*

7
.

0-3 ;
-\-

K1RYATSKEMONA
.G.G. ’GiL Copycat >--£: £ «*. *27.

~

9.3" re Broken Arrow 4 3C 7. 9:37 re The
Golden M2II Gang ’1:" 2 .—.. re Heat ?:3C
* Toy Story 11:30 a m

.

£:3Q. 7 30
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Casino ? 45 * Ace Ventura 11

air, , 4:30. ~ * Broken Arrow l 1 -30 a.m..

4:30. 7. 9-30 re Copycat 11:30 a.m 4:30. 7.

9:30 re Toy Story (Hebrew rj-ocue) 11

a.m., 4:30. 7 re Dead Man Walking 9:30 *
Get Shorty 4:30. 7. 9 30 * The Golden
Mall Gang 71:30 ar. * twelve Monkeys
11 air. 4-30. 7. g:3C * Heat 4. 7. 70 *
Gddden Eye 1 i:3Ca.m.

NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 = 404-29 Copycat 11:30

a m.. 5. 7:30. 10 * He3t 4 7. 10 * * Tne
Golden Man GanpWA Goofy Movie 11 '30

a.m. re Casino 6:30. 9.45 re Golden Eye
11 JO a.ra re Get Shorty 5. 7-30. 10

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 ^ 628452 Copycat
1 1 :30am . 5. 7:30. 10 re Get Shorty 5, 7:30.

10 re Casino 6.30. 9:45 * Smurts*The
Golden Mall Gang n :30 a.m. * Heat 4. 7.

10 * Twelve Monkeys 11:30 am.. 5, 7:30,

10 * RAV CHEN Broken Arrow 7:30,

6:45 * Toy Story (Hebratv dialogue) 11

am. 1 . 5 re Toy Story (English dSahgurf

7:30, 9:46 * Sense and SensiMRy 7:15.

9:45 re Ace Ventura 7:30, 9:45 re

Operation Dumbo Drop*Aoe Ventura 11

am. 1,5 reAnlncflan in the Cupboard 11

am, 1, 5
PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Copycat*Twe)ve
Monkeys 5. 7:30. 10 * The Golden MaJI

Gang*Smurfs*Maya the Bee 11:30

arc.* Get Shorty 5, 7:30, 10 * G.G.
RAM 1-3 tr 0340318
Heat 6:30. 9:45 * Ace Ventura 5. 7:30 *
Casino 9:45 * Broken Arrow 5. 7:30. 10

RA'ANANA ^ _QN-MOFET Smoke 8:30 PARK Sense
and Sensibility 5:15, 7:45. 10:15 *
Copycat 7:45, 10:15 * Mr. Holland's

Opus 7:45. 10:15* Broken Arrow 11 am.
J, 5:30,8, 10:15 re Ace Ventura 11 am.. 1 .

logue) 8, 10:15 * Operation Dumbo Drop
11 am. re An Indian in the Cupboard 1.

5:30
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 = 6197121 Mighty
Aphrodite 7:30. 9:45 re Toy Story (Hebrew
dialogue) 11 am. 1. 3. 5 * Toy Story

(Engtish rfahgue) 9:45 + Santa Clause 11

a.m, 1. 3. 5:15 + Ace Ventura 11 am. 1.

3, 5, 7:30. 9-45 * Sense and sensibilKy

7:15. 9:45 re Operation Dumbo Drop 1

1

a.m., 1, 3, 5:15 RAV-OASG 1-3 *
6730687 copycat 5, 7^15. 9:45 * Breton

Arrow 5. 7:30. 9:45 Get Shorty 5. 7:30

9:45 *
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKJHAV » 5491979 A Goofy Uovie 5 *
The Usual Suspects 7:30 , 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 » 362884 Copycat 445. 7*15.

10; re Get Shorty 11 am.. 5:15. 7:15. 9:45:

* Mr. Holland's Opus 7:15, 10 * Ace
Ventura 11 am.. 5

-i5

RFSHON LEZK5N
GAL 1-5 re 0619669 Toy Story (English

dialogue) 7:30. 10 * 7by Story (Hebrew

cBaJMue) 11:30 am. 5 * Gel Shorty 7:30,

10 * The Gofden Mati Gang«Cluete3s

11:30 am.. 5 * Casino 6:30. 9:45 *
Golden Eye 11 :30a.m + Ace Vwihjra

11:30 a m.. 5. 7:30, 10 * Seven 7:1a. 10

HAZAHAV Twelve Monkeys 5. 7:30. 10

A Goofy Movie 1130 am. 2 * Heat 7.

10 * Operation Dumbo Drop '.1:30 am.
4:30 * Copycat 5. 7:30. 10 * The GoWen

Postino 7:30, 9:45 * Toy Story (zngfeh

dialogue) 7:30, 9:45 * Sense and
Sensibility 7:15, 9:45 re Ace Ventura 11

a.m.. 1, 5 re Toy Story (Hebrew <te-

/ogu^)®An Indian in the

CupboardGOperation Dumbo Drop 11

a.m.. 1, 5 RON Golden Eye 7:30, 10*
CkJetessftSomethinc toTalkAbout j :3Q,

9;45 STAR 1-4 - 96199SS7 27 LishinSky

SL Broken Arrow 1 1 :30 a.m.. 5. 7:30. 10 *

Dead Man Walking 7:3Q, 10 * Father of

the Bride U 11:30 s.m.. 5 re Sense and
Senstoility 7:15, 10 re An Indian In llte

Cupboard 11-20 am., 5 re Mr. Holland's

Opus 7:15. 10 * Mortal Kombat 11*^0

am, 5 3

Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244

Phone reservations: Haifa 728878

All times arepm unless otherwise indi-

cated.
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Special police unit

to help GSS
protect VIPs

BILL HUTMAN

SEVERAL units of the police

Special Patrol Squad may be
transferred to the General
Security Service in an effort to

better coordinate the guarding

of VIPs, including the prime
minister.

The squads, widely known by
their Hebrew acronym Yosam. is

traditionally the main force used

by police in controlling
demonstrations.

But since the assassination of

prime minister Yitzhak Rabin in

November, the squad has also

been used frequently to help out

GSS bodyguards protecting the

prime minister and other
leaders.

The Yasam unit’s duty is to

ensure the area around the

person being protected is

“sterile” or clear of
unauthorized persons, by
physically removing the
unwanted persons and then
creating an outer circle

with their bodies through which

no one is allowed to enter.

The GSS bodyguards create

the inner circle that stay’s close

to the VIP being protected.

The move of several Yasam
squads to the GSS is one of the

points being considered by the

committee set up by the Israel

Police to follow through on the

recommendations by the
Shamgar Commission on the

assassination.

The cabinet yesterday-
adopted the commission's
report. A cabinet communique
said the government "took upon
itself to act according to its

recommendations."

AI-Azhar sheikh: Suicide

bombers aren’t martyrs
THE sheikh of Egypt’s Al-Az-
har University and the country's

supreme Sunni Moslem author-

ity. Mohammed Santawi. yes-

terday refused to refer to suicide

bombers responsible for recent

attacks in Israel as "martyrs."
“If a Moslem on the battle-

field sacrifices his life in order to

kill the enemy, he will be con-
sidered a martyr.” said Santawi.

“But someone who kills inno-

cent women and children is a

different question, between him
and Allah, and l cannot say that

the two cases are equal." he told

the official Egyptian news agen-
cy MENA.
"There is a difference be-

tween the two," he continued,

but refrained from condemning
the suicide bombers as
criminals.

Santawi was appointed head
of the prestigious Al-Azhar
religious university last week by
President Hosni Mubarak. He is

considered less conservative
than his predecessor. Sheikh
Gad ai-Hak, who died March
15.

(AFP)
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THE JERUSALEM POST
PESSAH HANDICRAFTS FAIR

100 stands with 40 new exhibitors.

Thousands and thousands of original creations

In every price range.

Come early cause the bargains go quickly.

To be opened by Ehud Olmert MK, Mayor of Jerusalem

THE GOLDBERG SPORTS HALL

3 REHOV STERN, MALHA, JERUSALEM

300 meters from Canyon Malha Plenty of parking space
Buses: 18, 19, 24, 26

Monday, April 8, noon till 8 p.m.

Admission NIS 10

(a donation to the Forsake Me Not,

Toy and Welcome Home Funds)

Children under 12 with parents FREE i

10 Super Door prizes a

Meetyour friends at the Post Pessah Pair

The committee, headed by
Cmdr. Danny Brinker. bead of
the police operations division,

began meeting yesterday. A
police spokesman said the
committee is working closely

with the GSS.

The Shamgar Commission
blasted both the GSS and police

for their lack of cooperation and
coordination, pointing to this as

one of the factors that for years

has left the nation’s leaders

open to attack.

The commission called on the

police and GSS to define more
clearly each body’s
responsibilities. Just who is

responsible for ensuring the

area around the person being
protected is sterile is one of
the issues that remains unclear

under existing regulations.

The commission also said vital

intelligence information was
often not passed ftoni the GSS
to the police, and when it was
passed on it would not reach tbe

lower-ranking policemen who
needed to act on it. The most
glaring example of such a lack of
coordination was the failure to

transmit the threat of attack on
Rabin.
The commission’s report also

noted that the state inquiry into

the Hebron massacre also
recommended improvements in

the flow of intelligence
information, and that this was
not properly carried out.

Police sources said it would
likely take the committee
several weeks to complete its

work.
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Local Catholics and p3grim$ from abroad mark Palm Sunday yesterday with a procession from Brthphage ora* the Mt, of

Olives to St. Anne's Church on the Via Dolorosa in the Old CSty of Jerusalem. Wife the beginning of fee western Christian

Holy Week, Religious Affairs Minister Shimon Sbetreet has asked fee Gvfl Administration to examine --fee poaaffiiHcy of

allowing Christians from fee West Bank to enter Jerusalem for the Easter celebrations. (Tea Haim aagkor. Ana Renta)

Peres leaves for Oman, Qatar
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres
begins a two-day trip to two Per-
sian Gulf states today, amid ex-
pectation that a landmark an-
nouncement will be made in

Qatar enabling tbe opening of an
Israeli economic liaison office in

Doha.
It will be the first visit to Qatar

by an Israeli prime minister.

Today, Peres visits Oman,
where he will meet Omani leader

DAVID MAKOVSKY

Sultan Qaboos. Yitzhak Rabin province in the mid-1970s.

was the first Israeli premier to
visit Oman in December 1994,
but then the Israeli media was
barred.

Israel and Oman have enjoyed
quiet security links since Oman
asked for Israel's help in the af-

termath of an attempted insur-

rection by the Dofari northern

Oman was tbe only Arab coun-

try not to ostracize Egypt when it

made peace with Israel in 1979.

During Peres’s visit to Qatar to-

morrow, he is expected to discuss

a natural gas deal between the two
countries. Contrary to reports, Is-

rael and Qatar have yet to con-

clude such a deal. Problems in-

dude bow such gas wifi be trans-

ported as well as Egypt’s insistence

that it could provide spcfr namraZ
gas to brad at a cheaper price.

Peres's Sight to the Gulf wifi be
teogtitierfemsecem^anceSan-
di Arabia refuses toaScm land to
use its airspace. Therefore, per-

haps fittingly, Peres,and Mseotoo-
rage wfflbe travmmg tbe RedSea
back and forth on foo eve of
Passover. •

Omanis say if peace inevitable,

why not enjoy its fruits now
WHILE Israeli travel ageacies are gearing up
to add Oman to the list of countries Israelis

are able to visit, the level of relations should
go way beyond that of providing a beauty spot
on the Arabian Sea. And although the
Omanis have warmly received Israeli visitors

so far - even those traveling on Israeli pass-

ports - the country seems hesitant about
opening its gates to mass tourism from tbe

Holy Land.
During a visit with the first Israeli official

delegation to the Gulf, in April 1994, among
the reservations expressed were the possibili-

ty of "lager louts” and "hooligans*’ getting

drunk and causing damage.
More pertinently, there was a fear that if

Jewish Israelis are allowed to visit in large

numbers, Oman will not be able to prevent
Palestinians from coming, and some ofthem
might try to settle and find work there.

Unlike Kuwait. Oman has almost no Pales-

tinians, and nearly all its foreign workers
come on fixed contracts from the Indian
subcontinent.

BACKGROUND

UAT COLLINS

Although it retains ties with both Iran apd
Iraqi Oman feels threatened by the spread of
Islamic fundamentalism, particularly given its

proximity to Iran. That ties between Jerusa-

lem and Muscat will take into account the

joint war against fundamentalist tenor can be
seen from Oman's participation in the recent

Shann e-Sheikh conference, and its change in

attitude following the gulf war when Sends
were fired on neighboring Saadi Arabia.

Israel can also expect help with changing

positions in the Arab League. Omanis state

their uncompromising support for their Pales-

tinian “brethren,” but have no problem with

inviting Shimon Peres despite the Palestinian

Authority's call to hold off as long as the

closure is in force. Both the geographic dis-

tance and the laid back form of Islam they

practise, has kept them less directly involved

in tbe Palestinian issue than other Arab
commies.
Oman’s practical approach is that peace in

tbe Middle East is inevitable, therefore it

should be able to put tins to finztful usetoday,
rather than tomorrow. Oman and
already tioeperatingon aderilmBljftjtia:

And although Oman has oil, it is gearing tip

for a time when fee wells run dry. It is feow^
mg great interest in Israeli high tech plants

and in training programs to replace tire for-

eign workers. “Omamzation” is a **rm fre-

quently heard in economic drdes there. .

It is also keen to feara more about desert

agriculture methods and health care, partial-

.

lariy help wife genetic problems resulting

from marriagesamong dose fonuty members.
So economic ties should develop beyond

the level of mutually providing tourists,

though Omanis, as Moslems, dream of visit-

ing Jerusalem and Israefis can dream ofa the
joys of a country whose beauty and charm
could have inspired Hollywood's idea of
Araby.'

PM: No leakage from Dimona
DAVID MAKOVSKY and news agencies

THERE is no reason for Israelis

nor neighboring Arab states to

worry feat there is any leakage of
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radioactive waste emanating
from the Dimona nuclear reac-

tor, Prime MinisterShimon Peres

informed the cabinet yesterday.

Peres said the radioactive
waste is stored according to strict

international criteria, and there-

fore there is no safety risk for

workers or anyone else.

Environment Minister Yossi
Sand called Dimona one of fee

safest nuclear reactors in fee

world.

Meanwhile, Egyptian Presi-

dent Hosni Mubarak declared

that there isn’t any “bard evi-

dence" showing a radioactive

leak from the Dimona reactor,

but that tests are still being

conducted.
“There isn’t any hard evi-

dence" of a radioactive leak,

“but we’re continuing to investi-

gate whether such a leak could
affect underground water reser-

voirs," Mubarak said at a joint

press conference with bis Yemeni
counterpart Aii Abdallah Salah.

“We are searching for credible

information, while simultaneously

demanding that the Middle East
become a region dear of any
weapons of mass-extermination."
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MEWS IN BRIEF

Gasoline up 5 percent
The price ofgasoline was raised about5 percent at midnight
last night as a result ofprice fluctuations in the market; the
Energy Ministry announced.
The price of 96 octane gas is nowNIS 2.83, up from

NIS 2.70. Unleaded gas costs NIS 2.75, up from
NIS 2.61. Jerusalem Post Staff;

Man shot at police roadblock dies.
Etiabu Ebas, 26, of Bat Yam, whowas shot by police after -

driving through a roadblock in Jaffa Saturday night, died -

yesterday morning. A passenger in his car, Rinat Ben-
Shoshan, is still hospitalized.

Tbe Justice Ministry’s Police Investigations DivisionIs
investigating the incident. Itim

Defense spending drops 3%
Defense spending continued to shrink in 1995, when it totaled
NIS 31.8 billion, 3 percent less than the previous year, the
Central Bureau of Statistics announced yesterday.

In 1994 defense spending fell by nearly 10% in comparison
with the previous year. Over fee pasttwo decades, nntitary and
other defense-related spending, includingsalaries, plffirmreted
by nearly a third.

Jerusalem Post Staff

Former Egged comptroller released onbail
Ya’acov Fish, a formerEgged econcanst/comptroDer, wep^r-HT
ofbong involved in a massive fraud scam between the cooperative
and Mercedes agents bere and in Germany,was releasedon '

NIS 10,000 bail by Ted Aviv Magistrate’s Court yesterday.
Ftfe is suspected of failing to disdose the scam, allegedly -

conducted while be was employed by tbecompany between 1977
and 1989. According to the National Fraud Squad; Hshknew
that senior Egged employees were taking bribes in return for
buying hundreds of Mercedes buses.

Fish denied all allegations. Rome Marcus

French Hill overpass completed
The second span of the French Hill ovezpass in Jerusalem was -

officially opened yesterday afternoon byMaywEhud Ohnertand
Transport Minister YIsrael Kessar. The firstspan ofthe bridge
opened more than a year ago, has already greatly eased traffic’ -

congestion for commuters from Jerusalem’s northern
neighborhoods and suburbs. BmButman .

Pessah special on neutering cats
The Cat Welfare Society is spaying and neutering cats at balfpnoe through April 11, except for the- holidays.A female cat witibe spayed for NIS 150 and a male castrated for NIS 110 Th#* -

Gan Hatm. For an appointment, call 09965631 or 09-917329,

Uat Coffins
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Winning cards

In yesterday’s Mi&I Hapayis dai-

ly. Chance card draw, the lucky

cards were- the 10 of spades, eight

of hearts, queen of diamonds,
and jack of dubs.

Meshulam’s

men spray

tear gas

at police in

Petah Tikva
HAINE MARCUS

ABOUT 20 at Uri Meshulam’s
supporters gathered opposite the
Petah Tikva police station last

mgfrt shouting slogans and spray-
ing tear gas at policemen. Fifteen
of them were detained for
questioning.

Sources said thatMesbulam had
issued orders .from his prison cell

to his supporters to start riots

around fee country.

. Meanwhile, several of Uri Me-
shulam’s followers appeared in
Rebovdt Magistrate’s Court yes-
terday after they ran riot on Thurs-
day mgfat and Friday.

Yehuda Natanel was remanded
for 24 hours to enable police to
prepare an expedited indictment,
and Rabbi. Yitzhak Lehiani was
remanded until fee end of legal
proceetfings; Seven others were
given feeopportunity to go free on
NIS 5,000 bad on condition feat
they do notgp near Rishon Lezioa
police station. But they refused,
raying they would rather be re-
manded until, the cod of proceed-
ings “or forever.*

4
Twelve other

supporters were released on bail.

Arab scout injure^

ia clash with police
An eastmi Jerusalem youth was

- lightly injured by police yesterday
evening, when a march by Arab
mows ended m violence. The
marchwas held near the CMd CSty
.rad as it ended near the New
Gate, participants started tinow-

rods rad bottles at police.
Wbcn calls for them fo disperse
were, ignored, feemarchers were
Aspersed by.foree; ^

'

.
Earfier m fee day, scows from

Sefefcfaem had protested at a
oteckpoint outside fee:c&y. They

angry feat tbe ctoare pre-
venteddMmifiam-partidpatmg as

osuaBydo, in fe&Pahn Sun-
day procession in Jerusalem, Itim


